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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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SON,

NEW ADVKRT1HKMENTS THIS WKtCK.
•T M Vogell Sheriff** ‘■ale.
In bankruptcy—test Win S Jordan.
Ilunton A Bangor $teuin*hlp Co—Change In
schedule.
I. F
sale.
Wiggin A .Moore—Apothecaries.
Lewi* Friend A Co—Clothing.
M A Clark—Greenhouse.
Owen liyrn—Clothing.
W It Barker Clothing Co-Clothing.
Portland:
Oren Hooper** *»ons—Tables, sideboards, etc

GENERAL insurance AGENTS,
Bubrill Rank Bldg.,
WK

Most
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Foreign Companies,
Compatible with Safety.
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#un0H

Cleveland, Ohio:
Lincoln Oil Co—Agents wanted

eatate

and

For other local

newn Bee pages 4, o and
A. H. Lynam, of Bar Harbor, was in
Ellsworth yesterday.
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brings

the stoves and fur-

C. R. Foster left last Saturday
business trip to Baston.

int0 use_mon. chaiiee for fires_

Are*.

You've gut to risk it with your neighbors—but won’t you let
\\ e represent a coterie of pood stalwart insurcompanies. Liberal terms.

Geo. H. GRANT COMPANY,

KITCHEN
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I have moved my stock of
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Franklin Kreeta,
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FURNITURE.

etc.
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Kitchen Chairs,

40c. to 95c.

where I have

X
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good

a

L. Anderson, of Bar Harbor, oni
of The American’s graduate printers
was in Ellsworth to-day for a short visit.
Oliver
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purchasing T

before

Cor. Main ami franklin Sts.,

I

Ellsworth,

t

Maine,

Sunday

Henry Whiting, of Whiting Bros., left
to-day on a business trip to Boston. Mr,
Whiting expects to take in (he great Harvard-Yale football game at New Haven
next

Saturday.

I
4*
X

daughter was born last Saturday,
Nov. 17, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Eaton. This couple are the proud possessors ol ten children—five boys and five
girls, and all in good health.
Work at the Brooklin factory of the
Seacoast Packing Co. is being closed up.
The superintendent, E. K. Hopkins, expects to close up this week, and return
for the winter to his home in Ellsworth.

Ph>sI‘ X

F. W. Stanton, of Boston, arrived Mon-

A

There
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should not have his kitchen furnished

t

comfortably

X
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so
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Cor. Main and Franklin
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quality
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drugs

used la

w

of

a

high grade.

the results

4* day to spend the early winter with his
wife’s parents, Cap* H. J. Joy and wife,
X Mrs. Stanton
lias been here several weeks.

ill be satisfactory. X
4*

Mrs. Joy Is
York.
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WIGGIN & MOORE,

B

Cigars

1

|

New

The masque rad :s ball of Dirigo athletic
Hancock ball Wednesday evening of next week. A costume!
from Boston will be at the American
house next Tuesday and Wednesday with

g

g

costumes.

1

OYSTERS.

Witham, who has a smelt web
the mouth of the river, during the

Frank
near

past

week

which he
the weir.

|

LELAND,
23 MAIN

8TREET,

ELLSWORTH.

has

captured

.two

raccoone

caught in the act of robbing
One of the raccoons, captured

large one.
The sociable of Donaqua lodge, K. ol
P., last Thursday evening, the first of e
series to be given by this lodge thic
winter, was a very pleasaut affair. About
forty couples were present. The Dirigc
yesterday,

X

relatives in

jurors.

J5

I bare added

O

Washington*

visiting

club will be held Rt

0

|

now

Curtis K. Foster and Irving Osgood were
to-day draw'll as grand jurors at the December term of U. S. district court in
Portlaud iu December, and Henry L.
Moor and T. F. Mahoney as traverse

|

Druggists.

To my regular line of Fruit
and Confectionery, Tobacco and

Q
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counties should bear this in mind.
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Tables and Chairs to let.
25c. each;
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orchestra furnished music.
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J. A. CUNNINGHAM.
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EDWIN M. MOORE,

E

dealer In all kinds of

Freak, salt, Smoked and

were

Dry

a!.

Rllmvnrth

mwt-

fti,254 87,

an

increaae of

flll.07

ovei

previous year—another pretty good
Ellsworth is not losing
much in business or in population.
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indication that

It ia now learned that Charles Harrtman,
of this city, who is ill in Fredericton,
N. B., as reported in The American last
week, has typhoid fever, but a letter from
the hospital says beta not dangerously ill.
His mother left last week for Frederic-

J

Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Beal lops, 2
0
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

fcitt.

rnnalnta

the

J

Cod,

orrnua

office (or the year ending June 30, 1900

4

FISH.

The

published in The American
effect that the
East Lamoiiie coaling station site was
being considered for the location of a
large drydock for war ships was revived
this week by the visit of Col. C. L. Sperry,
of Wsshington, to the property.
rumor

several

weeks ago to the

ton.

Campbell A True Bid*.. East End Bridge, C

A

varied

clothing and
household goods was disposed of. The
proceeds amounted to about |35.
Mrs. Lucy L. Phelps, one of the oldest
residents of Ellsworth, is very low at her
borne on Church street. Owing to her
advnnced age, eighty-eight years, little
hope for her recovery is entertained. Her
illness

is

assortment

a

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

of

Ellsworth,

to

see

what

can

Mrs.

f

Ellsworth,

PATENTS.
K. J.

HUNT,

25 E. M.

Sol ettor.

SQUAKK, BASQOB, Mb.

The failure of a merchant to advertise
is an advertisement of his lack of enter-

prise.
Sixteen ounces of performance to every
of promise in the advertisements

pound

of THE AMERICAN.

j

it

be baked.
It is economy and every way
better to use the Royal, whose

while

work

is

always certain,

experimental.
*

with the vessel.

meeting of the board of
Methodist church at the
office of Clerk of Courts John F. Knowlton Friday forenoon at 10 o’clock.
A |
president, secretary and treasurer will be
elected, and the matters of repairs on the
church will be discussed. Definite plans
bare not yet been made, but it is proposed
There will he

trustees of

put in new ceiling, some new windows,
and to change the entrance from the present high steps to an inside entrance.

Col. John F. Whitcomb is this week
moving from Ellsworth Falls to his new
home on Main street, the S. K. Whiting
house.
Exteusive improvements
and
alterations have been
on
made
the
iuterior of the house, and Col. Whitcomb
has

one

of the finest homes

in

Ells-

people of Ellsworth proper
will welcome Col. Whitcomb and his
worth.

The

family among them as close neighbors,
while Ellsworth Falls will regret to lose
them. Col. Whitcomb has sold his house
at the Falls to Charles W. Smith.
Ellsworth’s football team went to Bar
Harbor Saturday for the second game t/his
season with the Bar Harbor team.
The
team was not the same as met the Bar
Harbors during fair week—in fact, Ellsworth this year has had a new team for
about every game played. This frequent
change of line-up and lack of practice
together have had tbeexpected result. The
game at Bar Harbor was a good one, but
Ellsworth ran up against heavy linebucking and a gilt-edged interference.
I here were weak spots in the Ellsworth
line wuich Bar Harbor soon found. The
game was never in doubt. Bar Harbor
made two touchdowns in the first half
and one in the second.
The dredger “Plymouth Rock” with
tug “Willard Clapp”, which have been at
work on the Union river contract all
summer, left for Portland Saturday. The

dredger was met down the bay by the
large tug “Belknap”, which took it in tow.
The most effective work of the dredging
on

Uuion river

was

done in

the last

few

Yesterday morning the tug “Little
Round Top” took the hawsers of the
“Lavolta” and “Henrietta A.
Whitney” at the wharves, and towed
them out of the river without stopping.
Walter J. Clark, who has been agent for

schooners

many imitation baking
made from alum, 1 hey
but
may cost less, per pound,
their use is at the cost of health.

There

are

a

the

to

now

never

powders,

be done

H. W.

Miss Mabel Monaghan, who is the
guest of Mrs. J. T. Maxwell, of Saugerties,
N. Y., sang at the Methodist church in
The
that place last Sunday evening.
local papers spehk of her singing in tbe
most complimentary manner. Miss Mon-

food

upon
makes
and
the bread
biscuit more delicious and wholesome—always the finest that can

Handkerchief Light ship
in the gale last Thursday, lost one anchor
smashed her boat, and split several sails
She put back to Hyanois, where she ar
rived Sunday, leaking. Capt. S. L. Lord
one of the Ellsworth owners, left for Hy

night

IlllllldH

rely

it; that

near

annis last

as tne

knows she.

can

Ellsworth schooner' “A. K. Woodward”, loaded with coal from Perth Am-

SHEET MUSIC.

Street,

wife

The Ellsworth festival chorus met last
week and reorganized by the choice of
J. O. Whirney, president; Mrs. C. I.
Welch, vice-president; H. C. Crabtree,
secretary and treasurer; J. O. Whitney,
Miss Kate Lnffin and Mrs. J. A. Cunningham, executive committee. Regular rehearsals will be held on Wednesday evenings at Manuing hall. All singers, men
and women, who are interested in the
work of the chorus are cordially invited
to Join.

article

an

reputation.
Every house-

on account of scarlet fever, will not
close until next Wednesday. The schools
in the outlying districts, except No. 8,
have opened for the winter terms with
the same teachers as last term.

Lord,

Wltll SO

Royal

it* great
world-wide

and

term

F. S.

,

ashed

West side grammar and Falls
schools are closed. The East side schools,
which were closed two weeks during the

for

of

*

high

“nLP::;" important

The

boy

the

is

quality

general breaking down, due to
apoplexy as has

#Jf

40 Main

it

experiment

...

.

T

old age, not a stroke of
been reported.

anchored

Never

of

Haynes had a birthday weeks, when a cut was made through the
Her friends found it bar of stave slabs and sawdust near
last Wednesday.
J*o*o*o*o*o#o*o#o*o*o**>*o2 out somehow, and toward evening sur- Indian Point. There are five feet of water
in this new channel at low tide, and it is
“The Beautiful la aa Useful as the Useful, reptitiously gained entrance to her home
now used by vessels going in and put of
on Oak street, and gave her a genuine
perhaps more so.”
surprise. The evening wbb most pleas- the river. The vessels can go out through
##
the new channel wheu it would be imLEAF
antly spent.
for them to get over the slabs in
The Epwortb league will give a sociable possible
SAGE,
In the vestry of the Methodist church, the old channel. It is understood that
next year two or more dredgers will be
M
LETTUCE
Thursday evening, at 7 30 o’clock, to the
AND
on the river, and will push the
the employed
young people’s societies of all
work toward completion.
»
churches. All are invited. This is the
PARSLEY
Charles E. Shaw was arrested iiT Banfirst step toward union services of the
ABE NECESSITIES AT THANKSGIVING.
gor last week on a warrant charging him
societies.
THE
Charles I. Staples, the Ellsworth agent with obtaining money under false preELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE
tenses. On Nov. 3 he paid a freight bill
of Staples,Smith & Moody, the- Augusta
can supply them as well
with a check for f24 on the Burrill napiano and organ dealers who are soon to
as all seasonable dowers.
tional bank of Ellsworth.
Later the
Telephone Connection. open a branch store here, left yesterday check was returned, the bank reporting
for Angusta on business with tbe firm.
no fund.
On complaint of the Maine
All the late popular songs and music
Mrs. Staples accompanied him.
They
NOTHING
Central railroad company, to whom the
on earth
received as soon as pnblished.
will return home Saturday.
check was paid, Mr. Shaw was arrested.
WILL MAKE HENS LAY
The building on Beal avenue formerly He was discharged on payment of costs.
LOWEST PRICES.
like
used as a slaughter bouse, and owned by Mr. Shaw
formerly conducted a stable in
GREEN CUT BONE.
J. A. THOMPSON
tbe Beal heirs, was burned at 11 o’clock Ellsworth, and had an account with the
FOR SALK BY
Wednesday night. The building was Burrill bank. He says his arrest was all
leased by John Maloney, tbe carriage a mistake; that some time ago he sent
ISAAC 1_. HODGKINS.
CONNICK.
MISSES CALL *
builder, and used as a storehouse. It was money for deposit to his account in the
The more eyes an advertisement catches filled with carriages and sleighs. Mr. Burrill bank by a runner who was going
the more dollars it is worth.
Maloney estimates his Iobs at fl,000; in- to Ellsworth and he supposed the money
MILLINERY PARLORS,
Advertising brings the customers and surance, f800. The building was insured had been deposited when he made the
check.
for |200.
assists the salesman.
Me.
f

Quality

The rummage sale conducted by the
Park street improvement society at the
store on Franklin street
opened last
Thursday afternoon and closed yesterday.

The

$1.50.

90c. to

Monaghan’o

will furnish the music.

Next Sunday is the World’s Temperance
in the churches. At the Methodist church Sunday morning Rev. J. P.
Simonton will preach a temperance ser-

I

MOORE,

Friday evening.

next

orchestra

*r

A. E.

||

The first extra of the season will be held
after the dancing school at Odd Fellows

X

95.

to

elsewhere.

:j

B. F. Joy returned last night from e
visit of several weeks in Westbrook.
Mrs. Joy and little daughter remaiu in
Westbrook for a longer visit.

large assortment of La- 4*

a

••

■■

Kitchen Ruckers,

have

dies'Jackets
flies'(

$1.50.

4*
A

goods Into

of Main and

corner

The ladies of the Congregational society
will give a supper in the vestry, to-morrow evening at 6 o’clock.

display of Dry Goods, Millinery, X
Boots, Shoes and KuOIkts, Notions, T

■

..

liarJwood Kitchen Tables,

Miss Helen Hale has returned fr Jin
visit of several weeks with her brothei
Charles in Boston.

nB.

formerly occupied by A. w.

store

CisiivfAN A Son,

a

The Ellsworth literature club will rneel
with Miss M. A. Clark next Monday even*
ing.

take the ri>k for you?

ance

on

abbntf •intent*.

agban is to give a song recital at the opera
house, Snugerties, next Monday evening.
She will be assisted by A. M. Mattocks,
tenor, of Albany, and other talent.

5T., NEW YORK.

__ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO., 100 WILLIAM

sixteen years, says this
is the first time within his
memory
that this
two
has
been
done with
vessels
the
size of
these.
It was

Reduction Company Plant.
Work on the Boston deduction Co.’s
plant is being pushed vigorously. The
building on the west Hide < ! the dam is
ready for the machinery, some of which
is now on the way.
The floor space in
the mill is about 73x63 feet on the second
floor, with ell 20x30 and 73x45 on the first
floor.
Two Sampson water wheels are
already in place, and another is being
The aggregate power of these
put in.
wheels will be over 400 horse.
Mr. Burleigh, who superintended the
beginning of the work here, returned last
week, and will superintend the work of
installing the machinery. N. P. Cutler,
of Boston, the president of the company,
was in Ellsworth yesterday inspecting the
plant, and expressed satisfaction at the
progress made.
The three water w heels will be in running order within a month, and Mr. Burleigh said yesterday that he expected the
plant would be running inside of three

the

tow

possible by

made

by

boat

the

new

channel

made

dredger during the past few weeks,
near
Indian Point.
Heretofore it was
necessary to take vessels of this size one
at a time over the stave-slab bar
and
the

through the tortuous channel near the
point, then get them together again and
tow out of the river. This meant loss
of time, and when water over the slabs
is scarce at best, loss of time sometimes
meant that one of the vessels would stay
on the slabs for a while.
THE OLD

Reported Lost,

“POLLY”

but It

Is

Probably

a

Mistake.
A press
dispatch by the roundabout
way of Boston says the old schooner
“Polly” was wrecked at North Brooksville last week.
There seems to be room for doubt as to
the accuracy of this report. The American talked with North Brooksville this
morning by telephone. No vessel had
beeu wrecked there.
At North Brooklin, which might easily
be confused with North Brooksville, a
a

small schooner
was

wrecked,

was

the “Charity”, another

and

not

The

the

older

“Charity”

and

was a

but

that

old-timer,

more

schooner

famous

_

Host on

months.

The American reported some time
the company says it has already made
arrangements for its ore supply. There
has been some speculation as to how the
ore would be taken to the mill.
Mr. Burleigh said yesterday that it would come
by rail or vessel and be hauled to the mill
by teams. The company is not going to
build any electric road, or a£spur to the
Maine Ceutral.
As

*

ago,

Fire at

of about

The

Brooklin.

dwelling at Brooklin,
occupied by Ward Carter, grocer, was
“Polly” was built at Amesbury, Mass., in burned Monday night. AH the stock in
1805, and columns have been written the store was destroyed, • ut some of the
household goods were saved.
about her.
She was a privateer in the
The loss on building and stock is estiwar of 1812, and had no less than eleven
prizes to her credit. Her last fight was mated at f 1,500. There was >?800 insurance
with an armed
British merchantman. on stock and |400 on t tie building. The
The fight took place about half way be- building was owned by Corydou Staples.
tween Mt. Desert and Duck Island, and
the “Polly” was victorious.
The merCOMIN<i EVENTS.
chantman was a rich prize.
Wednesday
evening, Nov. 21—Chicken
It would be a strange coincidence if
supper at Ellsworth Falls Congregational
these two old-timers, the “Polly” and
20 cents.
“Charity”, were wrecked in the same vestry. Tickets,
Thursday evening, Nov. 22, at Congrevicinity the same week. It is more probgational vestry—Supper, 15 cents.
able that the “Charity” has been confused
with the “Polly” and that the latter is
Wednesday. Nov. 28, at Hancock hall—
still afloat, the oldest merchant
vessel Masquerade ball of Dirigo athletic club.
flying the American flag to-day.
Ellsworth, Wednesday. Dec. 12—Disseventy tons, built at Hackensack, N. J.,
in 1834. Her home port is Bangor. The

store and

trict school of instruction Iv. of P.

George F .Archer Dead.
Thursday, Nov. 22, at Methodist vestry
Mrs. George F. Archer, of Amherst, —Sociable
given by Epworth league to
well known throughout the county and
young people’s societies of all Ellsworth
State as a florist, died Nov. 8.
churches.
Mrs. Archer’s garden was her pride,
Wednesday, Dec. 5—Meeting Bay view
and she was one of the largest exhibitors
district Sunday school association at
of flowers at the big fairs of the Slate,
Baptist church, Trenton.
took
where her exhibits
Mrs.

Her

premiums.

always
many
large exhibits at the

Ellsworth and Amherst fairs for several
have been a prominent feature.
Her last exhibit this year was at Ellsworth fair. She was not in good health
at that time, and when The American
reporter talked withdier about her floral
exhibit, she seemed to feel that it would
be the last one she would make, and said
years

so.

Mrs. Archer

seventy-one years of
age. She leaves a husband and four children—George F. Archer, jr., of Clifton;
Winfield S. Archer, of Lamoine; Augustus
D. Archer and Mrs. W. C. Campbell, of
Amherst.
was

__________

The only place to get bargains is at the
store that advertises for your trade.
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1-20.

This psalm was probably written for
It praises
‘"’id tempi.1
use in t'
lli< people
God spt'cJaiiy for 1 "iim

“Helpful and Hopeful

ory vtrsea the possession of their Junior*
be too great, could
they res lit** how
surely GoO will hies- thg teaching of these
Toe forming of
Versts in coming years.
the habit of regular reading of Clod**
word and the committing to memory of
its choicest porttons, are privileges with
which the Juni*rs should he impressed
arid of whicu they should not be deprived*
Owing to various c*o*e*, the atudy of
the bible ba*» become s
fragmentary *» »d
disjointed test its leave* no definite in
presaion upon the mind of the student, if
wc are to judge by the
bar., knowledge
possessed ny the msj ruy of our young
How nan st make such a reading
people
oteresHng? I?» t!»a ni«et mg some Junior
is called upon to tell the story of the
week's reading, the ether* supplying
I* ”e reading c > n|>r‘*
w hat he f*rni‘a.
several event ,« ♦ Junior t* a-*ed »o bener
is unexpected y
i.-ei*
ki.o*
gin,
upon to ta h e up t be *tory, until •“*«»■. «....* s
in the x*
h d« veil or more »re included
ci-e.
As the Junior- are lu ver vtot
before I ne meeting that they «re to •-<
called upon, it nec**astiate* careful pr* ;»ur * t ion on the jw»rt of each.
While every ef? »rt to tneulcale in the
child lhe habit of us > resiling of toe
bible may n»;i:t fora time in mere perfunctory performance of duly. y*t such a
us bit must eventually bear r’di Iru t
Leader* will lind that the Juniors talc
!**•!
iact,
agrtsl interest m iuolt *ea
Junior repeat s verse learned through 11 e
» r
some
word,
week, containing
special
beginning with s certain letter, or a
t»ii
the
from
favorite one cbu-eti
resding. Select from among tbos- repeated an appropriate one for a m *t»o.
An*
it.
Then driil
the Juniors upon
he coming
nounecthis as a tuolto f »r
week and encourage them to live up to il
Provision should be made for a systematic study of the bible. A theme should
be taken, as the life of Jeaua or tb* lib «>f
Paul, and bringing to bear upon it ligb.
from various scriptural pasaag* », pr«*ci : it
I he
to the Juniors ms « definite whole.
*hi u it »>e srr*uged in attractive
I.*-inreal
honone
but
r«
rr*
f >rin,
tj
WlHl
Ih
pleat i<»n to :n*u»ler t * rin.

Pen Picture for Women.

The I'urtHWA of this column arc succinctly
suited in the title ano not Jo— it is for the mutual lienefH, and alms to Is- helpful and hopeful
Itclng for the common goon, It io tor the com
non u—a puudc servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the In!»•
>. capacity
it solicit*
terchange » f Htek-

•41 am so nervous, there is not a
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(verses
7-11). Sing unto
the Lord with thanksgiving. • • •
v ho covered the heavens with clouds,
v. ho prepareth niiu for the earth, who
maketb the grass to grow upon the
mountains. He givetb to the beast his
and
food
to
the
ravens
young
which cry." God's providential care of
both man and lienst calls for continued
praise and thanksgiving. Our country
has been specially and wonderfully
blessed in temporal affairs in the |Kist
Fruits abundant have
been
year.
borne by our trees, our fields have
yielded abundant crops, and our industrial prosperity has been unprecedented, all of which are causes for thanksgiving to God.
3. Praise the Lord for ecclesiastical
blessings (verses 12-15). For protection, peace and plenty the church is
called upon to praise the Lord.
The
church of Christ today in our land is
richly enjoying all these blessings.
Therefore
let
us
praise Him as
churches for His manifold blessings to
our churches.
4. Praise the Lord for national blessings (verse 20). “He hath not dealt so
with any nation."
God has greatly
blessed us as a nation in the past year.
We have a goodly heritage, where the
favor of God seems to be freely dispensed. Let us therefore thank Him
in thought, in word and in deed.

blessings

TIIE

X’RAVEH MEETING.

Let the prayer meeting committee arrange a special
thanksgiving programme or use the one published by
the United society.
BIBLE HEADINGS.

Ps. xxxiv, 1-8; xlviii, 1; lxvi, 1, 2;
lxxxi. 1-3; xcil, 1-5; evil. 1-8; II Cor.
lx. 10-12; Phil, iv, 1-6; Col. ii. 6, 7; lv,
2; Kev. vii, 11. 12.
Begin Today.

Is there nothing that Christ, as your
friend, your laird, your Saviour, wants
you to do that you are leaving undone
today? Do you doubt one instant, with
His high and deep love for your soul,
that He wants you to pray? And do
you pray? Do you doubt one instant
that it is His will that you should honor and help and bless all the men about
you who are His brethren? And are
you doing anything like that? Do you
doubt one instant that He wants you
to be pure in deed and word and
thought? And are you pure? Do you
doubt one instant that His command
is for you openly to own Him and declare that yon are His servants before
And have you done it?
the world?
Ofrv

miaotlona

nmbo

whole matter clear. No; not In quiet
lanes or in the bright temple courts, as
once He spake, and not from blazing
heavens, as men sometimes seem to expect—not so does Christ speak to us.
And yet He speaks. I know what He,
there In all His glory—He, here in my
heart—wants me to do today, and 1
know that 1 am not mistaken In my
knowledge. It is no guess of mine. It
Is His voice that tells me.—Phillips
Brooks.
Temper a Duty.
When it comes to be recognized more
generally, as it ought to be, that good
temper cannot only l>e cultivated, but is
a Christian duty, and that one has no
moral right to inflict gloom and despondency upon the home members of
the community, we shall doubtless see
a marked change for the better. Doubtless a sunny disposition is natural to
some and not to others.
But all may
acquire this as well as any other virtue. and its possession Is one of the
strong recommendations of one's religion. There is no reason why one
member of the family—say the unselfish mother—should supply all the
sunshine for the home.—Watchman.
r

Good

Character.
seen
the good In
Have you
his
some one and
ability while he was
■till obscure and prophesied the high
place he would take, and then, when
this was realized, and he had risen
above you in your own sphere, were
you still able to praise him? This is
a test of character, and here It was
John proved his nobility of character.
"Did I not tell you He was greater
than I? And Is He not great—greater
than I thought?" He could wish for
Him to increase and grow greater each
day and for himself to decrease.—Ian
A Test of
ever

Madp-en.

Extra iritmnfn’
’a tt*c bane of women.
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And ttf t*» the iarp* t y >u tMtilol new,
I kuvn we can make the old one <1u
A nd an for the washer nr»’ sewin' machine
Them smooth-tongued agents, so pesky mean,
You’d better get rid of Vm s lek and clean.
" hat do the* know about womcn’i* work?
I>o tlwy calkilute women was born to shirk?”
Dick and Edward and little Joe
in a corner in a row,
1 lie) saw the patient mother bo
< >n ceaseit-->► < rrands tu and fro,
They saw that her form was bent and thin,
Her temples jnyi* and tier cheeks sunk in,
'I be) saw the quiver of dp ami chin
And then with a warmth he could not smother,
Dul * poke the youngest, fral »—t brother:
“Y ou talk of savin’ wood an’ lie.
An* tea. an’ sugar, an the whlit.
liut you never tu!k of savin’ mother.”
>at

—Selected,

from Household.

Dear Friends:
I think we will have a “here and there’’
column this week, ho many things suggest
themselves to me that would possibly tie
helpful to us either in one way or another.
Hid you ever think how various are the
helps different persons need? If you have
considered that p :nt, you understand
how much tact is required to give help
just bow, when and where it is most
needed. Even keeping silence is sometimes the best help we can give a person.
Officious help is annoying. Ofttiines the
simple but sincere offer to a neighbor who
has sickness or extra care in the
family:
“If 1 can be of any help, call on me
any

time,”

is in itself

a

help.

to overtaxed workers and

It brings relief
watchers by the

thought that if their strength fails, some
i» ready to aid them and give them an
opportunity to rest.
One can scarcely be neighborly and not
be helpful, and neighbors should be willing to be helpful, not knowing how soon
they may need help themselves. A man
had the misfortune to break his
leg. ilis
neighbors were very kind to him in various
ways, in going in often and taking in eatables they thought he might like. He had
not been an unkind man nor a
particularly seiriah one, but he bad always been
well and busy, and had not realized w hat
it was to receive or give these little attenone

tions.

He learned a lesson in those weeks
he was laid aside from active labor.
He said: “I shall be a better neighbor than
I ever was before, for I have learned to
when

appreciate

my

neighbors.”

Some of you will thiDk I ought Dot to
mention Christmas until the last remnants
of

Thanksgiving

thing of the past,
but you Bee I bad sort of a theory last year,
that as I did not get time to complete as
are

a

Christmas presents as I had friends
wrhom I wished to remember with a gift,
I would make un-Christmas presents.
(This last is not an original idea with me.
many

Only

a
“parody” on the un-birthday
presents referred to in “Alice in Wonder-

land”.)
My theory was that X would continue
making those Christmas presents through
the year, and

as soon as one was finished
bestowed on a friend, 1 would begin
another. But like many another theory,
mine was a failure, and so I will just remind you that ‘‘Christmas is
coming”,
and an hour or two each of these
long
evenings, spent in preparations for Christmas will
perhaps save you much hurry
somewhere about the 24th of December.
Girls like to make something in needle-

and

work, especially.those who have only been
sewing a few years. Mothers, encourage
it.

Xjet them make holders and
and
needle-books.
This
week 1 wanted a new ironing holder and I
went to a particular drawer in the
pantry
and there I found the holder I wanted and
X said: “Here is just what X
want, it is a
holder R. made me last Christmas
R. is
a school girl who
always remembers us
housekeepers with useful gifts. You see
she is one of the helpful kind of
neighbors.
I want to suggest to the
girls that round
holders are very convenient for
handling
Hatirons. Make them about six inches in
diameter. Put six or eight thicknesses of
old calico inside and let the outside be
wool goods; bind around with braid.
I had a set of pretty white table mats
given me some years ago that have been
very serviceable. They were knit of cotton
yarn. In looking over some old papers I
came upon a page headed “The
Christmas
them in

pin-cushions

You can’t afford to risk you life
by allowing a cough or a cold to develop into
or
consumption. One Minute
ough Cure will cure throat and lung
troubles quicker than
any other
tion known. Many doctors usepreparait as a
specific for grip. It is an infallible remedy for croup. Children like it and mothers endorse it.
Wiqgin & Moore.

eneumonia

Mas. .John William*.

toms, and n«» woman should allow
herself to reach such a perfection of
misery when then' is absolutely n«>
need of it. The subject of our portrait in this sketch. Sirs. Williams >f
Englishtown. N.J.. has been entirely
curv'd of such illness and misery by
Lydia E. I’inkham s Vegetable Compound. and the guiding advice of Mrs.
Pinkham of Lynn. 5!ass.
No other medicine has such a record
for absolute cures, and no other medicine is “just as pood.” Women who
want a cun* should insist upon getting
Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound when they ask for it at a store.
Anyway, write a letter to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., and tell her all
your troubles, lier advice is free.
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NEW SERIES

open, Share*, tl each; monthly
payment*, $J per *harr.

now

WHY PAY RENT?
when you can borrow on your
a flr*t inurtjfnge aiM
re*luce It every month
Monthly
payment* aid lnum»t together
will amount to but little tuor*
than you are note paying for
rent, and In al>out 10 star.* you
will

•hares, give

For

particular* Inquire of

IJENkY W. ( l-ailMAI*. «ec*r
First Nal’l Rank lildg.

A. W.

SWAN’S ISLAND,

111

MAINE,
SMALL,

priceT$uw>.

possibly
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STEAM

few need
neighborhood.
taught
well as the many, and God will give
you the needed wisdom and strength to
help them, “My God shall supply all your
needs.” “lean do all things through
Christ which strengthened me.”

always, helpful often,
necessary sometimes, and
cheap

as
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[Dr. Fenners KIDNEY |
and Backache

England Telephone

Cure.

For all Kidney, Bladder and Urinary
Troubles. Lame Back.Heart Disease .Skin
Disease, llheumatlsm, Bed Wetting, etc.

UnfainngmFemaEweSSnesT

By dealers. wSeoize by mail fiOcFredonia^iY.
For sale by M. M. Moore.

Telegraph Company.

JOHN

undersigned hereby gives notice* that he
has
rUE
with the city of
Ellsworth,
the
contracted

support of the poor, during the ensuing
car, and has made
ample provision for their
lh*r.efore forbids ail |*crsous from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on hia acjount, as without his written order, he will
pay
*
for no goods so furnished. Habkv 8.
Jones.
or

'nrnPi«Mn«Ae

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
omc*»

AT

BAR HARBOR ANI) BLUKHILL, ME.
Bar Harbor offices: 7 And 8 Ml.
Bluehll) office open SttunliTi.

DesertBlock.

CLOSED
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
Dm. H. W. IIaimej bFgi 10 notify nu
patrons
and others that until further notion ids dcnta!
rooms will he closed on Wednesiuv afternoons

Ellsworth. Oct. 25, life*.

5i7 H.

1

GREELY,

DENTIST.

Graduate of the
elaaa of *73

Philadelphia Dental College,

tromct m Giles' Block, EllswobthClosed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.

DR

MAIN

8T.ELLSWORTH.

(Orer Harden's Shoe Store.)

Twenty-fire years' experience In

New

York.

Special attention given to chronlc|raaes.

CARROLL BURRILL,

I

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notakt

Public

abd

Justice

or

the Pisci

:

Office oyer Burrlll National Bank,
Statk Stkkkt,
Ellsworth. Ml.
■

■

F. BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting Attorney for All classes ol
pensions against the United States.
Business solicited.

Ellsworth..Man"--

“

Pauper Notice.

BASHER."

proftssional tart*.

all the year round.

jHrtical.

PAT, NO

All klndR of laundry work done at ebort
lice. Good* called for and delivered.
H. H. K8TKY M CO.,
Weel Kb<I Bridge.
KU*worth. M*

For 3 MINUTES' CONVERSATION.

introduced into tbe Junior society an inspiration and a method
which will tide tbe organization over
Consider tbe aim and
many a danger.
results of tbe study until yon yourself believe in it with ail your heart and then
communicate your enthusiasm to tbe Juniors. You will find that your confidence
in the results has not been misplaced.
They should be given a regular reading
for every day to form a habit of daily bible reading. In this day when criticism
about the book la rife, it is of the gravest
importance that our Juniors should b?
tborougblygrounded in a knowledge of the
book. If leaders could realize how surety
tbe day is coming when their Juniors wil
be assailed with doubts and fears regarding their religious faith, they would not
lare to neglect this opportunity so to fortify them that their victory will be sure.
Nor would any effort to make the mem-
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Firm nerve* and clear vision arc products of
perfect blood circulation. Strength of arm, of
until after
1 ni.f" at» •'» » » ♦ 'i» that It :« ; eye, and of nerve are accessary to-day as
gotten
never before.
The present day worker like
kitm\if(1i" lo be treasured.
Thi**lud> ctunoT t*e made intert nt ing
the archer of old must have strength withni'h h«*'> pripust
or of any value
out alloy. 5tnitll** Green .'lountain Reno•%
I
I
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on
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t
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1
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faithful
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udy
nquire
element* known, and as a Bod; Builder nothA true teacher will know f.*r
thought.
ing equal* it. It is made of pure herbs and
more of a *u bject t hart she ever expect*
impart. Let her goto tie meeting with plants, and Is redolent of the fragrant wood*,
the lesson so definitely fixed in mind
green hill* and bracing air of the Green
that there will Ik* no need tut re of r. f»*rMountains!
ence to slip* or paper.
Kven though no
"I b.iTebe*-n tmuMrd with rerrou* dyspepsia
artist, the blackboard will be found of
for years, v. u h made me a ; lysual arn * so
great aid, for ttie largest amount «»f itnmore wavs than one—1weak, ncrv.>u s ar.d unable
formaiion which we apprehend, comes
trv
t
eat
sleep. I was induced
through the medium of the eye.
A fear 1> ■••irsiornGreen Mountain Retv»vaf *r
The Juniors will uudurvand and r* tain
or Ren »vat<*r
thanks
t
v
and
cured
me,
ptete’y
Win n tin* -!un> is
a le»«on so presented.
w
I an
it a s-: ire meal. *’*«•« j> well, and feci
ci
»
Twr
mf.
strong and bear?v.'*
Possibilities of a Ball of Knitting Cotton,” on the life of Paul, an ou' iue of t hr M< i.
No. til Pearl Street, Albany, N. V.
iterranean coast put upon the blackboard
and among other things I found directions
and filled in each week with the citns
for knitting table mat* similar to mine.
mentioned in the lesson w M fix the jourIf any w ould like the directions they will ; neying of that hero indelibly in the mind
of every Junior. The map, or outline of
be given a place in our column.
the lesson, or it may be a roughly-drawn
been bom
picture, will attract t he attention, and en- and wish you had never
Apples are so abundant this year we lighten the understanding of even tbe Then
is the dav to take
dullest.
need to vary our ways of preparing them
Teach the Juni< r* as you go along howfor the table. If you have not done so, try
to spell t he hard name*. This will solve
this in place of stewing apples: Pare and
in advance
me of the difficulties of th*
cexaminations which should be given
quarter sour apples, place a layer in a pud
ding dish and sprinkle sugar over them, casfonally to fasten iu mind the leading
points.
and so continue till the di.-h is two-thirds
When
the leader finds dililcu ty in
full, add a little water, cover and Lake holding the attention of all tue Junior*
because
of
different age«. It has often
an
hour
or
more.
slowly
been found expedient to divide the soBaked sweet apple* with cream are
into
classes, aud place as a teach* r
ciety
usually well liked.
over each one of the older Juniors.
The
Make a syrup of white sugar and a little advantage of thi* plan especially for the
It will stop your cold and its discomolder
is
Juniors
obviou*.
when
sour
hot put in
water,
apples pared
The missionary meeting easily becomes
and quartered, and cook without stirring
prevent the coming of the more
with
the
a
id
This
popular
boys
girls
serious troubles that follow colds. At
so that the pieces of apples will retain their
should be held *t Itasi once a mouth, perall
To
Take
haps tbe la-l Sunday of ttie month.
shape.
insure its success, ii should be looked forand
per
With kindest memories of you all and ward to. and planned for during the ensize
tire month. The assignments of parts,
hoping to hear from you soon,
and other arrangements being made very
Aunt Madge.
early. The leader, after carefully arranging for the success of tbe meeting, may
often take a back seat as a visitor, aud let
PLKA FOR JUNIORS.
the Juniora carry out the programme
alone. As the parts which each is to take
Mf
J.
Mr*.
^
of
read
at
the h
Blair,
Lamoine.
l lltf
r.l»y
(Paj»er
in the meeting have been previously pre!:fi. *
•
mrd v for wormaln
meeting of Klvervlew Loral Unlou, Y. t. S. C- pared presence of visitors will not embarchildren.
A true*
K., at Mar.boro, Xov. 7.J
rass and should be encouraged.
Let tbe
tonic and eurv for
T\*
14f_
*»i .lwpwm* ,n#.
nn
M orm
parents and friends be invited when tbe
rder*. Price Me. at
is announced.
Their interest
meeting
We often hear the question asked these
Timu
drag*lata.
_^ a a
a
will encourage tbe Juniors to make tbe
9
V
•* h>.| oB
days: “What can we do for the children?” meeting the very best possible.
The Saviour says: “Suffer little
These meetings should be fruitful. Here
and forbid them not to come unto Me the boys and girls should gain that definite knowledge of missions which shall
for of such is the kingdom of Heaven.” make them
intelligent and therefore
The children are given us to care for and cheerful contributors to the great cause
train that they may be meet for the kingof
mission*.
The leader should not
dom. Is it sufficient for u» to semi them attempt to prepare this meeting alone.
to t he Sunda> acuoo) for a half-hour each
The programme should be hi the hands
week for religious training Htjd then con- of a good committee if
possible, leaving
sider our duty done?
the leader free to look after the many
Thebo>sand girls of to-day are the little things which go to make up the
future hope of the church, and if they success of tbe
meetiug. There may be
are to be brought to Christ and
become some one iu the church filled with mis■Line
iua bciiilc,
must
uc
carl)
sionary enthusiasm and zeal, or some
taught from His word. My plea (or them members of t be senior society who would
then is that they uiay be organized into
be glad to be responsible for this one
BY
Junior societies and placed under tbe in- meeting of tbe month.
We cau easily
struction of some one, who can teach recau me time wnen,
H.
W.
common
conM. D.
oy
them tbe word of God, that they may be sent, missions were voted “so
dry”, “so
brought to the Master, aud trained to all- tiresome,”
when
apparently no one
A history of Swan’s Island has Just been pubround, effective service.
thought the subject could be interesting
lished, and is now ready for delivery. Dr.
The object of Junior societies is three- to anyone except the missionaries themfold: To bring tbe boys and girls to a selves. But we have recently discovered Imall, of Atlantic, lias given much time to
knowledge of Christ, to develop in them a that the most thrilling adventures, the he preparation of this volume, which covers
likeness to Christ,to train them in service most inspiring heroism, the most de- 544 page*. From the following table of confor Christ. Junior societies have existed
voted
may be oeen the ground which the boo*
martyrdom, have characterized «nlfi
long enough for our leaders to have dis- missionary history.
With such sources jo vers:
TABLE OP CONTENTS.
covered that their purpose is not to enter- and records as these from which to draw,
I. Introduction—Aborlglnoe— Discovery.
tain merely.
the missionary meeting ought never to
II. Purchase—Settlement and Land Titles.
There are plenty of illustrations of tbe be dry or unattractive.
III. A Sketch of the Life of Col .lames Swan.
truth that Junior societies
organized
If it be true that “The light that shines
I V. Biographical Sketches of
Early Settlers.
by impulse or from au unworthy brightest shines farthest from home,”
\. Doit’s Island.
motive come to a speedy
aud often
then the knowledge of Jesus gained from
VI. The Fishing Industry.
VII. Synopsis of Municipal Record*.
distressing end. The meetings are con- the study of the bible and the reading of
ducted with a stereotyped programme con- It, should so illumine the life of the Ju- VIII. Miscellaneous.
sisting of songs, scripture reading, prayer, nior Christian, that bis eager interest in
a “talk” by the leader, and testimonies.
missions shail easily be won. If the leader
The boys and girls are urged to “speak”, desires to see her Juniors
develop into inThe book may be obtained of the
are led to take a pledge to do so.
author, Dm.
telligent well-rounded Christians, the H. W.
Small. Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. Bar
Without a suggestion to direct their
missionary meeting must not be neglected.
Middle street, Portland, or of the pubthoughts, they are expected to “relate All scripture is given “That the man of iNT,
their Christian experience” long years God
lishers, The Hancock Cocmtt Publishing
may be perfect,thoroughly furnished
before they could reasonably be expected
unto all good works”.
Do., Ellsworth, Me.
to have any.
The result will be either
We make the earnest plea, therefore,
a restless disorder, or an
unnatural, un- that our boys and girls be given instructruthful, insincere “speech”. After a few tion and help of the bible course of
months of fluctuating interest, the leader
study. Its object is to present the scripfeeling the hollowness of her effort, tures in such a regular and definite mangradually loses her enthusiasm in the ner that they may become the actual poswork. The boys and girls are not slow t o session of the
Juniors, and inspire them to
feehthe change.
Ttfe meetings become “all good works”.
Approximately as follows:
noisy and inharmonious; the attendFor distance of
Let me impress upon yon once more the
ance
tbe three departments of work which seem to
grows
constantly
less;
10 cent..
inspiration of numbers is soon lost, aud be necessary to a Junior society—the daily Lmn than 5 milea,
the society ceases to exist.
••
Nor should bible reading; the systematic study of
5 to 15
15
any leader who has no definite eud in some portions of the bible, aud the mis- 15 to
25
mm
20
view at the beginning be surprised at such sionary work.
Rattts for greater distances In
an ending.
If you realize the need of the boys and
proportion.
A mere children's prayer meeting, led
girls as you ought, you can go to your
a
is
not
our
idea!
for
a
by child,
Junior homes from this meeting, and start a
meeting. The leader who makes a bible Junior society, even if you haven’t but
course of study a prominent feature of her
half-a-dozen children in the church or
at your residence Is useful
work will have
A
to be
I lint

T,?'^

hanking.

in-

getting
“Agitate” the mutter in hand and that
will help t'
Cannnot each
c<-male'’.
union in the county send a letter for the
W C T
1
column In The American?
Hehi cca S. Wakbkn,
Try it
Cor Jxe. Hancock county.
$

j
hsiu^?

FIBST KAT10SAL BAliK

n*d

r

we can

suf

tw

druggist*

by circulating them
wood Hat of signature*

«•>

and

ferera hare proved iholr n a-rhlc,
for sink and nervous hiadarb,,
make pure tdond and build up your
C*cen|. Mono, tank
H dd by \k loom <k MooBf.

I8LK.

but her

t* «i

Throbbing llratlarlte

Would qu'ekly learn you if yon
,15cd I)r
£'"*'» Xe* Life Till" Thousands of

(The etlior turbo* wn urha of local onions
of ilu' "
(
1 I'- Ii< liaiii-or* foiihl), and
aWif rlMmni'r* jH-inr#llj, lu funirllut •• !«» till*
coliiit-n reports «»f luentnaw or Items that will txe
of luirrrM to work.-r-* In other part-* of the
wb»U). We «•*%»*! like thl* i«* Ik- a liiffoluMa,
but It nee*Is some effort on ibe patt of " c. T.
U. women to make It *o. It l« a eolumfi of their
tnafchttr, not our«, aud will U> what i;*-> make
1t.
Itrmf a»«l m\niMtthl«-jitio:i- 11 uM
-hurt,
ami are, of course, subject to approval of the
edll«>r. }

Drar Union* of Hancock County:
I see by the Irte report that uty name is
gben as at?perinten ent of franchise for
Hancock count;.
This l* a mistake, a*
most «'( you kmtw
Mrs Ann F tireely
I* mi,s rmtcn !
t of thatd ...ir.meat, and
we all kn >v that o r faithful Mr**, lireely
i* so eminently filled ior tbit pi ice that
a ding
the
no mistake inn*; i*
.y

—

*-■

This

III. <£. i. II

A.
*

STEWART,

M. D.

IIOMCEOPATIIIST,
Mai**Wm Bbooksyillk,
Meinberl of
Graduate Boston University.
Maine Hoimeopathic Medical society; American
Institute of IlomoKipathy, and corresponumK
member Boston Homoeopathic Medical socieij
TELEPHONE

COKMECTIO*.

!

...

SftbrrtiBtnunta.

j

On

a

Just now I missed from hull and stair
A Joyful treble that had grown
As dear to me as that grave tone
That tells the world my older care.

Wbdnbsdat. November 21. 1900.
■A1HB LAW BKQABDIHO

No sight! no s until— a moment’s freak
Of Taney thrilled my pulses through;

“if—no;*'and yet, that fancy drew
A father's blood from heart and cheek.
And then—I found him!

There he lay,
Surprised by sleep, caught In the act,

I !

j

The rosy Vandal who had sacked
His little town, and thought it play.
The shattered vase; the broken jar;
A match still smouldering on the floor;
The inkstand's purple pool of gore;
Thectussinen scattered

I
!

near

[l

MONDAY.
any soap will do. But if you care at all about
thing which is to be washed, you must
think twice before you act. Any soap will clean linens
and muslins, but Ivory Soap leaves them as white as

—Bret Harte.

*

the

KITTKKY TO CAKIBOL'.

Any soap will clean sheets and table cloths, but
Ivory Soap leaves no coarse, strong odor. Try it once I
snow.

IT FLOATS.
»••• ** twe rftocrt* a

oMtii eo. ci*cifta«n

f

Aaron Cobarn, of Newport, died Wednesday, aged eighty years. He was one of
the prosperous farmers of Maine, owning
farm of 700 acres. He leaves a son,
Frank R. Coburn, of Newport, and a
daughter, Mrs. E. L. Richardson, of Old
Town.
a

COUNTY NEWS.

neighborhood, the health officers advising
parents to keep children at home and
County .Y>trs.
pages.
One of the interesting families found
not allow* them to play with children of
Honin
other families. No jains had l>een spared by census enumerators in Maine was that
of Ernest E. Pinkham, of Fire Island.
8. N. Hendrick has a nice flock of turto keep the disease from spreading, but
Mr. Pinkham is thirty-eight years of age
el 111 this new case broke out with no apkeys for Thanksgiving dinners.
and his wife
thirty-six.
They have
The W. C T. V. had a pica-ant meeting parent cause, as the child had not been
fourteen children, the oldest aged twenty
exposed to it since it first began.
with Mrs. Lucy Robbins this week.
and the youngest four months. All the
Nov. 16
Eoo.
Pig-killing has commenced and soon
children are well and strong, and there
Sfn w nil.
the aroma of sausage and spareribs wi l
has never been a death in the faitiily.
The new achoolhouse is finished and
fill the air.
P. G. C. T. Marcelius J. Dow, of Brookp,
school began Monday, with Miss Sarah
will visit Washington county the present
Capt. Dick Warren and Howard Peirce
Carroll as teacher.
went to Sunshine Thursday on a gunning
month in the interest of the Good TemB. E. Newman lias just finished a job of
trip, intending to remain till Saturday.
plars. lie is well known to the fraternity,
for S. S. Deliver, Manset, and is having been for ten
Gustavus Mitchell left Monday for Yar- !>ainting
years at one time the
now' at work on
Alice Doliver’s house
mouth to spend the winter. He sold all
leading organizer in the State. His headhero.
his hay and most of bis apples before
quarters will beat Macbias, where comMrs P. H. Moore went to Brewer last munications will reach him. He will also
leaving, and took his cow with him.
week to visit her brother, Alonzo Stanley, visit some towns in Hancock county as
The tides here on the f»th and 10th were
who has been suffering from paralysis for he passes through them.
the highest for thirty*nine years—so say
some years, and
is now in very poor
Hon. l^emuel A. Gray, of New Portland,
the older residents. Water stood a foot
health.*
one of the organizers in Maine of
the
the
Mill
and
was
knee
bridge
deep by
Amos Newman fell from a load of hay Greenback
party, died Monday at the
deep at the marsh on the Oeeanville road.
last Tuesday hurting his head badly and
breakfast table, from heart disease. The
Just as tlie people here began to breathe
laming one of his legs. He Is better now deceased was a veteran of the Civil war
freely with the id*a that the diphtheria and able to
get around. Ilis son Charles and a member of the Grand Army. He
was over, another case broke out.
The litwas away at the time but arrived home
was prominent in politics iu the palmy
tle son of Mr and Mrs. Adrian Stanley is
the next day. Charles had been to Deer days of
Greenbackism, and in the camthe patient this time. A practical quar- Die after his baby boy. His w'ife’s mother,
of 1879 was a central figure of the
antine is put upon all children in the Mr*. Powers, wa* taken to the asylum at paign
Augusta last week. Mrs. Newman came State canvass. He wTas sixty-four years
home last week.
Much sympathy is exof age.
If you have ever seen a child in the
pressed for the family.
of
The “Maine Prohibition
you can realize bow grate j
For additional

see

other

1

agony
croup
ful mothers are for One Minut” Cough
Cure which gives relief as soon as it i* administered. It quickly cures coughs, colds
and all throat and lung troubles. Wia*
Moork.
oin

Dolly.

Nov. 19.

(Stops the ( nut'll nm! Work* off the Cold.
Laxative llroroo Quinine Tablet" cure a cold
in one day. No ( urn, no l*ny. Price 25 cents.

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.

CHAfr|

THANKSGIVING
If there’s

secretary

complete Thanksgiving preparaanything lacking
We’ll put our
tion in the way of furnishing, write us about it.
time against yours and send you full information about styles
and prices, and will send cuts or samples where possible. Or if
you’ll tell u> how much you want to spend, we will select the goods
for you according to our best judgment, allowing you to return
anything not entirely satisfactory. Here are a few suggestions:
Solid Oak Dining Tables, polished, with quartered-sawed top'.
Heavy
$15
fluted legs. Extends to 8 feet
$23
Oak Sideboards with full swell fronts
$6.25 to $75
Dinner Sets from
$24.98
112 piece French Haviland sets
40c.

at

Returns received at the office of

for the

Blown Tumblers—75c. kind
Pressed Glass Water Bottles,
Silver Top Glass Cider Jugs.
Napkins, Table Cloths, etc., etc.

alliance” was
Brunswick Thursday. The
officers are Rev. A. S. Ladd, of Lewiston,
president; D. F. Hodgkins, Gardiner, vicepresident; Arthur J. Dunton, Bub, secretary; James F. Wright, Bath, treasurer;
Almon S. Bisbee, Brunswick, warden.
The announced object of the alliance is
to strengthen and enlarge the work of
the prohibition party in the State and
encourage the spread of prohibition sentiment in Maine.

organized

plan-

tations out of the 520

cities, towns and
plantations in the State, give McKinley
electors a plurality of 29,700. The returns
also show that only 875 socialist votes
were cast at the recent election.
In order
to get the names of their candidates on
the next official ballot, it will be necessary for the party to secure 1,000 signatures. The prohibitionists polled approx-

imately 3,000 votes.
And now Shipbuilder Bean, of Camden,
is talking of building a seven-masted
schooner. The six-master “George W.
Wells”

has

Mr. Bean
an

been

sees

additional

no

a

proven
reason

mast

structed, having

an

could

added

success

why
not

with

be

con-

carrying power

of

19c.

be

will Mr. Bean stop with

a

seven-master?

At the Maine eye and ear infirmary in
Portlaud this week the marble bust of
Paysou Tucker, presented to the institution by Mrs. Tucker, will be unveiled.
Col. F. N. Dow, president of the board of
trustees, will preside, and pay a tribute
to the memory of Mr. Tucker. Dr. E. E.
Holt, executive surgeon, will give a eulogy on Mr. Tucker in connection with
his assistance in founding the infirmary.
Rev. A. H. Wright, Dr. Setb C. Gordon,
and Judge J. W.Symonds will each pay a
tribute to the memory of Mr. Tucker,
from the standpoint of their respective

professions.

2
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The best medium-priced coffee
business allows us to A
long years of experience in the coffee
is
a
rich,
It
clean,
perfect blend of
fact.
of
that
be positive
sound coffees, as carefully roasted as our incomparable
S
“White House,” and is packed in i, 2, and 3 lb. air-tight
flavor.
and
tin cans, to preserve its strength
we

GROCERS SELL IT AT

—

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS PER LB.

Dwlnoll- Wright Go., PrlnolpmlBollom

W

Ro»*t.r.,Bomton.Q

Edison's Phonograph

well as plays, and
Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as
or orchestra—tells
don't cost us much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—band
s
stories and sings—the old futuiliar hymns as well as the popular songs—it isalway ready.
< ata.
Bee that Mr. Kdison's signature is on every machine.
New
York.
FUth
Ave.,
CO., 135
PHONOGRAPH
NATIONAL
or
of
aU
lfigues
dealers,
_

Kitchen Weights and Measures.
Four teaspoonfuls ot liquid make one

tablespoonful.
Four tablespooufuls of liquid, one gill
or a quarter of a
cup.
A tablespoonful of liquid, half an ounce.
A pint of liquid weighs a pound.
A quart of sifted flour, one pound.
Four kitchen cupfuls of flour, one
pound.
Three kitchen cupfuls of cornmeal, one
pound.
One cup of butter, half a pound.
A solid pint of chopped
meat, one
pound.
Ten eggs, one pound.
A dash of pepper, an eighth of a teaspoonful.
A piut of brown sugar, thirteen ounces.
Two cupfuls and a half of powdered
sugar, one pound.—Ladies9 Home Journal.
Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague. Most
everybody atlllcted in one way or another. Only
one

safe, never falling cure. Doan's Ointment.
drug store, 60 cents.~Advt.

At any

bargain

,

counter

Here is

simpler

a

You will

a

again drink bargain-

never

"

counter tea.

**ORIGINAL PACKAGB 79
TEAS.
Orlofp (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orangb Pekob (India & Ceylon).

A WOMAN’S

Tfc|UE

WOIIK.

syrian-BB by Ionic epic, or dissect a cat*
But three times every day a meal must be
cooked under her supervision.
At any
minute, be she cook or countess, she may
be called upon to make a poultice for a
sick child, to change the sheets under
him, to know why the bread is sodden
and the meat uneatable, to give medicine

Not Her Mission In the World to
Make Money, but to Make a Home.
“The work of a woman in the world is
not to make money, but to make a home;
her true business in life is of wife and
mother,” writes, “An American Mother,”
on “Isa College Education the Best for Our
Girls?” in the July Lades’ Home Journal
“That Is true with regard to nine out of ten
It Is

intelligently

to

the

baby

in

her

arms.

Oil—per gal—
The college, be it remembered, takes
.55 3.61
Linseed,
10
12
Kerosene,
the girl for four years out of the family
Astral oil,
13314 of these pretty girls who are
tiptoeing life in which this kind of training would
Lumber and Building Materials,
about now in caps and gowns, and cherish- be given her. Its controllers, in their
1 2ft
number—per M—
spruce,
12ft ing the fondest hopes that they may be anxiety to develop tbeir brain as fully as
11313 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 <313 Clapboards—per M—
learned Fellows and Deans. They will that of a man,
forget the woman’s life
12 316
Extra spruce,
24 326
Spruce,
marry perhaps, or remain single, helpful
which is inexorably placed before her,
Spruce lloor,
16320 Spruce, No. 1,1 17 318 sisters
or aunts.
will
have
houses
They
and do not tit her for its inevitable work.”
12 315
Clear pine,
35 360
Pine,
Matched pine,
15 <*20
Extra pine,
35^60 to manage, marketing to do, stupid cooks
to guide, babies to rear, sick children
Ihlnglea—per M—
Laths—per M—
2 75
“I’ve come to tell you, sir, that the
2.00 and men to nurse.
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 3ft Nalls, per ft
.04 3.06
clear,
“Not once in a woman’s life perhaps will photographs you took of us the other day
"
1 8ft Cement, per cask 1 60 she be called
*2d clear,
to quote from an Asupon
are not at all satisfactory.
extra o..c,
1 65 Lime, per cask
.85
Why, my
12ft Brick, per M
No...
7-311
husband looks like an ape!”
“Well,
"
.75 W bite lead, pr ft .05 3.08
scoots,
DeWitt’s Little Early Risers are the best
liver pills ever made. Easy to take and madam, you should have thought of that
Provisions.
before you had him taken.”
Western pork Is following beef skyward, hav* never gripe. Wiggin & Moore.
ng advanced something like 3 cents a pound
luring the past week. This buoys up native
>ork. Sausage is still selling at 10 cents, but
;arly advance Is predicted. Beef remains firm
it advance quoted last week.
I3eef, ft:
Pork, ft.
1ft
Steak,
.203.30
Steak,
1ft
Roasts,
.123.22
Chop,
.18 3.10
.(5
Corned,
Pigs’ feet,
OF
.05
Ham, per tb
Tripe,
103.13
Peal:
.03
Shoulder,
.18
.14 315
Steak,
Bacon,
Salt
.10
Roasts,
.10§.12
Havana,
Porto Rico,
lyrup,

.35
.fto
.60

CLOSING-OUT SALE

Mutton:

Lard, loose
Lard In palls,

.15
.08 3.12

Meak,
Roasts,

Lamb:

.10

3od,
Halibut,
Pickerel,

Haddock,
Clams, qt
Oysters, qt
IO312 Scallops, qt

12
lo

NESS, ROBES, BLANKETS.

.05
.20

.05

.10<i.l6
.10

smelts, ft

40

35

[

Fuel.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
Dry hard, 3 00 §5 00
Broken,
2 00 33 00
Dry ho ft,
Stove,
Uoun«llngH per load
Kgg,
I 00 3125
Nut,

Spring wheat,

6 50
0 50
6 50
6 50
6 00

Cow,
Bull,
Calf skins,
figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

approved

1 10
120
a 40

l 10
1.15

Hides and Tallow,
Lamb skins,
.25§.50
.06 Tallow—per lb—
.06
.01 ^
Bough,
.05
.04
Tried,
green
.25 §1.00
Dried Frnlt.

Tamarinds,
Currants,
Apples, string
.10§.14 Apples, sliced

.10
.08 §.12
.06
.10

A Pretty Good Sermon.
A bright-eyed, bare footed, shabby littlo
fellow was working bis way through a
crowded car In a big city, offering his papers in every direction, in a way that
ihowed him well used to the business, and
cf a temperament not easily daunted.
The train started while he was making
change, and the conductor, passing him,

Joe!” he said.
‘You’ll have to run to Fourteenth street.”
A white-haired old gentleman seemed
interested in the boy, and questioned him
concerning his way of living and his
earnings. There was a younger brother
:o be supported, it appeared.
“Jimmy”
was lame, and “couldn’t earn much his»el«.”
“Ah, I see. That makes it hard; you
could do better alone.”
The shabby little tigure was erect in a
noment, and the denial was prompt and
lomewbat

“No,

I

to;

goods

Rubber

Bike

my entire

going

are

to be sold REGARDLESS

or

Steel Tired.

Buggies,
with Pneumatic Tires and

“Runabout”

Ball-Bearing Axles.

Buggies,

Steel Tires

only.

Express Wagons,

Road Wagons,

Concords.

Surreys,
BllCkboardS—New
from 2 to 11

and second-hand—to

people (including driver).

goods of

time,

I also have

a

my

own

few western-made

accommodate
Above

make.

goods, consisting

of

Surreys and Concord Wagons.
Also several great trades in Second-Hand Carriages of all styles und kinds,
SLEIGHS AND PUNGS—My own make—Parties ino

tending purchasing
the stock I am now
regardless of cost.

this fall will do well to inspect
ottering, and which will be sold

indignant.

Jim’s somebody to go
help. What would
ce the good of havin’ luck, if nobody wras
or
of gettin’ things, if there was
jlad?
lobody to divide with?”
“Fourteenth street!” called the coniuctor, and as the newsboy plunged out
□to the gathering dusk, the old gentlenau remarked to nobody in
particular,
‘I’ve heard many a poorer sermon than
hat!”
lome

days

Bangor Buggies,

laughed.

“Caught this

the next 30

paper.

These

Middlings, bag
1.1531.25

.12 §.20
.10
.08 §.15

(luring

OF COST : and all in want of them cannot do better
than call and get prices.

Hides—per lb—
Ox,

want to sell

stock, and in order to do so, I offer it at prices never
heard of before in Hancock county, FOR CASH, or

ton—

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Trices on flour and feed remain steady,
Corn meal, bag
flour—per bt>—
5 25 §5 75
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
5 25 §5 75 Oats, West’n,bu .38
Patents—
Shorts—nag—
5 50
Winter wheat,
Mixed feed,hag
6 00

HAR-

SLEIGHS,

CARRIAGES,

.113.12

Lard, home rend
.21
Sausage, ft
16
.10<«.l6
Fresh Fish.

Steak,
Chop,
Roasts,

and

one

1,000 tons. Shipping circles will not
so disposed to question the feasibility
of this undertaking as they were that of
the construction of a six-master, but

a dot.

$1.19

of State from all but three

the

ig

Loose. 8310
Baled.
14

Uolasses—per gal—

a

things

pound of Chase & Sanborn's Package Tea, hermetically sealed
in the original lead form. Try it; it
costs only a quarter of a cent a cup.

way:—Buy

Chickens..
Fowl.12 a 15
Bucks..
Ray.
Best loose, per ton....15

vegetables.
.(\0 Cabbage,
Potatoes, bu
.03
Sweet potatoes, 10 lb 2ft Beets, it.
.01
.03 Turnips, It.
Inions,
.01>i
.»'3 Carrots, ft
Squash, ft
.01>$
Oft Beans— j»er bu—
Celery, stalk
Imp Yellow Eye, 2.50
2.50
i'ea,
Fruit.
doz
Sananaa,
.35 <j 4ft
.203:10 Oranges, doz
2ft 330
Vpp:es, bid fl 25<j#2 2ft Lemons, doz
Cranberries qt
10
Groceries.
.06 3.08
Notice—per ft
Klee, per ft
.16 3*25 Pickles, per gal .40 3.60
Rio,
.40 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.2ftg.7ft
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
rea—per lb—
.45 3-65 Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
.30 3 65 Oatmeal, per ft
.04
Oolong,
.20
lugar—per 1b—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.07 Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B,
.07 Rye meal,
.04
Yellow, C
.07* Granulated meal,ft 02>$

at

time to prove this.

of turkeys and ducks
will be received in Ellsworth markets the first
>f next week. It Is Impossible at this time to
juote exact prices, but best native turkeys
probably will sell at 22 to 25 cents a pound, and
western turkeys 3 to 5 cents less.
Bucks are
quoted at 15 ceuts.

Baled.
Straw.

Week’s

Wltinowliigs of News,
Novelty him! Nonsense.
Mrs. Levi H. Rogers, aged sixty years,
was burned to death in a
fire which destroyed her home at Searsport Saturday.
One

a few days during the past
week at 30 cents, but now are a little easier and
sell at 28 cents.
Fresh laid, per do*.28

Thanksgiving supply

With Its demure and calm outlook.

buy

are some

without being battered and beaten. One
of these is tea. It might take some

Poultry.

What though torn leaves and tattered book
Still testified ids deep disgrace!
I stooped and kissed the Inky face,

There

counter l”

you cannot

Egg".
Eggs sold for

stole, and half beguiled
My guilt, In trust that when my sleep
Should come, there might be Oue who’d keep
An equal mercy for Ida child.

depends upon what"you want in a soap.
If you require simply a*dirt remover, almost

gain

Produce,

Neufchatel..

strayed;

WOMAN, noticing the battered

condition of her husband, asked
if he had been in an encounter. “Worse
than that,” he replied, “it was a bar-

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft...16 319
Best dairy (new)..
Butch (imported).90

Then back I

T all

A

Creamery per ft...30
.25428

and far.

Yet all In vain, for sleep had caught
The hand that reached, the feet that
And fallen in that ambuscade
The victor was himself o'erwrought.

Country

Butter.

•Strewn leaves of albums, lightly pressed
This wicked “Baby of the Woods;”
In fact, of half the household goods
This son and heir was seized—possessed.

|

WBIOHTB ARD ■BABtJRBB.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh'60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 uounds.
The standard weight of a bushci of potatoes,
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pou~ds;
[>f apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of neans In
rood order and fit fur shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 50 pounds; of onions, 62
of carrots, Engltsn turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
12 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted l»elow are the retail prices
st Ellsworth. Farmers ran easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trude
or cash for their products.

And little footsteps on the floor
Were stayed, i laid aside my pen,
Forgot my theme, and d-tem-1— then
•Stole softly to the library door.

I

---————egg

--

KLL8WORTH MARKKTP.

Naughty Little Boy, Sleeping.

couldn’t!

he’s lots of

Both makers and circulators of counterfeits commit fraud. Honest men will not
leceive you into buying worthless coun;erfeits of DeWitt’s witch Hazel Salve.
The original is infallible for curing piles,
lores, eczema and ail skin diseases. Wia3iN & Moore.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

against me will please present them for
parties having
payment, and all owing me must settle within 30 days; those unsettled
will be;left with an attorney for collection.
bills

All

HENRY E. DAVIS,
FRANKLIN STREET,

...

The Ellsworth American

—

ELLSWORTH.

only COUNTY paper.

i

J

A

a

LOCAL AND POLITICAL Jul'ENAI
rcuitMto
EVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERKOOS.

BT THI

senators

HANCOCK COCNTY PUBLIAHlNw iO
F. W. Rcllinb, Editor ami Manager.

to defeat this great

stitution

of

flag

British

the

responsibility

It is

a

for two men to assume,
they are wonder-

Ttdf man in charge of George W. Vanderbilt’s estate at Bar Harbor, It la reported, was pleasantly surprised the other
day to receive from his employer a check
for f250 w ltb the suggestion that he might
ntilite it in a six weeks’ trip to Europe if
be felt so disposed.

but in certain roles

fully capable.

NOVEMBER 21, 1900

“McKinley times” were in evidence
along the Ellsworth wharves last
week, when Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
and C. J. Treworgy, the Ellsworth
stave manufacturers, were hurrying

STATE OF MAINE.

Bar Harbor la trying to coax some of its
people down to enjoy Ice boating
at Eagle lake in the winter, but is not
likely to succeed largely. Ice boating la a
sport fit lor kings, to be sure, but It is
more
uncertain
than
races
for the
••America’s” cup. A whole winter might
pass without half a dozen days of lie
summer

staves on board vessels for the last
trip of the season. A month or two
ago Ellsworth vessels were waiting
for

cargoes.

reported

turers

days

began

By the Governor.

state

them and to the.State; for the spirit of patrl
otism, love of country and unflinching devo
tion to duty which have pervaded both out
State and nation, and for the bright sun of hope,
prosoerltv and confidence in

the

Three

election the orders

boating.

The Ice may be lu the best condition—“no wind”. When the wind does
come, it ta likely to bring a snow storm

in, with the explanahad been held back be-

they

of the doubt of the result of the
At that time in New York

confidence that

McKinley

would

rain,

so great that it was
forward the orders. Since
then the orders have poured in, and

row

|

to

it looks as if it will be

to fill them all

before

impossible

winter

aI.aaJ__U____si__A

yet it is

has

Lafayette Bunker is one of the proudest
in Frsokltn, says tbe Bangor
Commercial. Recently while milking bis
cow in tbe baru in the early morning his

the threehoM of the coming year
We have hail abundant harvests. The Interest:
of education 1 ave l»een promoted. Law, onler
individual liberty and personal security rule
and bless ever, part of our commonwealth
Never In Its history were the skb s brighter 01
the people more prosperous and happy. *‘Th<
hand of God has been ujxjn us for good
In

a

nimrods

vessels which were idle a month or
more this season, who would vote for
Bryan to-day if they had the oppor-

tunity.
sity of

Verily, great

also cometli
down from the Lord of Hosts, wonderful in
counsel, and excellent In working”, and follow
ing and conforming to a time honored custom
of our forefathers, I, Llewellyn l*owers, Gov
ernor of the state of Maine, with the advice
and consent of the Executive Council, do here
by designate

years
State

Joseph

a

H.

is the peiver-

member

Manley,

for twenty

of

republican

committee

the

from

was

called to

ance.

slight noise near
observation
his excitement he
a

fresh butter rubbed immeslight bruise will prevent
be
swelling or disfigurement, nut ir tne
bruise is severe, of course, a little raw
summarily discarded the milkpatl and
beefsteak is better. A slight bruise may
iubupu
iur
iii«
uuuse
anu
securing niH
often be best treated by a compress wet
rifle be returned to find the deer In the
with witch hazel.
same spot.
He fired and the deer ran out
The first thing to do with a sprain Is
of sight.
Mr. Bunker was somewhat
to apply water as hot as can Ik* borne and
dow ncast but resumed his milking. After
repeat until the pain is gone. The hot
breakfHMt be said to his wife that be was
water may be showered on the sprain, or
out
and
track
the
deer
as
best
he
going
wet cloths may bo used if frequently recould to see if he “couldn’t get another
newed.
The foot or ankle can be conshot”. He went to the place where the ! veniently immersed in the hot water.
The next thing is to keep the injured
buck first stood and behold, be bad repart thoroughly warm. This is done by
turned afier running a few rods and
winding it with wadding or flannel. The
lay down and died! To say that Mr. less a sprained ankle is used, the quieter
Bunker was exultant doesn’t half emit is kept, the more likely it is to get well
the

human nature.

Hon.

“This

attention

Kennebec

county, and for sixteen years chairof the

buildings and on
espied a deer. In

Table oil

closer

diately

committee, yesterday sent
The resignation
was a disagreeable surprise to the reThursday, the 2Sth Day of Novem- publicans of Maine. Mr. Manley has
her. A. D. 1900.
been an energetic and effective worka. a day of general Thank.giving, to by ober, his efficiency being recognized by
served by all good citizens lu a manner bellithe national committee as shown by
phasize it.
ting a t hrl-iijiu and God-fearing State- Let no
the important work assigned to him
one fall to retnemuer »n that day, with ebartty
and benevolence, the poor and unfortunate.
in New York city in the campaign
CHURCH NO I KS.
Given at the Executive Chamber, lu Augusta,
closed. Though his resignation
just
FREE BAPTIST.
this thirtieth day of October, in the year ol
comes as a surprise, it is hardly to be
our Lord one thousand nine hundred, and
Rer. George II. Salley, pastor.
wondered that with his other large
the independence of the United State, of
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
America the ouc hundred ami twentyprivate and political interests he
Sunday, Nov. 25— Preaching service at
fifth.
man

in his resignation.

should ask to be relieved of some of
the responsibilities
here at home.

LLEWELLYN POWERS.

By the Governor.
Byron Born, Secretary of state.

Supreme .Justiceship.

The

The

Bangor

printed

New*
this morning
item to the effect that the
county bar had unani-

an

Hancock

2 00

p.

Sunday

m.

school

S jcirfl service at 7 p. in.
Tuesday, 7.30 p. in., Y.

I Another vacancy is caused in the State
committee by the death of Charles H.
Drummey, of Ellsworth.

UNION

CONQ’L,

at

15 p.

3

ni.

P. S. C. E.

prayer meet-

cnurcu

ing.
10

Sunday, Nov. 25— Preaching service at
30 a. in. Sunday school at 11 45. Even-

ing service at 7 30.
UNITARIAN.
man, it appears that we may not lose
Rev. A. II. Coar, pastor.
the Maine supreme court. The item l one of our representatives after all. I
Thursday afternoou at 3 o’clock, meetis misleading and untrue. As a mat- The Bangor Sacs quotes Congressing of Woman’s alliance in the vestry.
ter of fact the Hancock county bar as man Burleigh, who was a member of
Friday evening, at 7 30, teachers’
the census committee, as Basing that
a bar has given its endorsement to nc
meeting at tiume of Mrs. S. D. Wiggin.
the change will no' be made, and
!
candidate.
ol
particular
Meetings
Sul ject: “Hebrew Church Histories.”
the bar were held and the matter dis- that Maine will continue to have in
Saturday evening at 7.30, half-hour song
1
the
House
fonr
members as formerly. service in the vestry.
cussed, but it was finally left to the
individual members of the bar to ex- How this deal has been brought about [
Sunday, Nov. 25—Morning service at
if
press their preference
they sc is not known, but it may be in view of 10 30. Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
the general dissatisfaction over the school ltisukrigsving service at 11.45.
pleased.
CO N O K !• o ATION A L.
A number of the lawyers have written result of the census re'orns in the
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
State.
is
There
a general feeling that
letters
Mr.
Peakes.
personal
endorsing
Meeting for prayer and bible study
Maine did not get nearly all that was
a
dbj
pi vvavij
Friday evening at 7 30. Special subject:
majority of the lawyers in this coun- due her, and that she should still hold “The Sermon on the Mount.”
ty favor his appointment, but it if her place in Congress.
Sunday, N^v. 25— Morning service at
not fair to say that he has the unan10 30. Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
:
imous endorsement of the bar, eit'nei
Among items of the proposed game school in the chapel at 11 45. Eveuiug !
*i

*o

iv

-"'it

bar or as individuals, for at least ! law legislation during the approach- service at 7 o’clock.
The ladies’ sewing circle will meet
Ellsworth attorney has given his ; ing session is the repeal of the Sep- I
afternoon at 3 o’clock. Supper
endorsement to Mr. Peahodv.
tember license law for killing deer for Thursday
will be served at 6 o’clock.
food purposes. In operation the law
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
•
What Does This Mphii?
; has been found objectionah'e iu many
Rev. J. P.
as a
one

j

•‘WBll CONSTITUTES A JCDOEr”
Maine desires no political com-iteration for
one man’s ambition to construct the supreme
Some people feel that Gov. Powers
court.
wishes Mr Boutelle’s place in Conare*-. His
appointment of a supreme judjre will be invest!
icated by an interested puniic to see how it
dovetails with his congressional projects.—
Bangor Neus.

ways, and guides and sportsmen are
I almost a unit in urging its repeal.
! The law opened the door for the
slaughter of deer when they are al-

!

most

as

easily approached

Friday evening
nieeting.

Sunday, Nov. 25—Morning

Last fall many destructive forest fires
were caused by September hunters.

service at

J0.30, with temperance sermon by pastor.
Sunday school at 11 45. Junior lengue at
3 p. m. Evening service at 7 p. m.

cattle.

as

Simonton, pantor.
at 7.30, Epworth league

1

Tuesday evening

at

7.30,

class

meeting.

OUT-OF-TOWN SERVICES.

=Smeaning of the above
North Ellsworth—liev. G. H. HefSouthwest Hurbor Man’s Escape.
editorial paragraph from the Baugor
floo, pastor at Ellsworth Falls, will preach
hood at
as William
Monday
Bangor,
.Veics of this morning is obscure, but 1
Sunday at 2.30 p. in.
Ferguson, ot Southwest Harbor, at- !
that it is a direct slap at Governor
West
Hancock
Service
Thursday
tempted to cross the Maine Central tracks

The

whole

—

Powers
such
no

hut ill

is

attack

an

man

who

has

concealed.

That

Exchange

street in

front of the incom-

unwarranted, ing St. John train, he was struck by the
followed closely engine and thrown violently to tbe plat-

is

Llewellyn Powers’ acts as governor,
His
will deny.
administration of
State affairs has been universally able,
The inconscientious and unselfish.
timation that he will use his executive
power to further his own political aswhatever

they may be,
not borne out by his record as governor, and is manifestly unjust.
pirations,

at

is

form.
Mr.

course

deplore

the prosThis alien mo-

Ferguson

drain upon their national wealth.
The maximum cost of the Frye bill in
its subsidy disbursements is 80,000,000

[

...

Kev.

Preaching by liev. J. p.
Methodiat church, at

picked upend 2 30 p. in.
baggage room. A physician
Haiicock County Crops.
was
summoned, and pronounced bis
The summary of crop cooditions in
Injuries slight. He had a bad scalp wound
Hancock county, published in the State
on the right aide of bis head, and bis left
foot was cut and crushed slightly. The agricultural bulletin, is as follows:
was

at

once

ambulance
was

was

taken at

later it

was

summoned

once

said

to the

that he

and the

hospital,
was

Dot

man

where

fatally

Towns.
Bar Harbor,

Expend-

Receipts, tures.
$11,632-% $4,630.44
Bucksport. 8,275-33
2,011.84
Castlne.2,424.83
1,104.48
Ellsworth.6,254.87
2,519.44

Net
Revenue.

$6,821.32
1,263 49
1,320.18
3,735.43

pect. And why not?
nopoly of our ocean-carrying is now
costing us in money paid to foreign
ship owners from 8150,000,000 to 8200,- Bayvlew Sunday School Association.
Tbe Bayvlew district Sunday school as000,000 a year, or very nearly the en- sociation
will meet with the Baptist
tire proceeds of our protective tariff.
church in Trenton Wednesday, Dec. 5.
A proud, shrewd, resourceful people There
will be services afternoon and
will not long submit to such an enor- evening/ This association includes the
mous

—

in.

carried to the

the
contracted
Everybody ‘but
Hancock County PostoOlces.
Allen and Pettigrew now shouts for
Tbe report of postoffice department for
the Frye shipping bill, says the Lew- the
year ending June 30, 1900, shows tbe
iston Journal. Hanna places it as the following figures for tbe four
presidential
first national necessity and the people postoffices in Hancock county:

builders of

Trenton

a

Simon ton, of the

hurt.

who voted November 8 seem to feel
The foreign shipthe same way.

evening and Sunday at 10
George H. Salley.

Sunday schools ot Trenton, Lsmoine,
Ellsworth, Surry, Haocock, Sullivan and
Franklin.

Quantity of apples, 127 per cent.; quality, 94
per cent. Proportion of winter varieties, 63 per
cent. Hut few apples will be shipped at once.
Yield of potatoes, 132 bushels. No Indications
of rot. Some bordeaux mixture used, with
Yield of yellow corn, 40
very good results.
bushels. 75 per cent, of young stock will be
wintered. Condition of grass fields, 87 per cent.
Advertisers in THE

AMERICAN

are

capturing the trade.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
for
the last 15 years, and believe him
Cheney
perfectly honorable In all business transactions
and financially able to carry out any obligations
made by their firm.
West A Tkuax, Wholesale Druggist, Toledo, O.
Walking, Kinnan A Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's CaMtrrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Hall’s Family Pills are the beat.

or
a

An Oriental Dainty.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

p. ni.,

on

quickly

Rev. G. H. Ih jjlon, pastor.

Friday, 7 30

Now after all this worry and fuss
and speculation on the assumption
that Maine was to lose one congress-

mously given its endorsement to Hon.
Joseph B. Peakes, of Piscataquis
county, as a candidate for justice ol

queen!”

a

For Itarna and BrslaM.

a_1

safe wager that you can
find captains of some of these same

future, already

a

him.

The most important point in the treatment of burns is to at once exclude the
nir. Cotton wool saturated with sweet
oil is a safe and effective application. Do
not remove the dressing until the irritaIn the country mothtion has subsided.
burns
ers often
cover their children’s
In
serious
cases a mixture of
with flour.
sweet oil and molasses is favored. Vaseline will sometimes be sufficient. If the
air is kept away, nature will generally
restore the tissue without other assist-

cold

snap—and away go the Ice
boats. Tbe boating may last weeks—It
may last a day. Usually the best Ice boating comes along late In tbe winter or In
early spring when thawing and freezing
weather alternate.

be re-elected was

i decided

creature

aloug with It. Then for weeks the lake
la covered with snow. A sudden thaw, a

election.

illuminating

grateful recognition that

manufac-

come

tion that
cause

to

to

stave

“no orders”.

before the

THANKSGIVING
PROCLAMATION.
As we approach theetid«of the year and the
sunset hour of this 19th century,-the people ol
Maine should be devoutly and truly thankful tc
Almighty God for the blcs.-lnga and progresi
which this year and the century have brought

The

after

j
!

A lady who lived f<*r many years in
Damascus gives the following recipe (■ r
an oriental dainty which is common in
that ancient city:
Cut the roses in full
bl-w^n, pull out the
petals and spread on a tray to prevent
mildew. Keep cutting the ros. s ofF and
spreading the petals out until there is
enough for a jar or tumbler of preserve,
if you can do up only n small quantity.
Then put the rose leaves into a preserve
kettle with water, cover and cook till
tender.
Add sugar and l*«dl until it
forms a sirup.
Pour into jelly jars. Ia
Damascus this is serv.nl in small cups
and passed around on silver trays for visitors to partake of.
It makes also a dainty addition to
pudding sauce or the batter for delicate
cake, and the English or American residents of Damascus have added it to
mince meat with happy results, a peculiarly delicate flavor being thus imparted
to the pie.—Exchange.
A Mother** Heaponniblllty.
When a woman has taken upon herself
of her own free will the responsibilities
of wife, mother and mistress of a household. she has bound herself to interests
which cannot take a second place and
with which no others must be allowed to
interfere. For the house mother the domestic relations precede all others, for
they lie nearest her. and it is for these
she is most immediately responsible. The
beings who are most precious to her are
given into her hands to be cared for. both
»**,*>

IkTHi

aikiuti,

a uu

IU

IMIS

dear kingdom of the hearth she must
reign wisely and well. George Flint has
said in one of her books, “Some women
think walls are held together by honey."
The wise woman knows, however, ti nt
something stronger is needed to hold the
home together and make it at once a help
and a delight to those who dwell therein.
—Scottish American.
Chinese Woman’s Toilet Table.

The Chinese woman’s toilet table prethe usual attributes of the
toilet we are accustomed to in the western world.
A Chinese belle on special
occasions will entirely bedaub her face
with white paint, adding rouge to the lips
and clucks in such profusion that she
looks more like a painted mask than anything human, iler eyebrows are blackened with charred sticks and arched or
narrowed in accordance with her idea
of beauty.
The type of beauty in a woman most admired by the Chinaman iR
thus described in the language of the
Flowery Laud: She has “cheeks like the
almond flower, lips like a peach’s bloom,
waist as a willow leaf, eyes bright as
dancing ripples in the sun and footsteps
like the lotus flower."
In spite of his
cruelty and ignorance, the Chinaman baa
beautiful
and
many
poetic ideas.
sents many of

best, there

the

not

farmers

the

irtimediate

board

but from

of

agriculture,
to

present owing

uuabie to be

was

previous engagement

a

in Aroostook county. Aid. H. F. Maddocks, of North Ellsworth, who was the
prime mover in having the Institute held
here, acted as chairman of the institute.
There were meetings in the afternoon and

evening.
In the afternoon Prof. G. M. Go well,
of the University Maine, spoke on “Drainage and Tillage”. He said the impression
bad gone abroad that the soil of Maine
was unproductive, but chemical analysis
had proved
that
the
soli of Maine
contained enough of the necessary plat t
foods to produce good crops for many
The

years.

why

reason

produced

was

likes

and

might

opposite directions; shake It to cool It a
little, lay It on the painful part and cover
It w llh a piece of dry flannel. Change the

that the

fomentations

until
six
have
been
not to bave them
hoi ae to burn the skin.
the
part If possible, and In six or eight noura
rapsat the apnllcsllon. As soon as It can
tie Ion e, rub
wl'h extract
of witch

applied, being careful

1

Bandage

so

that rafny lands required good
I
drainage, to be of any value whatever I
AM superfluous water sbou'd be drained

said

periicnlerly

Beat Way to Treat a Hpraln
In treating a sprain wring a folded
flannel out of boiling waller by lying it
In a thick towel ahd twisting the ends In

better

cro| a
soil was
I not property tilled. The modern methods
of tilling were explained and illustrated.
Speaking of drainage, Prof. Go well
not

were

cff, and lire process of draining helped hexei.—Ladle*' Home Journal
to accomplish one of the first objects of
With a bright smile, tbe Eskimo girl
tilling, that of allowing air to circulate
through the ground, as air followed I left us to Join the merry throng in the
water when it was drained off.
j ballroom. “Your daughter la a gay butIn regard to fruit growing, Prof. Gowell terfly I” I exclaimed, desiring to be
very
hia
belief
orchards
should
that
expressed
complimentary. "Por ray part, I don’t
be
not
sown to grass, as was commonly
j think much of this social life!” replied
done, but the trees should be given the the mother, with sudden vehemence,
entire benefit of the plant foods which “The Idea of dancing every
night until
were often taken up by the eras*.
along In March, and then lying In bed
At I he evening session, Ernest W. next day until Aug. 1, or such a matter!’’
It was on my tongue to ssy tlmt tbeeo
Wooster, the “strawberry king” of Hanyoung people had too much latitude, but
cock Point, as he has been called, spoke
I checked myself.
on strawberry culture.
This la a subject
in

v. ii ti n

ticularly

mrmerB ui

iuin

iktiiuii

interested at this

time,

arc

To Care n Cnl<l In One Day
Laxative Ttromo Quinine Tablet*. All
druggl-ts refund the money If It faL* to cure.
K. W. t» rove's signature laon each ix*x. 25c.

jar-

Take

as

many
reported in

of t hem, a» ha* already been
The American, contemplate going into
straw berry culture quite extensively next
>«ar. Mr. Wooster’® practical talk was of

Sprtinl

Wooster explained the selection
cultivation of ground. For best re-

Mr.
and

sults he said the soil

should

be

sown

./\- «/WN/*./\yv/\>,

NOTICE.
I am correct in my interpretation of the
the Copperopolls hou*r being sold
bought In for unpaid taxes prior to Imhm,

IF law.

and

to

j

wm at

that lime and la

now

town

property.

Another unmarried couple moved into the
house, therefore I ask that the
j Copperopoli*
; suffrage he conceded to the women of the

ot her hoed crop for two year* preu* to the cultivation of strawberries.

some
vi<

Nourrc.

A^y\^rvAi'V»'VVVW

I'

interest and value to them.

State of Maine; and in the name of find and
humanity, the state of Maine and ihe United
Stale* of America, ! dr m mid Ihe protection of
the game of my Stale.
Cunicu locus Park was
fired la«t summer in order to get the deer,
moose and caribou.
Now, werk day* and esSunday *. gun* and dogs arc slaughexplained the various methods of setting peciallyd»-er
on Austin
tering
in spite of the
out the plants, tt e heat ways of protecting fact that for the Us* t*property
Ive or tntrtcen years
them in winter and the health of plants, I I have notified the pnr-.-w generally, partridge
and deer hunters. tctfA or without dogs, par
also the varieties of berries. The tno*t
ttrularly, that i will liberally reward anv peressential feature of marketing, he said, son • ho will give information that will lead
to the conviction ot any person or person*
j
was to raise berries which were good to
1
violating the taw of trepans, or any other
code that it may r>e mv privilege to enjoy as a
the eye, hh this was far ahead of taste as a
property holder in mu State. Three hundred
feature of selling.
dollars reward will '•*- paid for »he conviction
K. H. Libbey, of Newport, oue of the of any one engaged in «ro.>d «te*!t'ig. or wood
smuggling. a< it u called, and auy person or
most successful fruit growers in Maine,
persons purchasing wood au-icr or muuggk 1
NjHike rm « *q*eciulM on that department from these several properties will be prosecuted for violation of statutes hearing upon
of agriculture.
He was a
believer in ! receiving of stolen goods. as
being accessory
specialism in farming, as in other pro- to the theft. Five hundred dollars will l»e
paid a« a reward for th» conviction of any
fessions and business puieuits.
He beperson or person* who maliciously set fire to
lieved that by mixing farming, a farmer’s any pr* |»erty owned by me.
I emphatically
this warning that 1 will carry out the
time and knowltd^e were so dissipated give
laws of the state of Maine and nf the United
among the various branches of farming States, ro far a* I have any right or premises
in the case.
Properties protected by this nohe undertook, t hat he gained very little
tice arc:
Old Pe'.er Hut ler estate, lands forknow ledge of any particular biancb, and
merly owned by the Ms rick Thread t o., Eastman H utchins. Mary iv t. i:. James Lalliu, Elizso made a success of uone.
abeth Mullan, Barney MuPan, and the Went|
worth Point estate, all situated in Hancock
In his fruit growing he Included strawand Franklin
land* in l.Am<inc
berrits, currants, gooseberries, raspber- formerly ownedtownships;
by E. H. (freely. L. Friend, A.
ries, pears, plums and aj p'e*. He spoke P Wis well aiui L. A. Emery in common, also
homestead lot of ffideon L. Jov.
of each, but
to«d particularly of his
Mauy c. Fkutx Austin.
orchards. !W» befleved in clean cultivation; be bad not bing growing beneath hi*

Potatoes

were

feeds

the

preferable, but the potato
doe*s largely on I
pot«*li, and this must therefore be sup- |
plied by artificial method. Mr. Wooster
ns

strawberry

trees, and the trees got full
ail p'snt
foods
He
also

$500 REWARD

benefit of
believed in

For the conviction and punishment of derelict game warden or warden* ot Hancock
who permit the laws of the ."state of Maine to
be violated.
I have torbiddvu trt spa«»ing <»n these premises. according to the l-.vvs of the State of
V! dne. and lh< statutes of the United States
* over iog private property and public aud

spr«*y Ing trees, and told of his methods.
Prof. Gowell ho again called Upon lor
*

few; remarks.

fie

ted

speakers
but

He urg- d farmer* not to
the r* marks of other
and a.I take op fruit growti g,

a-trsy by

private parks

I now give noli-e to game wardens
mu«t m ike arrests tu compliance

remember that t her- e ere other
good branches of f.irnrng ivuicli could be
spec H.izru w ti h equa [.r, m
in

law*.
I herewith
prosecute any
Austin estate.

Fire h( Finery District, Film.
Fukn, Nov. ly (*p,cia.) —The bouse of
John Kmery.at ihe Emery district, wan
burned Sunday night m s Isle hour. The
occupant*. William lin-seil and family,
escaped nut loo' ell their household
goods. The lire is attributed to a defective chimney.

North

twice

daily, rubbing vigorously

lor

Hv order of
Maky C. Kkktz Austin.

Uaucock, Me.. Nov.

»>, lnuu.

{

Bankrupt,

J

To the creditors of William 8. Jordan, of
Aurora, iu the county of Hancock, and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
OTICE is hereby given that on the
17th day of November, a. d. 190, the said
I
William 8.
Jordan was duly adjudged a
bankrupt upon a petition filed in said court
by him on the 10th day of November, a. d. 1900.
and that the first met ting of his creditors will be held
at
No. 20 state street,
Ellsworth, Hancock county. Maine, on the Sth
day of December, a. d. 1900, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the baukrupi, and transact
snch other business as may
properly come before aaid meeting.
John B. Redman,
Nov. 21, 1900.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

NT

live

druggists.

A

AAA

«

East Maine Conference Seminary

JFor Salt.
square

notify nil dealer* that I will
one buying yam* shot on (hr

Ergal Xoticrs.

minutes at each application. A corn plaster should be worn lor a few
days to protect It from the shoe. As a general liniment for sprains, bruises, lameness and
rheumatism, Pain Balm is unequaled. For
sale by Uko. A. Parcher,
Ellsworth, and
W. 1. Partridge,
Blaehlll,

131ANO—Second-hand

that they
w ith the

In thr District Court of the United Staten for
the Dim riel of Maine.
In tlte matter of
Wi).i.iaM 8. Jordan, /*» HankrutUcu.

To remove a
troublesome corn or
bunion: First soak the corn or bunion in
warm w ater to soften it, then
pare it down
as closely
as po-sible
without drawing
blood,and apply Chamberlain’s Pain Balm

Din no

for ■*]*

I

AND

Commercial
Bucksport,

Substitute For Cream.
Boil throe-fourths of a pint of new
Put a level teaspoonful of flour
milk.
into a cup with the yolk of an egg. Mix
well together, adding a little sugar.
When the milk boils, draw it back from
the fire, and as soon as it has cooled a
very little pour the boiling milk on it,
stirring briskly, so that it may not be
Pour back into the saucepan
lumpy.
and beat over the fire, stirring one way
till the egg thickens. It must not boil or
it is spoiled.
When cold, it is ready for

A
1

jtaB.

College,

....

Faculty

Maine.

of Nine Instructors.

Its aim is to combine' thorough intellectual training with the highest

spiritual development.
Its situation is in the town of
of 1,200 inhabitants—free from the temptations
incident to larger towns.
3 Its home influences are carefully
2

Bucksport—a village

Co lit,

Use.

Tapestry Squares.
The medallion tapestry squares often
used for library and parlor pillows are
sometimes converted instead into photograph mounts. The medallion center is
?ut out, the edge turned back and neatly
bound with gold or silver braid and the
picture inserted. In this way the tapestry becomes a wall hanging or may be
mounted on a standard to stand on a
mantel or large table.
Tapestry pieces
about 18 inches square should be Be*
•ected.

from

be

had If be had been In time, as
sugar
on the oelmeal, or
syrup on the griddlecakes.
It he has been promised that he
should
go for a drive, or a walk, or some
expedition, and Is not ready at the time for
sterling, he should be left behind. The
hitler disappointment will leach him
as
nothing else can do as effectually, tbe
value of punctuality.
If he I* sent on an'errand and does not
return promptly, be should not heallowed
to taste the nice things made with
the
eugar or eggs be was so long in bringing
If hla errand were of some other nm.irV
be should be made lostay alone In hla own
room for as long a time es
he kept bis
mother, or »nv one else, wailing—Ladit*'
Home Journal.
hava

good attendance of

was a

only

some-

thing

neighboring town.
Secretary B. W. McKeen, of the State

vicinity,

mamma

way

big

rnn

in his ear, “You have forgotten to wish
good night.”
A royal reproof was perhaps never so
exquisitely given, and it is pleasant to
fnncy that some of Victoria’s kindliness
came by direct descent from that grandmother, Queen Charlotte, who shared the
throne with George III during the Atneiicnn Revolution.
When the Duchess of Portland died,
her devoted friend, Mrs. Pelary, was
at her bedside, and before she left the
duke begged her to choose pome rememMrs. Delany sebrance of his mother.
lected a bird that the duchess bad espeThe
shock
of her bereavevalued.
cially
ment resulted in a short illness for the
old lady, and during that illness the bird
died.
Queen Charlotte had one of the
which she loved extremely.
same sort
With her own hands she brought it while
Mrs. Delany slept and put it into the
empty cage, with orders that noNhint
should be dropped of the exchange.
Lady Morgan, after telling the story
of Victoria, commented:
“What a pity to make so generoua a

that

lake bold of football as handily as
they did baseball, it will take a pretty
strong line to hold them.

the

the sea as the carrier

on

of American commerce.

Butlne-scommunications should l»e addressee
•o, and ail money orders made payable to, Thi
HANCOCK Cot: NTT PUBLISHtNU Co., Ella
worth, Maine.

for

American

over

leaving the room, she

saying aloud. “Will you not give me a
kiss before you go?’’ and then whispered

football

a

Make Punishment Fit Offense
A child’s punishment should be
proporHoned to the offence end grow out of
it
as a natural consequence.
A child who
la lazy In the morning and
persistently
lata for breakfast should be deprived,
not
of a proper amount of food, but of

who had

The young queen,

Victoria.

was

_

a
year; $1.00 foi
lor three months; V
paid strict;y in advance, $1 SO, 7!i and W centi
wpectlvtfij. All arrearage- ire reckoned ai
vbe rate of 2 »*er year.
Advertising Rates-A re reasonable, an J wll
be made known on application

FARMKR8’ INSTITUTE.

Queeaa.

A lady who is now very old spent some
days (50 years ago with Lady Morgan, Interesting Meeting nt North Ellsworth
Last Saturday.
the brilliant Irish novelist, and heard
from her lips a little anecdote of Queen
An Interesting farmers' institute was
just ascended the throne, was at a ball held at Agricultural ball. North Eragiven by the Duchess of Gloucester, says worth, last Saturday. The weather was
a w riter in Youth’s Companion.
and though travelling was not
When her uncle, the Duke of Sussex, perfect,

bat’s the matter with Hancock county
as a hunting region?
A 600-pound bear
was killed at Alligator lake last week.
It
la the biggest bear ever killed In this
W

public demand by fighting it at the region.
short session of Congress, they will
And n. w West Sullivan has
simply postpone for one year the sub- team. If the granite-cutters

ceut*

WEDNESDAY,

ships

own

oar

Nebraska and of South

of

Dakota choose

Subscription Pile**—$2.00
'•*)

possessing

Kladaeaa of Two

Seems ss It we coaid sttll beer the echo
ot Fourth o’July firecrackers, but here’s
Mariavllle talking about Christmas tree
entertalument.

and oar own sailors. If the defeated
and publicly condemned United States

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

month-;

from

comes

AT

fix

COUNTY GOSSIP.

year—and every dollar of that means
man}- dollars saved to the nation, besides the added employment of skilled
labor and the added security which

£l)c*£lisuiorth American

develoj>ed.

CSnntrt.
A

WCOIAHOE

MAM

to look

The teachers are

brought

into intimate relations with the students at the tables, and in the social
and literary life of the school.
4 I(goffers courses preparatory for entrance to best Xew England colleges,
a commercial course, and courses in
elocution and music.
after

nn*

In.

Winter term opens Dec 4, 1900.
For catalogue, write to
S.

Bucksport,

A.

BENDER,
rialne.

1
i

KMjSWOKTH

KAIilA.

NORTH KI.I.S WORTH.

SUNSET.

c. w. Smith and wife spent Sunday
with relative* in Bangor.
There wiM be a chicken supper in the
vestry Wednesday evenli g.

Alee MeQown will start (or Portland
Ctod zifa cpap the mountains. As a robe
Saturday, to enter Shsw’s business college. The clouds enwrap him. and the sun, abashed^
Mra. Susan Haynes was called to Bos- j Slips at his hack away. Dependent man!
What hast thou done with this, thy latest day.
tou Wednesday by Hie Illness o(
Now passing from thee?
btr
What have been itfl

John II. F t* wa- In Bangor Saturday,
and purchased m Hum-locking horse.
A fine girl baby was born to William
jellison and wife on Hnturday evening.

daughter,

C. M. Wltham. with Sylvanus Jordan
and Mr. Blanchard, of Bar ilarhor, is up
river for a few daya bunting.

m«»piiI

11 pro

been

t

for

In * t

tun

ran*'erred

to

two

years,

baa

Hancrck.

here.

Nov. 20

Reuben Reinick snd wife, who have
been visiting tr lends m Bangor for several days, retunud home Monday even-

M.

WEST KLU* WORTH.
David Thomas

ing.
the

deeds?

Edgar Higgins.

Everett
Sawyer, of tint Town, tits taken it is place

the home of George E. Davis and
wife ttiler evening, their d«ugtu*r Susie
Ella will be married to William P. Moore.
At

At

Mrs.

And sum thy thoughts as deeds, for such they
Watson McOown and wl(e, < ( Hull’s ;
are,
Cove, spent a few days recently with ! Shaping thy being for Its final part
their parenta, Melvin Mellon n and wile, | Among the immortalities. Hast scarred thy soul
Or fashioned it toward beauty since the dawn?
of tills place.
—Mrs. Rebecca Lauck Turner in Methodist Magazine.
Henry Millfkee, who hss been station

wife,

ana

('reek, speut Sunday

home of the bride’s father, W.

with

of Outer
Mra. L. M.

I

|

Seeds.

II. Moore, nt Bangor, Wednesday afternoon, bE eldest daughter, Florence R.
Moore, was married to Martin E. Salisbury, of this place. The ceremony was
performed by Kav, J. M. Fro.-i, of Grace

j As I was leaving the office Baxter
Mrs. Ada Spencer, of Green Lake, »#nd
j called to me that if I was going to walk
Mra. L'zzie Austin, of Bath, apent the
home he would go with me. I was going
weea with Mias Flossie M. Smith.
to walk, as I always do on nice days, but
Mrs. L. Seeds has taken home the in- I was not anxious for his company. I
Methodist church, in the presence of fant daughter of her son, Albert Seeds, could not think of anything that would
immediate relatives. Mr. snd Mrs. Salis- to care for during the aerioua illness of turn him off, however, so I yeplied, with
it- mother with typhoid fever.
what heartiness I could summon: “All
bury are two of our mo«tl eat tumble young
right. Come along.”
Nov. 19.
boat of friends j >in iu wishing
B.
A
people.
The reason for tny not wanting him or
them much happiness. They received
any one else with me was an absurd one,
MOUTH OK THK HIV Kit.
many presents. Mr. snd Mrs. Salisbury
and 1 had the grace to be ashamed of
will reside here for the present.
C. I’. Fullerton has moved liia family to myself even while acknowledging its
weight. For the Inst month I had beLatuoine.
come foolishly in love with a girl I did
hAKKWOOD.
The Indies* aid society will meet with not know, and the only time I saw her
was iu the afternoon on Michigan avenue,
E’der Gar'aml tool h wond-cutting bee Mrs. George Ray, Nov. 22.
M?h« Linda Kief, of Hancock, isslop- when I was going back from town aud
O- e nan, R K. French, met
Saturd «y
i she was coming down.
I did not always
with an accident by t III tug Ills knee. ping wi;b her sinter, Mrs. Christopher
meet her, but I always hoped to when I
I
The wound though Ftnall caused him Brenton.
left the office, and I liked to be alone
much paiu.
There was a meeting at the school house when 1 passed her.
Absurd as it may
The relatives and friends here of Chester Tuesday evening, conducted by Rev. J. P. seem, another person always seemed intruding. Therefore I' cursed Baxter inA. Frost were pained to learn that he Slmonton.
wardly nnd talked business outwardly
had one of lii« arms cruahed. He was iu
Mra. Freeman Remick is caring for her
as we left Jackson boulevard and turned
the emr loy of t he Maine Central as brakethree grandchildren. Her daughter, Mrs. •into Michigan avenue.
man, having obtaiued that positiou re- Albert Seeds, is iii with
ft was a beautiful autumn afternoon.
typhoid fever.
cently.
The grass in the park was still green, and
Nov. 19.
Victor.
! n fresh, exhilarating breeze blew in from
Lorln Jordan met with a serious acciSachet* Thai Last.
dent at Bangor recently. Hu was at work
| the lake. She could certainly not miss
A sachet of long lasting fragrance can ! such a day for her walk, I argued, and
in a lumber yard aticking boards. The
fixed my eyes on the stream of people
high wind blew a pile of boarda over, one be made to imitate the scent of verbenas flowing steadily past me on the walk, trystriking him on the shoulder, knocking by saving the peels of lemons that came ing to catch a glimpse of a trim figure in
into the household and mixing them with
him down and breaking three ribs. Mr.
caraway seeds.
I had often wondered where she went
Jordan is a hard-working man. He has
Take half an ounce of the powdered
the sympathy of the community.
seed ami half a pound of the powdered every afternoon and even planned to fol1 was positively timid for
Nov. 19.
F.
lemon peel. The peelings ran be ground low her, but
to make an advance
in an ordinary kitchen coffee mill. Mix , once and afraid
me information abont
the two powders well together and pour which would give
The first half of most of our Uvea is
Possibly she went to meet
my unknown.
over it all a mixture of lVa drams of oil
spent In knocking holes In our constitua lover, a brother or
walk
back
with
and
of bergamot.
tion, and the second half in stopping the
a husband.
I was rather inclined to the
This makes a
for
dainty
powder
leaks.
know why.
sachets to use in the bureau drawers, brother idea, though I don’t
1
and why should
linen closets, hat boxes, handkerchief She did not look married,
such a girl care enough for any man to
A Village Blacksmith Saved Ills Little
It is
cases, etc.
called the verbena
No,
meet him and walk home with him?
Son’s Life.
sachet.
I was convinced that no such fortunate
Mr. H. II. Black, the well-known village
A rather expensive sachet, but one that
blacksmith at Grahamsvllle, Sullivan Co., | pays well for the making, is composed creature existed.
She wore a black hat. tilted over her
N. Y., says: “Our little son, live years thus: Oil of patchouli, one-half dram; oil
forehead, and she always gave me a
old, has always been subject to croup, and of rose geranium, one-half dram; attar quick, comprehensive look from under it,
of roses, one-half dram; oil of sandalwood,
so bad have the attacks been that we have
As for me, I fixed my
as we passed.
one drain; oil of lavender, one dram; oil
feared many times that he would die. We
them off unof cloves, one-half dram; oil of bergamot, eyes on her, and nev#r took
have had the doctor and used many medi3% drums; extract of musk, one-half til she had gone by; it was only by a sucines, but Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy dram. Mix well and add to two drams perhuman effort of will power that I did
not turn and stare after her.*
is now our sole reliance. It seems to disof this compound one ounce of powdered
We usually met near Twelfth street,
orris root, one dram of Tonquiu beans
solve the tough mucous, and by giving frebut
today we had reached Sixteenth and
and two ounces of sifted pine sawdust.
does
when
the
quent
croupy symptoms
1 bad given up hope, when I saw her
This
is
a favorite saehet fur veil rolls
appear, we have found that the dreaded and
Baxter was telling
shirt waist boxes. The perfume can coming toward us.
me some troubles of his, for I believe he
croup is cured before it gets settled.”
bo renewed by dropping occasionally a
There is uo danger in giving this remedy,
few drops of the scented oils on the mistook my silence for sympathy.
We were nearly opposite to her before
for it contains no opium or other injurious
aachets.
Baxter saw her, at the same moment
drug, and may be given as confidently to a
that she saw him. She bowed and smiled
babe as to an adult. For 'ale by (iso. A.
The merchant who does not advertise in
1 had never seen her smile before—and
Parthkk. Eli*worth, and W. I. Para dull season makes it more profitable for
just one little corner of that one belonged
TRILKJK. Rliiehill. druggists.
those who do advertise.
to me and with it the swiftest of glances
that set my heart beating idiotically.
abbtrttetmrntB.
Suddenly I realized that my talkative
companion had not spoken a word since
bis muttered “How do you do?” I lookHis face was profoundly
ed at him.
_

—

W R PARKER CLOTHING CO.

gloomy.

“What’s the matter?” I asked. I felt
good natured enough to talk to any one,
and 1 suddenly conceived a great interest
In Baxter. He could tell me who she was
—perhaps be the means in time of my
meeting her.
“Did you see that girl I bowed to just
now?” he said.
"The one in gray? Yes, I noticed her.”
She’s the one.”
“Well, that’s she.
Whom are you talking
“What one?
about?” I was at a loss to account for
his t< ne of gloomy emphasis.
“The girl 1 was telling you about. Funny we should have met her just as I finished.
Well, you can see for yourself

OYERCOATS.
We have an

I

elegant line’ofOvercoats in Jilacks,

Hrowns anil Oxford mixtures.

3

SPECIAL LEADERS.

3

__....

No.
A line

m

VR

U

I

i.

heavy Oxford Mixture.

You find them in other stores

(POlHv

for $8.00

No.

2.

an all wool Stylish Kersey
coat, made with French facing,
lap seams, double stitched
throughout, the kind that
small dealers charge $10.00 for.

buys

V? f

^

QD

# IWw

No. 3.
style, value and quality
beyond anything you would
expect and a guaranteed
$12.00 coat everywhere but
The

here.

only three of
from $2.75 to $15.
These

are

bargains.

our

TVc have them

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
ELLSWORTH,

■

■

■

MAINE.

TWO BLADES, Warranted, 25c.
from $1.50 to
ROBESON ^RAZORS,
We keep them honed for two years free of charge.
ranted.
Xotice display in our window.
STRATTON
11 Main
|

Street,

&

Every

$3.00.
one

war-

WESCOTT,
Ellsworth, Maine.

looked

; amazement.
■

at

**

Jim

Baxter

in

absolute

“When did you tell me this history you
are alluding fo?”
I spoke calmly, but I
was agitated.
There was something the
matter with o*ie of us. and the effect of
my question on Jim showed that there
was no question in his mind as to which
of us it was.
For heaven’s
“When did I tell you?
sake, Ray, do you mean to tell me that
you haven't heard what I’ve been saying
for the last mile?
You had better eon*
lult a specialist if you arc subject to such
attacks of mental aberration.”
“I didn’t hear a word,” I said humbly.
“To tell the truth, I was thinking so
hard on a certain subject that my mind
was incapable of taking anything else.
Tell me again, and I swear you’ll have
my undivided attention.”
“Thanks, but I won’t trouble you.
That isn’t the sort of story a man cares
about dwelling on, you know. Anti, come
to think of it, it’s better that no one
should know about the business anyway.”
In vain I assured him of my interest in
his affairs, of my desire and ability to
help him if he needed help. He would
What an unmitigated
tell me nothing.
fool I had been! I had missed a chance
to learn all about her, and I might never
get another.
“At least tell me her name,” I said
finally in desperation.
“Miss Norwood—-Ethel Norwood. Why
do you wsnt to know her name?”
“Oh, nothing,” I said indifferently. “I
suppose she goes down town to meet
Somebody, doesn’t she?”
“Yes.”
“Her brother, I suppose?'*
“Hasn’t any brother.”
I had gone too far to back out. “Who
does she go to meet, then?”
“She goes to walk home with her sister, who studies at the Art institute.
And now I should like very much to
know if Miss Norwood has aroused your
interest merely through her being an acquaintance of mine. That conclusion is
flattering, but doubtful.”
To walk home with her sister? In a
sudden burst of joyful confidence I told
him what had been going on inside of me
for the last month. I used extravagant
language to describe my state of mind.
I colored every trivial incident to produce
the rose colored effect of romance.

KafltoiD*

aWirrttMment*.
Wp had reached Twentieth street and
on the corner where our ways
divided. I looked at Baxter and saw that
he was amazed, as 1 had been a few moments before.
“That’s why I wanted to hear your
It doesn't make any difference whethstory and also why I didn’t hear it—because I've lost the little head I ever had
er you believe In the modern theory
over your Miss Norwood.”
and speak of the causes of diseases as
“And so it’s you!” exclaimed Jim.
“Well, I never!”
referable to germs, microbes or bacilli,
“You seem to enjoy being mysterious,”
or whether you use the older and better
I replied, annoyed at another such remark from him. “Is that connected with
understood terms of "humors” and
a story which 1 am not to be allowed to
"blood diseases”—Hood's Sarsapabear?”
“I'll walk along with you. I suppose rilla cures them ail.
We turned into
you ought to know.”
It cures scrofula, salt rheum or
Twentieth street. “What I told you before was simply this: Ethel Norwood is
eczema, catarrh, rheumatism, malaria
the most ungrateful girl in the world.
and all other blood poisons; nervous
We’ve always known each other, went
troubles, debility and that tired feeling.
to school together in the beginning, and
all that.
I never cared for any other
This Is not merely modem theory; it
girl. Well, last summer she told me that Is solid up-to-date fact.
she was engaged to Tom Camp.
Know
"
Salt rheum on my hands so severe I had to
him?
He lives in Boston and visited wear
gloves most of the time, and could not
some people here last spring.
If there shut my thumb and finger together, waa
cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Mr*. A. O.
ever was a villain in these commonplace
I told Ethel so, and Spaulding. North Searsport, Me.
times, he is one.
“My three months old boy was cured of a
she dared me to prove it. I was in colvery bad case of scrofula by Hood’s Sarsapalege with him, and I proved something rilla.” Wm. H. Garner, West Earl, Pa.
about him even to her satisfaction. She
broke her engagement and told me she
never could be gratefnl enough to me.
Promises to cure and keeps the promShe continued to treat me as though I
were the one thing necessary to her hapise.
No substitute for Hood's acts like
I
became convinced that I
piness until
be sure to get Hood's.
Hood's
had only ij declare myself to receive my
reward for saving her from that fellow.
They were sealed up In a box car. “Say,
I spoke last night, and she turned me
down without asking for time to consider Bill,” said one, “is de train movii»,?”tlNot
said she liked me, though, and an inch,” responded the other. Den, dat
even;
thought wv were just good friends.”
settles it. I’ve got one of dem Arkansaw
*
I tried to feel sorry for Jim and say sbakin’ chills.”
something appropriate, but I couldn’t
“Tbe tropical explorer says parrots are
think of anything.
“But the worst of It was that when I very delicious eating. I thought tbey
asked her if there was any one else she were tough.” “But he refers to wild paraaid, ‘Well, no;' not exactly.* And then rots.
It’s association with men that
she went on and told me that she was
mikes most parrots tough.”
very much ashamed of herself, but she
“It’s been four years now,” said the debelieved she was half in love with some
serted lady, “since he left me and his
day and looked forward to meeting him, happy home. I remember it just as well
and a lot of that sort of stuff.
I was as yesterday—bow be stood at the doordisgusted and told her so and that the holding it open till Bix flies got in the
fellow was probably some one not worthy
house.”
of tying her shoes. She said she wasn’t
afraid as long as she had me to rescue
her.
Then I left, feeling pretty sore.
And now it turns out to be you, aud you
This question arises in the family every
tell me the same thing.”
M.v feelings were indescribable.
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
one
for
to
do
“There’s only
thing
you
dessert. Prea delicious and healthful
—be a good fellow, Jim,” I said.
pared in two minutes. No boiling! no
“Well, I won’t do it,” said Jim erabaking! simply add boiling w’ater and set
phn tienlly.
to cool. Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Rasp“Very well: just as you feel about it.
Wo probably have other mutual ac- berry and Strawberry. Get a package at
quaintances,” I replied nonchalantly. your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.
“You, being an old family friend, could
so easily take me to call, but of course if
HORN.
you don't want to”—
“Oh, I suppose I'll have to,” groaned EATON —At Little Deer Isle, Oct 29, to Mr and
Mrs M D Eaton, a daughter.
“She’d make me anyway on
Baxter.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Nov 4. to Mr and
some pretext or other after seeing us toMrs Orrln T Eaton, a daughter. [Mattie M]
gether.”
EATON—At Ellsworth, Nov 17, to Mr and Mrs
With this ungracious consent I was
Charles W Eaton, a daughter.
satisfied.
Inside of a week I had met GROSS—At Tremont, Nov 10, to Mr and Mrs
on
her. If I had thought her charming
Irving I) Gross, a daughter.
the street. I found her in her own home JELLISON—At Ellsworth, Nov 17, to Mr anc
Mrs William T Jellison, a daughter.
utterly bewitching. I am waiting for a
decent and reasonable length of time to PERKINS—At Penobscot, Nov 18, to Mr anc
Mrs Charles M Perkins, a son.
elapse before telling her what she can
Bar Ilarhor, Oct 29, to Mr anc
I am not blind SHERMAN—At
see if she isn’t blind.
Mrs W H Sherman, a sou.
[Roger Wil
either, and yet I try to remember how
11am S.]
mistaken Jim was about her feeling for
him and not let myself be too sure.
MARRIED.
I am sure, though, that she nevet
looked at Baxter the way she looks at ALLEN—STINSON—At Deer Isle, Nov 14, by
me sometimes when I meet her on the
Rev Minot S Hartwell, Mrs Susie M Allen t<
Leslie Stinson, both ot Stonlngton.
avenue and turn to walk back with her.
BEEDE—EATON—At Bluehill, Nov 10, by Rev
—Chicago News.
C G Harwood, Mrs Gertrude Beede loUoswel
B Eaton, both of Bluehill.
Few persons have sufficient wisdom tc CHAPMAN—WEBBER—At Bar Harbor, Nov
14,
by Rev S L I Ian scorn, Miss Nellie E Chap
prefer censure, which is useful, to praise,
man, of Ellsworth, to Burton 11 Webber, o
Bar Harbor.
which deceives them.
DYER-DYER-At Ellsworth, Nov 17, by Rev
J P Slmonton, Mrs Anna A Dyer to Nathai
B Dyer, both of Milhridge.
GRINDLE-BUCK-At Bucksport, Nov 15, by
Rev William Forsyth, Mrs Rilla Grindle tc
Horace E Buck, both of Bucksport.
GRAY—PERK 1 NS—At South Penobscot, Nov
This signature is on every box of the genuine
J8,
by Rev E K Drew, Miss Mattie Gray tc
Tablets
Laxative
William L Perkins, both of Penobscot.
the remedy that ©nr©» n colil In on© day
LAWTON—FREEMAN—At Tremont, Nov 19
by Kev G H Hellion, Miss Clara Louise Law
ton to Arthur Hoyt Freeman, both of Tre
•topped

mSmsi

Blood Humors

Hood's

anb Auambaro.

Commencing Oct. 8, 1900.
BAg> HABBOB TO BANGOR.
M.iP. H.P. M.
10 25
8 25......
4 00 ••••••

A-

BAK HARBOR

Sorrento.I
Mt Desert

Ferry.
Waukeag, S. Fy.

lllft'

22
26
35
46
Wash’gtonJc
ELLSWORTH
53
Ellsworth Falls. Ml 68
Nlcolln. tlJ 12
Green Lake... tl2 22
Lake House.
Holden. M2 38
Brewer June..
12 58
1 05
Bangor, Ex. St.
1 10
BANGOR, M. C.
Hancock
Franklin Road.

p.

Portland.
Boston.
BANGOR TO BAR

4
6
6
5

11
11
11
ll
11

55 9
02 9
0ft 9
14 9
24 9
81 9
87 10
51 10
01 flO
11

10
17
20
80
50
58
03
17
27

6 20110
6 48 11
6 60 11
6 65 11

42
02
09
15

n. A.

M.

f5

5
5
6
6

f6

w. a.

5 85
9 05

1 80
5 57

HARBOR.
■.
09
M.
40

Boston.
Portland.

BANGOR.

50
*5
02
24
81
41
51
05
10
20
29
89
48
60

Bangor, Ex.

St.
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Lake House...
Green Lake.
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Sullivan...
Sorrento
BAR HARBOR.

—

... ..

tStop on signal or notlceto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Wool
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket oflcit
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tletsU
before entering the train, and especially Ellson

worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager*
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and TlcketATt-

Rockland, Hill & H SteamVt Ca

What Shall We Have for Dessert?

Monday, S epf. 24, 1000, untl
further notice,
a steamer will leave Ellsworth Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 6.30 a m, ami Surry at 7 a m, for
Bluehill, South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick,
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle and Dark Harbor, con-

On anti after

necting with

steamers

for Boston

Rockland.

at

Returning will leave Rockland Wednesdays
Saturdays on arrival of steamer from Boston, (not earlier tliau 5.30 a m), for aboveuanu-d landings.
Will land at Goose Cove going East Saturday
and West Thursday. South Brooksvllle going
West Mondav ami East Tuesday. Eggemoggln going East Saturday ami West Wednesday
and Thursday (on Hag). Castlue going West
Monday and East Tuesday.
Thursdays, steamer will leave Rockland at
4.3C a m for Bluehill direct.
Returning, will

and

leave Bluehill about 9 a in for South Bluehill.
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle and
Dark Harbor, arriving in Rockland to connect
with steamers for Boston. Steamer will touch
at any landing going Easton this trip to land
passengers or on llag to take them.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
About November 1, 19C0 will leave Rockland

Wednesday and Saturday going East, Ellsworth
Monday and Thursday going West.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Moon's stable, Ellsworth.
BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

(§

WINTER RATES.

Bromo-Quinine

MARINE LIST.
El I h

worth

l'ort.

SAILED

ARRIVED
Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Gloucester
Sch Leonora, Bonsey, Portlaud
SAILED
Sch Forester, Farrell, Bar Harbor,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Sch Samuel Lewis, Pratt
EUnworth Lumber Co

lumber,

Sunday, Nov 18
Plymouth, lumber,

Tuesday, Nov 20
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, .Jersey
City, stave* and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Soli Lavolta, Whittaker, Jersey City, staves
and heads, C J Treworgy
Domestic

Porta.

BOSTON—Sid Nov 17, sch C L Morgan, S W
Harbor
Ar Nov 18, sch Storm Petrel, ltondout
Sid Nov D, sch Sunbeam, Stonlngton
Ar Nov 11. sch RG Whilden, New York
Sid Nov 18, sch Mattie A Franklin, Somes
Sound
Ar Nov 19, schs M F Cushman, Bangor; C A
Hunt, Stonlngton

Bootiibay— ar Nov 18, schs Julia Baker,
Gen Banks and Freddie Eaton
Bangor—Ar Nov
15, sch Annie It Lewis,
Barron Island
Sid Nov 15, schs Mary Augusta and Lizzie
Lane, New York
Hyannis—Sid Nov 17. sch John Brace well,
Stonlngton for New York
Dutch Island Harbor—Ar Nov 15, sch
Lizzie Yr Hall, Deer Isle for New York
Norfolk—Cld Nov 16, sch Hattie H Barbour,
Erskine, Martinique
New York—Ar Nov 17, sch Hattie A Marsh,
Long Cove
Ar Nov 18, schs Jessie Lena, Jacksonville;
Maud Snare, Bangor; Heleua, Hodgkins, Fernandlna
Ar Nov 18, sch Aunle E Rickerson, Smith,
Norfolk
Baltimore—A r Nov 15, sch
Sedgwick,
Hagerthy, New York
New London—Sid Nov 16, sch Marshall Perrin, Bangor for New York
Ponce—Ar Nov 16, sch Alice J Crabtree,
Crabtree, New York
Philadelphia—Cld Nov 16, sch Myronus,
Be Hatty, Richmond
Ar Nov 17, sch Ytlllle L Maxwell, Tinker,
Jacksonville
Portland—Ar Nov 16, sch Hattie M Mayo,
Boston
ArNov 19, schs Gen Banks and Northern
Light, Bangor for New' York; H Curtis and P
C Thompson, Bangor for Boston; Mary Stuart,
Sullivan for New York; Lizzie Lee, Deer Isle
for Boston
Savannah—Sid Nov 16, sch D D Haskell,
Eaton, New York
Rockland—Ar Nov 16, sch Flora Condon,
New York for Belfast
Vineyard Haven—Ar Nov 18, sch Jos
Eaton, jr, tor New York
Ar N v 19, sch Marion, Stonlngton for Phila-

delphia

Portsmouth—Ar Nov
Boston for Mt Desert

J

mont.
PICKERING—HOLDEN-At Deer Isle, Nov 14,
by Rev Minot Shaw Hartwell, Miss Suraii
Adell Pickering to Howard Clifton Holden,
both of Deer Isle.
At Deer Isle,
RICH A RDSON IIA SKELL
Nov 14, by Rev Minot Shaw Hartwell, Miss
Helen Margaret Richardson to Edward Young
Haskell, both of Deer Isle.
TURNER—CHAPIN—At Camden, Nov 7, by
Kev W E Lombard, Miss Mae L Turner tc
Jasper L Chapin, both or Isle au Haut.
TURKEY—DORR—At Southwest Harbor, Nov
15, by Rev F W Brooks, Miss Jot-ie M Torrey
to Percy M Dorr, both of Manset.
—

Thursday, Nov 15
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Rnndout, staves
ami heads, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co

8 50
7 26

m

Sarsaparilla

•

GREAT

REDUCTION

•3.00

Bar

IN

FARES.

Harbor to Boston.

The rates of fare for through tickets
Between
From To
Bar Harbor A Boston
reduced $4 00 $3 f>0
Seal Harbor A Boston
3 85 2 90
Northeast Harbor A Boston
3 80 2 80
Southwest Harbor A Boston
3 75 2 75
3 00 2 25
Stonlngtou A Boston
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons each, will be reduced from $2 00 and $i 60
to $1 5o and $1 00 each.
Commencing Monday, Nov. 26, 1900, steamer
“Catherine” will leave Bar liaroor at Tam, on
Mondays and Thurdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and
Stonlngton,
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Bos-

—

DIKI).
BILLINGS—At Little Deer Isle, Nov 9, Lydlt
C Billings, aged 9 months, 13 days.
BROWN—At Trenton, Nov 18, Capt Sheldoc
Brown, aged 75 years, ll months, 4 days.
GILLEY—At Augusta, Nov 8, Mrs Emma 31
Gilley, of Tremont, aged 45 years.
HASTINGS—At Ellsworth, Nov 20, Miss Addi<
B Hastings* aged 33 years.
HODGKINS—At Trenton, Nov
19, Natalie
Hazel, infant daughter of Mr and Mrs E >

ton.

RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5 p m.
From Rockland via way landings Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 00 a m.
E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William II. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

Hodgkins.

OAKS—At Orland, Nov 8. 3Iiss Florence S
Oaks, aged 63 years, 5 months, 26 days.
STEELE—At Stonington, Nov 3, 3Iaud Steele
aged 5 years, 2 months, 17 days.
WARD WELL—At Penobscot, Nov 18, 3Itsi
Georgia A Ward well, aged 70 years, 2 mouths
2

Srcrocrtiscmnns.

days.

♦

SUrtjcrtiscmmts.

SPORTING GOODS.

Z

GUNS,

|
If you

are

RIFLES,

AMMUNITION.;;

I

in need of

A
X

•

Season for

♦

I

CHAMBER SETS,

Partridge opens Sept. 15.

«•

Oct. 1.

Deer

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.

♦

SIDEBOARDS,

PARLOR

The
or

•

< »

J

*

•;
•

FRANKLIN 8T.

»i

QUILTS

|

I

»

mwl;

Only

COUNTY

SCREENS

Paper.
the

ONLY place

to

get

then

THE AHERICAN.

is at

19, sch Amelia F Cobb,

Foreign Porta.
Camochin, Brazil—Sid Oct 9, bark Arlington, Grlzgs, Port Spain
San Juan, P R—Sid Nov 2, sch Jennie A
Stubbs, Dorr, New York
Pernambuco—Ar Nov 12, bark Mannlc Swan,
Higgins, New York

C. R. FOSTER’S.
23 Main Street.

Subscribe
I

For It.

COUNTY NEWS.

secured

Mrs. T. C. Stanley is much improved in
health.

house-

keeping Monday in the cottage erected
by Eugene Bunker this summer.
The ladies of the Baptist circle will
serve their suppers every other Tuesday
night in their rooms the coming winter.
A. L. Fernald and Lowie Bragdon have
returned from
North Jay, where they
have been employed cutting stone for the

Capt. Wi'lis .Scott arrived home Wednesday.
William Dow arrived home from yacht-

ing Saturday.
Mrs. Fred W. Beck arrived home from
Portland Wednesday.

Sim

Alfred Staples lost
Mrs.

|

In town.
was

in town

Abel Staples, of North Brookltn, is clerk-

ing

Capt. Charles Greenlaw arrived home
Thursday from Melrose.
past three months.
H. H. Pressey and daughter Linnie arUnion Thanksgiving services will be
rived home from Boston Friday.
held at West Franklin church in the
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Pickering, who left afternoon and continued in the
evening
town Monday on a trip to Boston, arrived at the
Baptist church at the village by a
Lome Saturday.
Thanksgiving jubilee.
Schooner “Hattie Collins”, Capt. Jason
The C. E. rally at West Franklin WedGreenlaw, arrived in the harbor Saturday nesday was well attended. The question
to haul up for the winter.
box was conducted by Rev. H. F. Day.
Capt. C. A. Haskell, who has been There was a very interesting address in
spending a few days with his family, left the evening by Rev. W. H. Powleaiand.
town Wednesday for Rockland.
G. H. Rutter who went to Lawreuce,

at

t*n*nty

-tthrr pn^t
=

a

— ■—

valuable

horse last

in the grange store.

Miss Young, of Bar Harbor, is visiting
Miss E. A. Mayo’s.

Eben Alien spent a few days last week
at Pumpkin Island light.
Herbert Berry and wife, of Chelsea,
Mass are visiting friends in town.
Belle Blake, who has been Tisiting
friends in Kockland, returned home Sun-

day.

Fred

Frank Pierce, of Thomaston, is

re-

Beede is at home for

Capt. C\

M.

Coulter

a

ahort visit
Satur-

home

came

newing acquaintances here.
day night.
of
Stinson
Hooper, superintendent
George W. Allen, who has been falling
Blard’s granite works, returned from New
in health for some time, is now quite low.
York Wednesday.
Schools commenced last Monday. The
Eustice Thompson, of Baltimore, who village schools srr taught hy Miss Bertha
has spent nine summers here, broke his
Sprague, of Kw>jo\ grammar, and Miss
leg recently in a football game.
Mabel Morgan, primary.
The coal sheds, engine house, etc., of
The schooner “Judith Ann,% of Deer
Matthew Biard, which were destroyed by Isle, that went ashore here in the gale, has
tire during the gale Friday night, are to been bought by Capt. A. C. Curtis and
be rebuilt at once.
Harry Wood, and will be repaired.
G.
Winfield Staples, of this place, who
Nov. 19._
commanded yacht “Redwood” out of SerigWlr*.
Boston this summer, is employed st
Dr. R. E. Hagerthy has purchased the
Cambridgeport in a chemical factory. Herrick house, and is having it thoroughly
His family have moved there for the repaired.
winter.
owned by
The clam factory here
8.
Nov. 16.
of Portland,
Twitehell, Champlain A Co
is running on full time, employing twenKant franklin.
T. M. Blaisdell has moved into bis new ty-seven girls and six men.
house.
The new house of Cheston R. Bridges
on the East side is nearing completion
Archie Gordon is very ill with rheuIt
matic fever.
will be an ornament to the place. Mr.
S. B. Hulhert has moved to North Sulli- Bridges will erect a new stable as soon as

and

Vigor
Mr. C.' M. Scott, 1849, Dtochester, Avenue, Boston, Mass.
tells how he became a
strong,

served.

in Mrs.

Nov. 19.

S.

J.

On VVtHWttmdNy evening, Nov. 14, at the
home cf Capt. and Mrs. Ed. A. Richardtheir

daughter,

youngest

E.

Dunn

n.Haf

ItICKARDSON-HAS KELL.

son.

Blaisdeii's house.

Helen

Margaret, was married to Edward Y.
Haskell, youngest son of Capt. G. DudThe Rev. Minot Suaw
ley Haskell.

tr,

came

dlannao

from
nf

Millinocket

c»nr>lr

a ..

H

|

make necessary arrangements t3 return
All are glad to
there for the winter.

|

learn that

|:

Nov.

her school friends at her home Tuesday,
Nov. 13, it being her eleventh birthday.

During the squall of Wednesday

daughter Clara, who has
bten very ill with malarial fever at MU1inocket, is out again.
Nov 16.
J.

P.

Rev. Mr. Burleigh Is visiting his parents
in Laconia, X. If.
Miss Ethel Thomas, who has been very
ill with the jaundice, Is much improved.
Mrs. Colburn Higgins, of Winter Harbor, made a visit to her parents here last
week.

Mr. and Mrs. Horne, summer visitors of
Mrs. Mary Gilbert has returned home
Leslie Swan is at home from North* | this place, were given a surprise party by
friends Friday evening
east Harbor.
They have made after five weeks’ visit to friends in Boston
About lorty
were
guests
present,
many warm friends during their stay here and Rockland.
Mrs. George A. Martin
boarded the ;
nearly Hli remlives of the families. The
and many will regret their departure.
The dwelling house of Mrs. John Emery
train
for
Calais
Friday.
bride was pmtiiy gowned in light gray,
They will leave for their home in Lowell, in the Emery district was burned Sunday
Miss Lula West has returned from an j
trimmed witn while satin and lace, and
Mass., Monday.
i afternoon. The tire was caused by a decarried h bouq iet of roses and white
pinks. extended visit among relatives in Massa- ! Nov. 19.
Uxe Femmk.
fective chimney. Mrs. Kmery is in Boschuselta.
She was ail* ruled by her sister.
ton. The house was occupied by Mr.
The bride and groom are well known
Hon. V. L. Coffin and wife, of Harring- West Sullivan.
Russell and family.
E C. Gordon and wife are ill.
and among the brightest dudmest
popular | ton, spent a day in town last week, guests \
Nov. 19.
T.
young people of the village.
Henry Forsythe went to Boston MonCongratu- of J. H. West and wife.
Hiuetnn.
lations ami good wishes were showered
day.
Ray Dwelley and Russel B'ni-dell will
S. G. Hinckley has returned home from
upon th? m.
They were generously re- return from Kent’s Hill Friday for
j There is a very bad dog distemper in New Hampshire.
membered in the way of gifts, many comtown.
Thanksgiving vacation.
Miss Elizabeth Maddox has been ill for
ing from re’ntivesand friends away. The
There was a housewarming at Fred
Friends of Eben Googins, of Cambridge*
young couple left Thu-sday on steamer
quite a long time.
last
week.
port, a former Lamoine resident, are glad llavey’s
“Frank Jones”, for a wedding trip.
Mrs. E. K. Herrick has returned home.
to note bi« good fortune as representativeJ Frank Springer has just closed a long Herbert Herrick also came.
elect to the Massachusetts legislature.
term of school in East brook.
Sonthwt’si Harbor.
School was held in the academy SaturThe carpenters are making good proMrs. Asa ri. Dyer arrived home last j
A football team has been organized.
in order t hat the pupils might have
gress on Dr. Phillips’ cottage, which will week, after spending some time visiting j The boys expect to play the Bar Harbor day
Friday after Thanksgiving.
soon be ready for the
relatives in Cambridgeport and Lowell. team soon.
plumbing.
i
A bible day concert was held in the
Mrs. Clayton Gilley, with her little son, Mrs. Dyer was accompanied by her !
Mr. Littlefield of Bangor, is expected to
Baptist church Sunday evening. A good
of Deer IM-, has joined ner husband here. granddaughter, Muriel DeBeck.
teach a
school here if

Hartwei! officiated.

Mis*

(

Jee«ie Johnson

j

Eden.

morn-

ing, the vessel which had the lumber for
Mrs. E. Idelia Hill’s house and stable on
board, went ashore near Herriman's Point
on the rocks, staving a large hole in her.
She will prove a total wreck.

his

19._M.

hearty

with

daily

nature, written and
on each subject

j

j

singing

Rev. A. F. Hinckley will lecture at the !
Methodist church, Monday evening. At i

can

—

|

prepared

laxatives,
gentle

They

Headache,
Stomach,

Constipation.

everywhere,

f?\rrr |m!r
•litmpwl with

of

|g**nt»*i»r I'.

one n-•
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«P. A P.” Kid Gfovea

BRONCHITIS
We Know is Hard to
Control.
Making a Wonderful Record in Curing
This Dangerous

Our Vinol is

Disease.

(famine) *)
v^sipiwt?^

U

!

Don't taXe*ub»tUnt««—TNrr^’f nuM so good.
► OR *%AI-E or
<• U.I.HI,

>n Kit

CALL AND LET US TELL YOU

Kilaworlli, Mr,

ABOUT IT.

Hero is a letter that has just come to
attention.
It will interest people
It
is from Mr. Geo. W. Brown, of So. Hanover, N. II.. and reads as follows:
1 have suffered with bronchial troubles for over a year; trier! two doetors
and have taken three or four kinds of
medicine, none of which did me any
good. At times I was so hoarse I
could not speak. Then I heard of
Vinol. After taking three )>ottles of
it my voice has perfectly returned to
onr

suffering fnun bronchial troubles.
**

ine.

I

cun

N4*e

that in

rt

tiniA

1

will be all right.
When 1 began to
Take it 1 was very weak, but it has
built me up un<i given me a good appetite.”
This is what Vinol always does.
Tliis is the way Vinol accomplishes its
uii^ion of doing good.
Vinol. as we wish every one to know,
owes its power of
accomplishing the
cures that it effects to the fact that it
contains the must wonderful medicinal
elements known to science for the cure
of all wasting diseases, as well as being in itself a marvelous tonic. These
medicinal propertiesexist and hare heretofore been found only in cod-liver oil.
Vinol contains these elements. For by
a scientific process the
necessary curative properties of the cod-liver oil have
been separated from the fat and grease
which formerly made cod-liver oil preparations so objectionable.
As long as Vinol does not contain
any
of the vile-smelling oil, and is prepared by combining the sought-after
properties with a delicate table wine,
it is a most delicious and palatable

Kodol

Cure
Dyspepsia
Digests
what ypu eat.

It artificially digests the food and aid*
Nature to strengthening and recon-

structing

the exhausted digestive organ*. It lathe latest riiscovercddigestant and tonic. No ottier preparation
can approach it in eilicieucy.
It In-

stantly relieves and permanently cures
Dyspepsia, indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache. Uastralgla Cramp*and
all other results of imperfect digestion.
Price 50c and 11. Large* ire contains 24 time#
small stse. Book all about dyspepsia RiUiiedfree
Prepared by C. C- OeMiTT A CO CI)lcofl*

For Women.

Dr. Tolman's

Monthly Tlogulator haw Drought
happnifsa u» hundreds >>t anxious women.
There is iKMntively no other remedy km>vrn
to medical science, that w ill to
klyand
safely do the work. Have never had u single
failure. The longest and inofttot>8liDutoca*c*
are relieved in a days w ithout fail.
No other
remedy w ill do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. Tlie most uittlcuit
cases successfully treated through corresl*ondence.and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relievehun*
dreds of ladies w h<*m I never see. Write for
further particular*.
Ail letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateer delicate nature. Hear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects uf»ou thebealth. By
mail securely sealed, |2.0o. Dr. E.M.TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremout St., Boston, Ma-i.

preparation.

_

We know of what we speak when
we recommend Vino!, and because
we do know that Vinol does all we
claim for it, we unhesitatingly endorse it, and guarantee at any time
to refund the money paid for the
remedy if you are not satisfied it
will do all we claim for it,

GEO. ». PARCHER.
14

Wholesale and Retail

Drujilst,

EQDr.

Main St.

Williams’ Indian Pile

will cure Blind.
^Ointment
^ Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the

*•

Why try to stick
things with some-t
thing that doesn
stick? Buy MAJOR'S

lief. Dr. \V illiams' Indian Pile Ointment Is prepared for Piles and Itchmg of the private parts.
Every box Is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on rePrl, ‘* &0 centa ana
WILLIAM*
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland. Ohio.
For sale by G. A. Parcher.
druggist, Ellsworth.

Inunedi*t* relief,

JnJELil

inc**e
twok.

no

denser,

*?y 1f*dinR
^lri*1

no

pain.

CM ESTER’S CNQLISH

Safe. Always reliable. laMilea, ask Druggist for
fHICHEkTEM'N E3ULUH in Ued and
tAelS metallic boxes, wealed with blue nbbon.
Take no ofker. K«*fti»e Sangeroui anbatl*
tuUona aa4 lanltatfona. Buy of your Druggie,
or send 4e. in stamp* for Partlralara. Trsll*
BBontaU and
Heller for Ladle*, in Utter,
by retara 31 all. 10,000 Testimonial*. Sold by ail
Druggist*.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
MMRaa SMaaarw,
PHIL.4.. PA.

CEMENT; you know
Nothing
it sticks.
bleaks away from it.
Stick to MAJOR'S
CEMENT. Buy once,
foryou will buy

_

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

I

1

tumors,

DR.
SUf Crown Bttiid

CM

Pennyroyal pills

allays the itching at once, acts
—Jas a poultice, gives instant re-

Rouse the Liver LADIES JS!a!rffBr
KING’S
iousness,

1

3tUrrt!5cmrnts.

Hood's Pilis

!

authori-

The

be secured.

j

I

■

whole
direction of E. Benjamin Andrews. LL I).. formerly president
of Brown university.
treated.

!

educational

aeries is under the

sixty pupils

j concert was given as usual.
Mrs. R. L. Olds arrived home last week
Florence Pease came home from Eastwith her sister, Mrs. Rogers.
She is reThe district lodge
Good Templars the c'ose of the lecture an illustrated tour j brook Saturday, having successfully closed
Mrs. Raymond L. Olds
ported as better.
held its quarterly session at Tremont hall, I of Chinatown with theaidof an optical her first terra of school.
and children also came.
I
Thursday. Nov. 15, with an open meeting lantern, will he given. The tinging by
Capt. G. D. Blake is engaged in repairNov. 19.
Mrs Green will give added interest to the
Bob.
in the evening at the t'nion church.
ing the damage done to the boats at Soroccasion.
J. T. R. Freeman, on his return from the
Ashvlli*.
rento during the recent high tides.
Jo*>*M*h E D inn came from Millinocket
1
Provinces, brought an immense dog. a .St.
The recent gale destroyed many fishing
Guy Miller and Roscoe Carter have gone
*vnng
Mrs.
Dunn
Saitirosy
e«*ving
weirs.
Bernard, red and white, big enough to
to Georgia to cut stone.
I
Several
other
witn lUfcir nauiruier, M.«s Clara, w ho is
swallow all small curs w hich prove
Mrs. J. R. Ash, who has been quite ill,
saucy.
cutters have found employment in the
Mr Dunn will return
ra^iu<\ rt-eovi ruia.
A very pleasant reception was given Rev,
is better.
woods. There is no sign of a settlement
ne
t
decided
to
family imving
G. H. Heftion at the Freeman cottage be- Tuesday,
of the strike before spring.
Some wild animal
has been raiding
live at Miiiinockit tor the present. They
fore his departure to his new field ol
Nov. 19.
Fred Bean’s poultry house.
G.
w !1 be much missed here.
labor.
About 100 guests were present,
Sall-lmi v (
Mrs. F. A. Preble, of Hancock, is visitNov 19.
B.
twenty-five or thirty being bis church
Mien Zenn Rich tins recovered from h
Carlton Ash and wife.
ing
A good proLMUiinnr.
people at Bass Harbor.
s evere attack of the measl?*.
Mrs. Elizabeth Arey, who is in her
was
gramme
Next Sunday the service will be approenjoyed. A generous goodMias Georg)* Young is in B«wton visit- } ninety-fifth year, is quite ill.
will offering testified to the esteem felt for
priate to the Thanksgiving season.
ing relative*. Sue will be absent about
Mias Bessie Springer, of West Sullivan,
the retiring pastor.
C.
M.
Stratton
arrived
home last one month.
C*<pt
has been visiting relatives and
Nov. 17.
frieuds
Spray.
week for a short visit with his family.
F. A. Wood and wife have moved to here.
IN MEMORTAM —EMELINE MASON GILLEY
Miss Velma Lear recently closed her Bar Harbor for
the winter.
They occupy
J. H. Tracy went to Ellsworth Satur‘•He who on our earthly path
second term of school at Corea and has
|
E. B. M ears’ cottage on Holland aveu-ie.
Bids us help each other—
j day. Wilma Googins accompanied him
returned home.
Miss Georgie Hamor has returned home mi d will cikil friunriu unH vulaflmu fn«
Who His W’t 11 beloved hath
Miss Eva Linscott, who has been em- after
Made cur Eider Brotheru a bile.
spending two weeks with her gram
Will but clasp the chain of love
ployed in Vermont the past few months, parents, Alex Barron and wife, hi West
Nov. 19.
M. E. B.
|
has been enjoying a two weeks’ vi-it with
Closer when we meet above.”
Ellsworth.
Ami Hancock.
her parents here. She will go to Bar HarAfter long months of weary suffering
Miss Inez Hamor entertained a number
Mrs. Maud Googins is visiting her
bor this week and enter a dressmaking
Emeline Mason, wife of John H. Gilley
of her friends at the hall Saturday evenbrother at Jonesport.
learn
to
the
trade.
shop
rest
entered into
Thursday, Nov. 8. ai
ing. it being her seventeenth birthday.
Mrs. Mary It. Butler has gone to her
Capt. Charles Hodgkins leaves home this Refreshments W'ere served. An
Augusta, w here she had been taken in Oe
enjoyable borne in New Bedford, Mass.
tober for medical treatment after everj week to take command of his new vessel, time was had
all
by
present.
Mr. Hopkins and family who have been
effort by home.friends and physicians had the “Helena”, which Capt. Fred Hodgkins
Miss Mae Salisbury, who has
been living on the Hoeea
failed to restore health; but angels were commanded on her first voyage. Cap:.
Phillips place near
her vacation at home with her
spending
the Junction, have moved to Ellsworth.
calling her to the summer land, and earth- Hodgkins will be accompanied by his
Everett Salisbury and wife, reparents,
wife and sons Charlie and Joseph, who
ly skill was of'no avail.
The Rev. Herbert Shute, a former resiturned to Bar Harbor Sunday to resume
Born at SotnesviJle, October 1 1851, the will visit with him while he is in port.
dent of this place but who has been for
her duties at Mrs. G. J. Loring’s store.
daughter of William T. and Marcia J,
some time preaching
The missionary concert in the church
in Vermont, is at'
Nov. 19.
k.
Mason, a bright lovable girl in youth, a last evening was very well atteuded in
home for a visit.
Fnitikilfi ICoiul.
devoted self-sacrificing w ife and mother, spite of the
threatening weather. The
Henry Milliken has gone to Hancock,
A. E. Tracy, Mra. Etfle Johnson and
this noble woman was loved by ail who programme consisted of
where he will dll the position of station
readings from
Vera visited Mra. Johnson’s paknew her, and many sorrowing hearts will
daughter
missionary papers on the subject of the
He has been employed at the
agent.
rents In Dedham last week.
miss her sweet and helpful presence. She
Nicolln station during the past two years.
evening: “The Indian;” recitations of
was a loyal white-ribboner, local
The entertainment given by the puplla
Nov. 18.
super- ; missionary poems and music appropriate
Sumac.
intendent of soldiers’ and sailors’ work, ! to the occasion. A
good collection was here last Tuesday evening was very pleasPretty Marsh.
and ever ready to lend a helping hand in 1 taken for the Cuban
ing. All rendered their parts well. Those
chapel fund.
The Sunday school and ita friends have
time of need. Though her busy life kept
Nov. 19.
deserving special mention are Miss ReH.
a new organ for the
schoolher much at home, her quick wit and
becca Butler in the dialogue “Neighborly purchased
house.
bright talent were highly appreciated in Bucksnort.
Kindness,” who was so willing to lend a
Harry Clay died Tuesday, Nov. 13, aged helpful hand
social and literary circles
Capt. Edward Rumill is at home for a
1
although what she did
Great sympathy is Jeit for those who twenty-four years, after a long decline of seemed to be
just what she should not do, abort visit before leaving for a winter’s
He
was
a
her loss, the bereaved husband j consumption.
young man with and little Miss Clara Cline in
mourn
her recita- voyage.
whose devotion wa9 true and steadfast, many friends.
tion “When Papa is Sick”. Mrs. Vic ButB. F. Carter has purchased the Crowley
the son and daughter who feel that the
Horace E. Buck and Mrs. Kllla S. ler with her violin. Miss Rena at the or- farm and will move iu this week. J. E.
sunshine of home has departed, the sor- ! Grindle were married on Thursday after- gan, Miss Helen’s
singing and Watson Cooper, who has been living there, has
rowing mother in feeble health, who looks 1 noon at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Joy with his graphophone added to the moved Into the F. P. Freeman house.
forward to a glad reunion beyond the George D.
Crane.
The ceremony was entertainment. Much credit is due Miss
Valorus Gray has bought a farm at
veil, and the brothers and sisters who so performed by Rev. William Forsyth, and Bertha
Cline, who is a resident teacher, North Penobscot and will move there this
well knew the tender, loving nature and
witnessed
a
few
relatives
and
friends. and her assistants, Mrs. Sarah Foss, Mias
by
strong Christian faith of the promoted one. j
The funeral services were held Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Buck left on the 6.15 train Hattie Joy and Messrs. Ryder and
Tenney.
Strijrrtiarmmta.
afternoon. Nov. 11, at the home. The for a brief bridal tour to Portland and The
proceeds will help buy a dictionary
room and casket were a bower of fragrant
i Boston,
for
the
acbool.
not
absent
with
Pupils
relatives
and friends
dowsers,
during
many
from far arid near to take a farewell look
Martha and Mabel Bridges were ar- the term are Bernice Cline, Clara Cline,
at the peaceful silent form of her who had rested
Sheriff Genn last Friday Etta Springer and Charles Graves.
by
Deputy
won the victory and gained a heavenly
Are
from NaNov. 19.
G.
being the clothes-line
home.
Rev. Mr. Brooks spoke tender charged with
ture’s mild
and
words of consolation, and the melody of thieves which have been annoying Bucks- Cantina.
music soothed the aching hearts. The in- port for some time.
Recent thefts of
while
are reliable
The
second game ol football between
terment was the first made in the new
this kind were reported to Deputy Sheriff
and efficient.
Bucksport seminary and Castine normal
cemetery.
who went to work on the case, and
Genu,
school resulted in another victory for
Nov. 17.
J.
Bucksport school, but by a much reduced
Many people worry because they believe score—24-0. The
First and foremost iu the Held of medicine is
Bucksport team did all
have heart disease. The chances are
they
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It possesses unequalled
Its scoring in the first half.
In the aecthat their hearts are all right but their
Cure Sick
Bilmerit and cures all diseases caused or promoted 9tomaeht are unable to
digest food. Kodol snd half Castine got into the game
Sour
by impure or impoverished blood, Including Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat and In better shape, and prevented ita more
prevents the
formation of gas which sxperienced opponents from
rheumatism, dyspepsia, catarrh.
and
Sold
scoring.
makes the stomach press against the heart.
With more practice, the normal school
All liver ills are cured by Hood’s Pills. 2fc.— It will core
earn
would be a hard proposition for
25c. per box.
every form of indigestion.
Advt.
Wigoin & Mooke.
Bucksport.
Prepared by C. I.flood Si Co.,Loweli.Uas3.
Mr. Gilley has for some months been the
clerk at Smith’s store.

an

arranged hy

ties

Mrs.

attended to the music.

material of

1

At all dntntaia or direct from I»r. Williams Med.ctne Co
srhmiviady, H. Y.
Price few. per boa. f boxes |i:*i.

through each week of a daily feature of
marked value and interest. It is known
as
the “Boston
Journal Home Study
era

j

man:
“About two year* ago l suffered
from general debility and I doubt if
there was anybody more utterly
miserable than 1 was. 1 had q0 Ids
or energy, and was os depressed
mentally as I wax worn out phvsirally. It was not at all unusual for
me to go to sleep over my work
My blood was thin and watery, but
the worst of It all was the dreadful,
wearying nervousness at night.
When 1 retired at ten o’clock. Instead
of going to sleep I would to** and
turn till well on Into the morning,
and when 1 awoke It wa* without any
feeling of being refreshed or rested.
1 lost so much flesh that I got down
to 123 pounds In weight, and 1 had no
desire for food.
“last January a friend urged me
to try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pill* for
Pale Poople. 1 had previously tried
many different kinds of remedies
and had consulted three phy*lrlan«,
but the little relief they gave wa*
very brief, so I was completely discouraged.
My friends, however,
Insisted and I tried the medicine.
By the time the second box was
begun there was such evident Improvement that I continued taking
(hem till the ninth bo*, wl-*n 1 frit
that I wa* entirely cured. I now
weigh 1M pound*. There Is no sign
of nervousness, 1 rest well and f*?i
strong, and am able to enjoy lifs
oace more.''
C. M. Hoott.,

Mrs. Elisabeth
Freeman, of Pretty van for the winter.
bis house is finished.
Marsh, Is visiting her sister, Mrs. NancyDonnell expects to leave for the , The storm of last week, augmented by
Percy
Mayo.
woods this week, where he will be era- | the high tides, lifted the draw in the
R. A. Bracy was called home last week
bridge between the two towns and moved
ployed for the winter.
Nov. 19.
F. J. S.
from
his
work
in
Lawrence
the
illness
Mass about t wo weeks ago to visit his
by
Commissioner
it three feet uo stream.
T. W. Gordon, who has been at work
his
of
wife.
brother and to receive treatment, is ssid to
James Gray, of Brook! n, w ith a crew of
Sarah Adelie, daughter of Mr. and Mr®.
the past summer at Humford Falls, reHis many friends hope be
Edith Cousins went to Massachusetts
T. G. Pickering, was married Iasi Wed- be improving.
men, put it back in place Saturday.
turned home Tuesday.
Nov. 12.
C.
Monday, where she will be employed this
The may soon return much improved in health.
nesday to Howard Clifton Holden.
_______
be
a
There
rifie
match
shooting
will,
Mrs. Damon arrived by train Saturday coming winter.
wedding look place at the borne of the
Thanksgiving afternoon. The ladies’ aid Magaxtne, Hook and Newspaper Notes.
Mrs. Addle Marks went to
bride, Rev. M. S. Hartwell officiating. evening, and joined her husband, Dr.
Boston
will serve a chicken supper.
ProThe Boston Journal has begun the pubAbout thirty relatives and friends were Datnon, who has been having a successful Thursday to spend the winter. She was aoclety
ceeds will be added to the Free Baptist lication of its Sunday edition and in every
present. After the bride and groom had practice here this fall. They will begin accompanied by her son Bert.
evening edition of the dally Journal
cnapei luna.
received congratulations, refreshments housekeeping in the rooms in readiness
Faustina Wells entertained a number of
were

j

Strength

Hurra.

week.

Gobs, of Stonington, .pent last week

S. Q. Stevent, of Eastport,
last week.

AVw*

Atlantic.

Brookltn.

_

Sprague and wife began

Charles

l*i«.

%d(2itionnl

-ncr—T=^:wS"

light a bag cunningly hidden, containing many of the missing articles. The arrest of the two daughters of the family
followed. When arraigned in the Western
Hancock municipal court Saturday
morning they pleaded nolo contendere,
and were sentenced to thirty days in the
county jail. They appealed, and furnished
bonds of flOOeach.
to

COUNTY NEWS.

l>eer

V*-

iJlitjrrtwtir.cntc.

week. They will Ik* missed very much.
Best wishes follow them to their new
home.
Nov. 19._
_B.

COUNTY VEWS.

sufficient evidence for the Issuing
of • search warrant upon the premises of
Moses Bridges. A careful search brought

i’HK JUa ft
4# *.* *rriber§ at 106
of the 116 post-office,* in Hancock county;
*br additional County JTetPi ««.* other pagea
atJ the other pat'*-* sn the county combined do not reach *o man*. THB AmkbICA9 «« not the only paver printed in PrMiklia.
Bancock count*, and ha* never claimed to
The dinner and supper served by the
he. but it w the only paper that can
prop- ladies iu their rooms at the Baptist church
erly t>e cal lea a COUNTY paptr; all the
The circula- Tuesday, were a success financially and
feet are. merely local paper*.
tion o/ I hr Amkbican, oarring the Bar
socially. Proceeds go towards painting
Record'*
Mummer
Barbor
list, it larger the
parsonage. The officers of the ladies'
than that of all the other papert printed
for a year as
aid society were chosen
in Hancock county.
follows: President, Mrs. G. W. Keniston;
vice-president, Mrs. G. H. Rutter; secretary and treasurer, Mrs. S. A. Card.
For additional County Xeus see other page»
J.
Nov. 12.

ever,

V

nothing

<Jj

vaSS»

UN6 MEDICINE CO., Boi 193%
BOSTON, MASS,

as

good;

the
believe
don’t
substitutes
MAJOR S LEATHER*

J -<L

Hundred* of
eoavlnc*
oftheir lntrinrie
cd »uppretw.0n. Sendroa
ten rent* for
and
P
All Urupgut. or by mail «) jo bo*. uupl*

i*

There

]non having them-

is

an

MAJOR_0..

hit*.
at *11

druggists*

NEW YORK

CITY.

Sbbrrtisnntnic.

A Knight

<

Templar Praises Peruna

Vtonlujftoii.
W ill Stinson, jr
ing Inst week.

Thanl HaTe
Been for Twenty Tears.”
Colonel T. r. Mo-sly, a prominent
anl

^nd SiTss

on
au

raised for tbe band
boys for the music they furnished on
election night.

Stephen E. Allen, who

cured, as you surely will be It you
persevere.
“M
wife, as many in the sonthwest
can
., was troubled witli a l ad cough
onchial trouble, and doctora all
nr
no country gave her up to die, as
rt my could do nothing more for her.
negan taking Peruna with thereault
are

jwst week

on

Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Conners spent Sunat Gouldsboro.

George Kane, who has been
tonsllitis, is out again.

ness.

been visitMrs. M.
Haslern, who
ing friends in Ellsworth and Franklin,
has returned home.
K.

has

Solomon Haslern, Henry
Harry Jordan have gone in
work for J. T. Giles.
Nov. 12.

Braley
the

and

woods to
H.

The Companion court held a special
meeting Thursday to initiate a candidate
The pie sociable at the hall Wednesday
evening was a success.
The Misses Young, of Otis, have been
visiting friends here the past week.
Mrs. L. F. Giles, of Ellsworth, is in
town caring for her mother, Mrs. Julia
Kingman.
at Fox’s hall
Thanksgiving night, Nov. 29. Music by
Dirigo orchestra of Ellsworth.

There will

be

a

dance

School in district No. 2 closed Nov. 16.
There was a tine entertainment in the
evening. Following is the programme:
Duet, Mrs. George Stanley and Miss Bragdon; quotations from Ixmgfeiiow, school;
recitations, Newell Hardison, Ethel J.
Haslern, Koland Haslern; dialogue, two
childreu; recitations, Carrie Jordan, Wilson Pettengill, Georgia Jordan; singing;

ill with

Mrs. W. W. Connnt is going to Vinalthe winter.

haven next week for

sewing circle met recently with
Mrs. Linly Wilbur, Sullivan Centre.
The

Mrs. J. H. Welch returned this week
from Lamoine, where she has been visiting her sister.

wherever located.
Vddress The Pernna Medicine Co., Coumbus, O.. fur • free book on catarrh.

Installing M

fre-hments

Cove,
busi-

Fenton is employed by Evans

day

and Rosa Foss, as I 1). M.:
VV. \V. J Ilison. C. T.; Martha P. Walker,
*»** adtl’tinri,i! < unii, Xrtcn nrr ofArr
payr*. I
V. T.; Gertrude Coggins, secretary; Nettie
WlllltlKIII.
Foss, assistant secretary; Willis Crabtree,
Mrs. Charles Jordan is visiting friends' treasurer; Lena Foss, F. S ; Augusta Jorin Boston.
ian, chnr>iain; Ivory Foss, M.; Clara Foss,
Mrs. Wiitard ilasieui and son Harvard D. M ; Mary Smith, guard; Louis Jordan,
♦entinei; K. W. Wooster, P. C. T. At ttie
have returned from a visit to Boston.
close of the installation an entertainment
Kev. A. H. Coar, of Ellsworth, preached
was given by tlie lodge, followed by rea
fine sermon In the church

been in town the

W.

Mrs.

Abbie Young, of Hancock Point, is

visiting

at Mrs. E. IL

Alice Kelliher, of Ellsworth, is
keeping house for H H. Young for a few
Mrs.

weeks.

Miss May Young, of West Gouldsboro,
is visiting her grandpare its, G. IL Young
and wife.
Almus Foss, of Lewiston, formerly of
this place, has been visiting relatives here
the past week.
Martha Walker has been in Eastbrook the past week, the guest of L. W.
Bunker and wife.
Mrs.

Mrs. Nancy Wooster, who has been visitat C. Y. Wooster's, has returned to
her home in Worcester, Mass.
W.
Nov. 12.

ing

_

The Whittier oil company, of Whittier,
Cal., in which P. G. Wooster, formerly of
South Hancock, is a stockholder, struck
oil in their tirst well, on Monday, Nov. 5,
Mr. Wooster is
at a deptli of ninety feet.
president of another company formed to
operate a part of the property of the
on a

lease

for

twenty

years.
Swan** Maml.

Grace Bridges,
visiting friends here.
Fernando Morse is on
Bangor and Bucksport.
Mrs.

o(

Rockland, is

The work is

tagps.

well

done and adds

greatly to the beauty of the hill.
Albert Allen, who has been at work for
the Frenchman’s Bay company as carpenter for the past ten months, has
turned to his home in Cherryfleld.

re-

Percy Aiken, who has ho very acceptably tilled the position as postmaster
here, has finished his work, and with
Mrs. Aiken will viriit relatives in Bangor
hiuI

vicinity

for

a

few weeks.

In the Inst storm and

gale the good old
steamer “Sorrento” went ashore on Picnic
point, and was considerably damaged.
Capt. Garduer D. B'ake, who lias been
looking after repairs of the steamer, has
He will go South this winter.
gone home.
Nov. 19.
Breeze.
(.rent

Young’s.

There was an appl-eparing at E. W.
Wooster’s la-t Monday evening.

Whittier company,

L. U. Bragdon baa nearly completed bis
grading job around the Lawrence cot-

Fond.

Williams has a crew at Middle
pond cutting logs.
Alfred Clarry and Leon Dunn arrived
from Massachusetts Thursday.
Ezra

Branch

Mr. Biliington and son, of Bangor, and
E. Wight, of Parkman, were in town

II.

last week.
Mrs. A. B.

Haynes returned home Tuesvisit to her sister, Mrs. S. A.

day from a
Kenniston, of Amherst.

McDonald, of Ellsworth, and
Clark, civil engineer, were in town a
Mr.
part of the week, running lines.
McDonald returned home Saturday.
Roderic k

Mr.

C. B. Collar, of Brigbtou, Mass, accompanied by two of his friends, arrived
Saturdav for

a

few davs’

hunting.

Thev

Clarry camp, with F. A.
guide, and John Williams, cook.
Seven Springfield, Mass., sportsmen, including Messrs. Whipple, Swan aud Richmond, are at Camp Lakeview, Alligator
Dae, for their annual outing. On their
first day out they got a big bear, the
largest, the guide says, that has been
killed in this vicinity for years. He estimated its weight at 600 pounds. It took
the whole party, including the guide, to
CArry the animal, and they were nearly all
day getting it to the camp, though it
was killed only about half a mile from
will occupy the

Avery

as

Crosby; dialogue, six children; recitathe lake.
a
business trip to
tions, Isaiah Haslem, Beatrice Haslem;
Nov. 18.
Flossie.
dialogue, two children; recitations, Earl
Kantbrook.
Jordan, Bessie Jordan; dialogue, four
Mies Mamie Stinson is visiting friends
Robert and Andrew Lowrie will operate
children; singing; recitations, Enna Jor- in Belfast and Camden.
a lumber concern at Unionville the comdan, Orman Haslem; dialogue, Lloyd
Mrs. Sarah A. Gott has returned from a
ing winter.
Simpson, Adalbert Crosby; recitation, two weeks’ visit to frieuds in Rockland.
George Bunker and wife and William
Harold Ha.0lem; dialogue, nine children;
Thomas Sadler has purchased the Benja- Bunker and wife, of North Sullivan, were
recitations, Vernon Haslem, Sadie Clough;
move
will
soon
and
min Sprague place,
iu town last Friday to attend the funeral
children; recitation,
dialogue, eight
of their sister, Mrs. Julia Googins.
The entertain- there.
Ethel Maker; singing.
Miss Evelyn Bridges returned Wednesment showed thorough and painstaking
Mrs. Julia Googius, who has been b
work on the part of the teacher, Miss Isaday from a visit to relatives in Rockland great sufferer since last March, died Wedbelle Jordan. A “treat” followed the en- and Rockport.
nesday, Nov. 14. She has been tenderly
tertainment. Miss Jordan was presented
The Thursday evening socials at Ep- cared for by her family, who will mise
with a book, “The Life of D. L Moody,” worth hall, given by the ladies of the her greAtly, as she has ever been a kind
She leaver
by the school, also a book of poems from Methodist church, continue to be well aud loving wife aud ofmother.
whom are small.
five children, two
scholars in district No. 1 for her work as patronized.
church
The funeral was held at the
Friday
Rev. H. F. Day, of Franklin,
superintendent, showing in what high
Capt. H. E. Stanley and Capt. George afternoon,
officiating.
esteem she is held.
Miss Jordan w'ill
will
and
a
vessel
Sprague have chartered
B.
Nov. 19.
soon leave for I^agrangc, where she will
of salt herring
go to Bangor with a load
teach through the winter.
Derili am.
next week.
H.
Nov. 19.
Mrs. W. W. Black is in Bangor visitiug
A tine entertainment was given recently
A her sister, Mrs. Newell Libby.
by the pupils of the Minturn school.
&outh Hancock.
Ice-cream and
New Century grange has purchased a
c. L. Smith and wife are visiting friends large number was present.
candy were sold after the entertainment. stable of Crescent lodge of Good Templars
in Jonesboro.
The proceeds, (22, will be expended in aud members of that order have been
Leonard Wooster lodge, 1. O. Q. T., had
purchasing books for a school library. putting it in repair this week. The
a public installation last Tuesday evening.
Much credit is due Miss Evelyn Bridges, grange is steadily growing in numbers
The following officers were installed by J.
of the Minturn grammar school, and influence.
teacher
P. Walker, L. D., assisted by U. E. Foss as
for the success of the entertainment.
Crescent Lodge, I. O. of G. T., installed
M’ FNov. 12.
its officers for the following quarter last
Wildfire.
Like
Spread
When things are “the best” they become Mount Uesert Forty.
Millions Given Away.
‘‘the best selling”. Abraham Hare, a leadMaggie Colby returned to Bangor
It is certainly gratifying to the public to
writes:
to-day.
ing druggist, of Belleville, O.,
know' of one concern which is not afraid
“Electric Bitters are the best selling bitWillie Strong has gone to Lakewood for to be generous. The proprietors of Dr.
_

__

ters I have bandied in 20 years. You
know why? Most diseases begin in disorders of stomach, liver, kidneys, bowels,
blood and nerves. Electric Bitters tones
up the stomach, regulates liver, kidneys
and bowels,
purities the blood, strengthens
the nerves, hence cures multitudes of maladies. It bnilds up the entire system. Puts
new Ilf© and
vigor into any weak, sickly,
run-down man or woman.” Price 50cents.
&old by Wiociin & Moorjs, druggists.

weeks.
Miss Louise Edwards was the guest of
Mrs. L. Colby a few days last week.
few

King’s New Discovery for consumption,
coughs and colds, have given away over
ten million trial bottles, and have the satisfaction of knowing it has cured thousEddie True, George A. Phillips and ands of hopeless cases. Asthma, bronla grippe and all throat, chest and
chitis,
Charleston
Wbiting Bull returned from
diseases are surely cured by it. Call
the fall lung
Saturday, where they attended
on Wiggin & Moore, druggists, and get
a free trial bottle.
Regular size 50c and
term of school.
YA.NKAPOO.
$1 00. Every bottle guaranteed.
Nov. 19.
a

missed both in tiie church and the

Mrs. Charles Stover, of

so

long.
8.

Indian

E.

Point,

ill with tousilitis.

Miss Bernice Fogg has gone to Otis to
visit relatives. J. Lee Fogg, who accompanied her, came home Saturday.

Wesley Paine has moved his family
Paine, who went to the Maine
general hospital last June, has recovered
home. Mrs.
her health.

Nov. 19.

M.
_

North fSItieliill.

1

Mins Ida Soper is teaching in the Eastdistrict.

ward

School commenced

Monday, taught by

v«<un

Miss Alice M. Wescott.

iif»onu

John S. Treworgy was'married last week
in VValdoboro to Miss Gertrude Acorn, of
that

place.
Several members

of

the

newly

or-

ganized Highland grange, of North Penobscot, visited Halcyon grange Saturday
evening.
Nov. 19.

W.

North Itrooksvllle.
S. S. Kench has returned to

New York

for the winter.

Leach, of Oriand, was in town
week, the guest of his grandmother,
Mrs. Lucy Green.
Harold

this

Schconer “Mildred May”, Capt. Condon, arrived from Portland Wednesday
with freight for Rainbow grange store
and the fanners’store.
Nov. 19.
C.

Emma Richardson, who Leaches
primary grade at Hall Quarry, closed
her school Nov. Id.
Pupils not absent
one-half day: Katy Harkins, J. Crawford
Young, Byron Merchant and Nathan
Richardson. Absent only one*haIf day:
Percy Richardson.
Nov. 19.
Sub.
Miss

the

■

The following pupils did not miss a
day during the fall term of school:
Jennie Ryan, Eva Bennett, Harry Bennett, Mary Bennett, Lawrence Haslem.

rpHE

H.

Nov. 19.
__

Beggar—Why didn’t you tackle
that lady?
She might have given you
something. Second Beggar—1 let her go
First

I understand my business better
never

ask

a

for any-

woman

alone; but when two
together, you can get money

when she is

women are

from

1

both, because each

one

is afraid

the

other will think her stingy if she refuses.
This profession has to be studied, just like
any other, if you expect to make a success
of it, see!
_

The little folks love Or. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly harmless.
Positive cure for coughs, colds, bronchitis,

j

WE

fflrtrical.
~~

BY

'‘HarkenYe?’
To the Voice of

Ellsworth

People.

If you will but listen to your friends

neighbors, they will tell you how the
pains and aches of a bad back, the annoyance of urinary troubles, the nervousness,
the restlessness that come from kidney
and

ills,

can

be

relieved and cured.

Ellsworth citizen says:
Mrs. Philina Moon, residing

I

Read what

one

|

on

the Sur-

ry road, a short distance on.this side of
East Surry, in the new' white cottage over-

looking the bay,

says:

“I read several

ac-

in the newspapers about mothers
recommending Doan’s Kidney Pills for
counts

children in.^cases of kidney and urinary
diseases. This induced me to give them

14-year-old daughter, who suffered
kidney and urinary weakness ever
since she was 4 years of age, complaining of^her back hurting her, headaches
to my
from

and stomach trouble.
vere

attacks of it

month and

was

on an

She had
average

very seof once a

confined to her bed often

When I was in
number of days.
Ellsworth one day I went to Wiggin’s

for

a

drug store and got Doan’B Kidney Pills.
By the time she had taken two boxes she
was very much improved.
They did her a
great amount of good, more than anything she ever used.”
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the U. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no

.mho.

WHEREAS

Ea-t l.amnfttr>.

thing

.tuudusnci

r.

rpHE

Hall Ou:»rr>.

you.

o

rj'HlE

Mrs. Margie Perkins, who was stricken
with paralysis, remains about the same.

because

,,,.

..

Miss Gagie Wall is employed at J.
Ilamor’s.

than

..

■■

Capt. Sheldon Brown was stricken with
paralysis Thursday, Nov. 15, and passed
away Sunday evening, at the age of seven-

West Eilen.

in all.

duly

Waiter

of last week.

quite

••

i...

Staples,
Penobscot,
wife, of Bur Harbor, ami Charles
Bird and wife, of Northport, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hopkins Thursday

is

Sheriff* of
ether of

WE

A

Bird and

greatly

Countie*,

..

Fred Moore, of Ellsworth Falls, Mrs.
of

re»i

■

Saturday.

Rebecca

our

their Ih p 9^.
Greeting:
to iMach the goods ir
coroman*'
estate of Nathan E. Hubo-ud of Haverill, Essex County, Massachusetts to the
value of One hundred anti fift;. dollars; and
summon tlie s<i-i Ui fe* dent, t if h*» may be
found in your pie;duot) t< appear before our
Justices of tlie
r. i* Jin.i*
mjrt, next
to be holden
r."-vvorth, wjtMn and for our
oti
the second
County of H.n
.uisday
of October i: xl, then anti there in our said
Court to ai.
nto Alcxai
er C Hagerthy
of Ellswori
tta
ock Count v. >!*iine.
In a plea *1 .he ruse, i< r lb.it the said Deh, ou tin i.urthday
fendant, mi -.i: KIImh
»
of May /
jf’cS by bis Pi
i.
v
Note of
that daU
1 »r value re..y uni suhscrior
«.
-ei» the PI.:ii t ;.
ceived, pi,.ay him or
his orde- ..t *om of lifiv do)
,.nd no cents
*v t;
one ye
«.mi
w<tti in
and
the sa'
t\e
tiiat ssi ti...of pay-

ILrrjnl Xoticrs.

School in district No. 1, taught by Lilia
closed

Xoturs.

STATU OK MAINE.
BA KCOCK S i:-LTo the

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.~At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in ami for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
rtarah N. Canuell, late of Philadelphia, in the
county of Philadelphia, and Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said Commonwealth of Pennpauthenticated, having been ment
sylvania,
..i in n-ii
Yet.iii
tm- f.aid Depresented to the judge of probate for our said fend
not p.i iu
..II!
neglects
of
the
Hancock
for
of
county
purpose
being
t
-1,1111.
,..nl Plaintiff (as
allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate ! sott
hesajxi the -um <>* One hundred and fifty
court of our said county of Hancock.
I >h.ill then and there be made
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to ! do’ iiH’-n
one di»m n;es.
And have
all persons interested therein, by publishing to |
Uie.<
ii. \V
it v rn you
doings therein.
}•
a cony of thit order three weeks successively
V.
P
\V
.idrew
P.
is
Chi-f
Justice
well,
in the Ells.'crth American, a newspaper
oi sn:d <; nr
.v El'swori ii, : n.- 12th day of
printed at EIli worth, in said county of Hanin the
y**nr*.f our Lord one thoucock, prior to the fouth day of December, Keptem >*
a.
d.
1900, that they may appear at sand ei h bandied .uni ninei v-nine.
J. F. Kn iivlton, Clerk.
a probate court then to be held at Bucksport,
"h
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
Ha
September 13 l.s.'U, at 9 b., in
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, ii
the forenoon.
any they have, against the same.
By virtue of this Writ, I have attached all
O. )> CUNNINGHAM, Judge of ProbaU
.the re x) 'State .-f the within named DefendA true copy of the order of court.
ant, N.itl.-Ui E. llubbard ami u.i the right,
title and m*erest which the
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
aid Dr f
iant
Nathan K. Hi'l»hard has in or to any real esTo all persons interested in either of the esst-ate, situa'ed in said County o' Hancock, to
tates hereinafter named.
the value of One Hundred and fifty dollars.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
L. F. Hooper, Sheriff
for the county of Hancock, on the .si\<n
Hancock ss: September 13 1899. 1 this day
day of November, a. d. 1900.
filed in the office of the Register of Deeds in
f’llHE following matter having been pre
said county »,f Hancock an attested copy of
X sented for the action thereupon herein- so much
of my return on this Writ as relates
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noto the attachment of real estate; with the
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
value of the Defendant’s property which I am
a
of
this
order
be
to
by causing
copy
pubby this Writ commanded to atta-di; the names
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsof the parti* s; the date of the Writ, and the
worth American, a newspaper published ai
Court to which it is returnable.
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may »p
L. F. Hooper, Sheriff.
pear at a probate court to be held at Buck*STATE OF MAINE.
port, in said county, on the fourth day oi
Hancock s.«: Supreme Judicial Court. OcDecember, a. d. 1800, at ten of the clock in the
tober Term. A. D. 1900.
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they because.
Upon the foregoing Writ, Ordered, That the
David VV. Benson, late of Tremont, in said Plaintiff give notice to the said defendant to
county deceased. A certain instrument purappear before the Justices of our Supreme
porting to be the last will an-i te.H’ameiit of Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
said deceased, together with petition for pin
within and lor the County of Hancock, on
bate thereof, presented by Lizzie E. Bi nson, th- Mid Tuesday of January A. D. 1901, by
one of the executors therein l.atiu d.
publishing an attested copy of said Writ and
Althea Wilson, late of Casiine, m said counthis order thereon, three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth
turd
a
American
ty, deceased. First account of John N
newspaper
ner, administrator of the estate of said deprimed in Ellsworth in our County or Hancock, he last publication to be thirty days at
ceased, filed for settlement.
John A. Stover, late of Sorrento, in said j least prior to said 3rd Tuesday of January
county, deceased. First account of James
j next. « hut he may there and then ju our said
Stover, administrator of the estate of said j
appiu!
John F. Knowlton,
Jeceased, filed for settlement.
T
It
Port-nr
1.«
,,f
i.,n
5
eui.l
Clerk of the Sup. Jud. Court.
county, deceased. First account of Rufus O. A true copy of the Writ, Officer’s Return and
Order of Court thereon.
Parker and John N. Gardner, executors of
the estate of said deceased, filed for settleAttest. John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
ment.
rilHE
subscriber Hereby gives notice that
Charles W. Wasgatt, lute of Ellsworth, in
he has been duly appointed adminisX
said county, deceased. Petition lor older of
of
the estate of
Dora II. xvice,
ilistributiou, tiled by Vernon G. Wasgatt, ad- trator
late of 'Fremont, in the com y of Hancock,
ministrator of the estate of said deceased.
Winnie Florence Davis, Charles II. Davis deceased, and given bonds as ihr- law directs.
and Percival W. Davis, minor heirs of Charles j All persons having demands aivust the estate of said deceased are desired to present
H. Davis, late of Ellsworth, deceased. Petithe same for settlement, and all indebted
tion presented for sale of real estate by Ernest
thereto are requested to make payment imL. Curtis, guardian of said minors.
Herbert A. Rice.
mediately.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
November 6, 1900.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register
rilHE
subscriber
hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX
she has been duly appointed executrix
JL
trator
of
the
estate
of
CuliaU
Austin,
of the lac: will and testament of William H.
late of Ellswort h, in the county of Hancock,
Carr, late of Buekspcrt, in the county of
and given bonds as the law directs.
deceased,
no
bonds
deceased,
Hancock,
being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having All persons having demands against the estate
demands against the estate of said deceased of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are desired to present the same for settleare requested to make payment, immediately.
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
October 2, 1900.
1'uilanlek h. Austin.
to make payment immediately.
Novi n b
Lizzie J. Carr.
6, 1900.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
has
he
been
X.
duly appointed adminisrTl IE subscriber hereby gives notice that
trator of the estate of Hanrali H
Gott
he has been duly appointed executor
JL
late
of
in
the county of Hancock,
Tremont,
of t ie last will and testament of Julia Higand given bonds as l!
law directs.
gius, late of Ellsworth, in the county uf deceased,
persons having demands against the esHiucock, deceased, no bonds being required All
of said deceased are desired to present
by the terms of said will. All persons tate
h w ing
demands
the
estate the same for settlement, and ail indebted
against
are requested to make payment imthereto
said
of
deceased are desired to present
Lewis 1. Gott.
th' same for settlement, and all indebted
mediately.
November 6, 1900.
th treto are requested to make payment imm diately.
Joseph M. Higgins.
Frank P. Gra\ -.ml .Milford C.
November. 6, 1900.
Gray, both of Penons-'.,;. Hancock
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
county,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
'pHK
-:u.:i in HanDecember 3, a. d. 1896, anil
she has been duly appointed adminis1
volume 307,
tratrix of the estate of Charles H. Drummey, cock countv registry of deed-.
to
the
trim
c
of George
514,
in
page
conveyed
late
of
the
of
Ellsworth,
county
H incock, deceased, and given bonds as the Stevens academy, a corporation existing by
law
directs.
All persons having
de- law at Bluebill in said county, all the real
mands
against the estate of said de- estate of the late Leander A. i.ray,> late of
ceased art- desired to
nresent the same Penobscot; being the same deeded t Leander
A. Gray by Benjamin Gray, recorded in Hanfor settlement, and all indebted thereto are
cock registry of deeds, it!. 91. p.*g
154. also
requested to make payment immediately.
another lot deeded said Leander A. Gray by
Margaret F. Drummey.
Chelcias Gray containing four acres, and one
a. d. 1900.
November
from the same containing four aort-s and
subscriber hereby gives notice that
ninety-six rods, more or less, deed dated April
he has been duly appointed adminisA
iib registry of
third, a. d. 1884, recorded in
trator of the estate of Martha P. Hadlock,
deeds, also one other lot with buildings
late of Cranberry Isles, in the county of Han- thereon conveyed to said Leander A, Gray by
cock, deceased, and given bonds as the Chelcias Gray by his deed dated August first,
law directs. All persons having demands a. d. 1889, recorded in said icgistry of deeds,
against the estate of said deceased are desired eontaining in all eighty acre>, more or less,
to present the same for settlement, and all
being the same conveyed to us by Horace Perindebted thereto are requested to make paynon of the estate
kins, administrator tie
ment immediately.
Gilbert T. Hadlock.
of said Leander A. Gray by his deed dated
November fi, 1900.
December 2, 1896, meaning to convey to them
all the real estate owned by the said Leander
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
A. Gray at his decease.
And whereas the
'1TTHEREAS Hiram A. Knowles, of South condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
Knox
▼V
Thojnaston.
county, Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated April 6. 1900, anti condition thereof, said corporation claims a
recorded April 9, 1900, in the registry of deeds foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives this
notice for that purpose.
for Hancock county, Maine, in book 348, page
The Trustees of
548.
conveyed to me, the undersigned,
George Stevens Academy,
Certain real estate in said Hancock countv,
by Austin T. Stevens, its treasurer.
particularly set forth and described in said
Bluehill, November 5, a. d. 1900.
mortgage deed to v>hich deed and the record
thereof express reference is hereby made for
STATE OF MAINE.
more particular description, and whereas the
) HANCOCK SS.:—To the Sheriffs of
(——
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
L. S.
our respective counties, or either of
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
Greeting:
(—) their Deputies.
Albert H. Lynam.
said mortgage.
command you to attach the goods or
Nov. 8, 1900.
estate of Nathan E. Hubbard of Haverill in the County of Essex anti CommonSHERIFF’S SALE.
wealth of Massachusetts to the value of One
VIRTUE of an execution issued from hundred dollars: and summon the said Dethe supreme judicial court, Hancock fendant, (if he maybe found in your precinct;
to appear before our Justices of the Supreme
county, Maine, at the October term thereof Judicial
Court, next to be holdenin Ellsworth,
favor of the inhabitants of the
a. d. 1900. in
within and for our County of Hancock, on
town of Brooklin against Jennie E Blake, for
the
second
of October next, then
sum
of
the
ninety-nine dollars and thirty- aud there in Tuesday
our said Court to answer unto
one cents debt, ai.d eighteen dollars and sevA. C. Hagerthy of Ellsworth, in the County of
cents
I
and
have
seized
taken
costs.
enty-four
I Hancock aud state of Maine,
as the property of the said Jennie E
Blake,
the following-described'real estate, viz.:
j In a plea of the case, tor that the said DeA certain lot or parcel of
land with the 1 fendant, at said Ellsworth, on the 4th day of
buildings thereon situated in the town of Or- May, A. I). 1898 by his F’romi.-sory Note of
laud, county of Hancock and State of Maine, that date, by him subscribed, lor value rebounded ami described as follows: Commenc- ; ceived, promised the Plaintiff to pay him or
ing on the southeast corner at land of Albert I his order the sum of fifty dollars two years
Clements on the road leading to Ellsworth; I after date with interest;
Yet, though often requested, the said Dethence by said C lements land northerly eight
rods; thence easterly parallel with the road ! fendaur has not paid said sum but neglects
sa d
Plaintiff
seven and one-half rods more or less to land ! so to do, to the damage of
of I. I', llarrinuu to a bolt; thence southerly (as he says) the sum of One hi, ,di d doleight rods to the road to an iron bolt: thence lars, which shall then and there be made to
westerly on the road about seven and one- appear with other due damages And have
half rods to the place of beginning.
To- I you there this Writ with your doing* therein.
I
Witness, Andrew P. Wiswell, Chief Justice
gether with all the buildings thereon, being
the same premises described as conveyed in a of said Court, at Ellsworth, this -,th day of
<
thousand
deed from Tracy N. Eldridge to Jennie E. August in the year of our Lord
J. F. Knowlton,
Blake, dated Sept. 28, 1893, and recorded in nine hundred.
Clerk.
vol. 343, page 64, of the registry of deeds for
Hancock county, Maine.
Hancock ss: August 28, 1900, at 5 h., ;10 m.,
And on the 21st day of December, a. a. 1900, in the afternoon.
at the office of A. \V. King, in Ellsworth, HanBy virtue of this Writ, I have attached all
cock county, I shall sell said real estate, and the real estate of the within named Defendall the interest which the said Jennie E. Blake ant, Nathan E. Hubbard and all the right,
had in and to the same on the 7th day of No- title and interest which the said Defendant
vember, a. d. 1899, at ten hours a. m., the time Nathan E. Hubbard has in or to any real eswhen the same was attached on the writ in
tate, situated in said County of Hancock, to
the action in which the said execution was the value of One hundred
dollars.
issued, to satisfy said execution and all costs
L. F. Hooper, Sheriff.
of sale, unless said execution shall be otherHancock ss: August 29, lb 0.
J this day
wise satisfied before said day of sale.
filed in the office of the Register of Deeds iu
L. F. Hooper, Sheriff.
said County of Hancock an attested copy of
Dated this 16th day of Nov. a. d. 1900.
so much of mv return on this Writ as relates to the attachment of real estate: with
SHERIFF’S SALE.
the value of the Defendant s property which
State ok Maine, Hancock sh.
I am by this Writ commanded to attach; the
rilAKEN on execution and will be sold by names of parties; the date of the Writ, and
public auction on the twenty-ninth day the Court to which it is returnable.
L. F. Hooper, Sheriff.
of December, a. d. 1900, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon, at the office of Geo. M. Warren, in
STATE OF MAINE.
Castine, in said county, all the right, title and
Hancock ss. Supreme Judicial Court. Ocinterest which Charles Clement, of Penob- tober Term. A. D. 1900.
scot, in said county, had on the twentyWrit Ordered: That
Upon the
fourth day of March, a. d. 1900, at ten o’clock the Plaintiff foregoing
give notice to the said defendant
and thirty minutes in the forenoon, when the to appear before the Justice of our Susame was attached on the original writ, in
preme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsand to the following-described real estate sitworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
uated in said Penobscot, to wit:
On the on the 3d Tuesday of January A. D. 1901. by
north by land of John H. Marks; on the east
publishing an attested copy of said Writ
by land of M. O. Leach; on the south by land and this order thereon, three weeks succesof M. O. Leach aud on the west by waters of sively in the Ellsworth American a newsPenobscot bay; the above-described premises paper printed in Ellsworth in our countv or
includes not only the real estate once owned Hancock, the last publication to be
thirty
and occupied by the late Geo. W. Clement, days at least prior to said
3d
Tuesday
but also the small strip of land owned by of January next, that he may there and
said Charles Clement, bounded on north by then in our said Court appear a d answer to
land of J. H. Marks; on east
John F. Knowlton,
by highway; on said suit.
south
land once of Geo. W. Clement and
Clerk of the Sup. Jud. Court.
also by land of J. H. Marks, and west by Pe- A true copy of the Writ, Officer s Return aud
nobscot bay.
Order of Court thereon.
J. M. Vogell,
Nov. 19, 1900.
Attest, John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
Deputy Sheriff.

Went Trenton.

Leland,

(-1
L. 8,
j{——
)

years

lodge has now entered
up on its twenty-fourth year with better
prospects as to numbers end usefulness
than for some time past.
It is hoped the
awakened interest may increase.
Nov. 17.
B.

Wednesday. Percy Stubbs, formerly of
steamer “Day Dream”, is engineer.
Wilmot B. Thurlow, of Reliance lodge,
F. and A. M., claims the honor of taking
more names into lodge than any Mason in
Maine.
He has
presented ninety-six

Young.

1

two

over

ILcgai

Great Luck of an VCdltor.
“For two years all efforts to care eczema
in the palms of my hands failed,” writes
Editor II. N. Lester, of Syracuse, Kan.,
“then I was wholly cured by Bucklen’s
Arnica Salve” It’s the world’s beat for
eruption*, sores and all skin diseases. Only
25c at Wiggin & Moore’8.

This

neighborhood where he has lived
Nov. 19.

Archie

t>y various names but they are all in
reality catarrh. Foruna cures catarrh

treasurer.

Steam lobster smack “Ina Collins,” Capt.
John
Simpson, was in the harbor

Nov. 12.

Colonel T. P. Moody, of Chicago.

Burriil has Herved

Miss
us

ty-five years, eleven months and four
days. He was a member of the Baptist
church for over twenty years, and will be

Ui.rrHilf

y

Tuesday evening. C. T. Eugene Hurd;
V. T; Ida Cowing; P. C. T., Ernest
Maud
Burriil;
secretary,
Brewster;
financial secretary, Harold Burriil; chaplain, J. F. Cowing; marshal, Clifford McLaughlin ; department marshal,Gladys Eldririge; guard, Fannie Chaplin; sentinel,
Bruce Giles; treasurer, Mary M. Burriil.

has been having
with one of his eyes, went to Portland last week. It is reported that he will
have to have it removed.

names

it

ive

was

trouble

trouble of any kind, don’t put It off
and suffer, but begin to take Peruna
right away, and keep It up until you

h

|40

Char’es S. Grant has sold bis stone
quarry to a Mr. Candage. Mr. Grant intends to go to Scotland, where his wife baa
been for some time.

entirely and I am free from Indigestion
and dyspepsia and will say to all who
are troubled with catarrh or stomach

Sunday.

of

sum

The smelt fisherman intend to do a large
business the co.uing winter.
Already
Fred E. Webb has ordered eight seines.

“I have taken nil kinds of medicines
and have been treated by all kinds of
doctors, as thousands of my acquaintances are aware In different pnrts of tho
V ill ted Ktatcs, whore I havo traveled,
but my relief was only temporary,until
n little over a yenr ago l started to take
Peruna, and at the present time I am
better than I have been for twenty years.
••The soreness has left my stomach

of Hull’s

Thurlow' & Son have finished work
the Rea wall for Mrs. Sturtcvant at Isle
Haut.

A

terribly.

wife,

II.

Herbert Stinson has the lumber for a
bouse which he will build near tbe
Weed house.

the followings
“for over twenty-five years I suffered
from catarrh, and for over ten years I
stiff-red from catarrh of the stomach

and

borne from yacht-

new

recent letter from 6000 Michigan
111., Mr. Moody says
avenue, Cbicag

Cyrus Dickey

page*

B. S.

a

very

other

Sullivan Banks, who has been yachting,
home Wednesday.

Oriental Consistory Masons,S2d degree.

cor NT Y NEWS.

came

nee

came

v. Y.,as a Jeweler's Auctioneer. Inthe
as a prominent lodge
city of Chicago
member of tho K. T.’s and
man, being a
also of the Masons. Tho cut shows
Colonct Moody in tho costume of the

she is better now than she haslieen
srs, and her cough haa almost left
h r entirely. The soreness has left her
.gs and she is as well as sho over was
i
her life, with thanks,as she says, to
Jvruna. Yours very truly,
T. P. Moody.
Catarrh assumes many forms and att -ksman v organs. Colonel Moody had
catarrh of the stomach, while his wife
had catarrh of tho lungs. Both were
ured by Peruna,simply because catarrh
is catarrh, wherever located.
It may
attack one organ or another. It may be
chronic or acute. It may cause one a
sl%ht inconvenience or preat suffering.
Diaeaaee that catarrh sets up are called

A” n trn

Goss has started in business again
in the Goss block.
S

Knigli* Templar,I# well known in every
led States westof Buffalo,
rity in the Vn

In

()UNTY NEWS.
*tdilional Count if

by

other.

19

...:.

■

J

2W)rrttsrmrnt#.

Carmen Sjrlvn.
The queen of I'ontnnnia (Carmen Syl
vn( is probably the only royal lecturer,
UP
certainly the only queeu who loot up *. in
the world. She is. as pohrtdy needs to be
A
? told, a highly gifted and cultured woman
and frequently lectures in the public
school* of Houmanm. having received a
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable. professor** diploma enabling her to d
this from the king and the minister of
Almost everybody who reads the newseducation. Stic has written !>•».»k^ in f nr
is
sure
to
know
of
the
p
wonderful
papers
T* nnr motto in
our
language* and is a clever nutsHnn. play
cures
made by Lr.
ing the flute among other instruments.
Kilmer's
Swamp-Root,
ji
“My husband embraced me the moment
the great kidney, liver
be *aw me." the que« n is fond of saying
[i and bladder remedy.
She hat! slipped on the
to her friends.
It is the great medistairs at a reception at the court of Pruscal triumph of the ninesia and would have tn*en seriously hurt
teenth century: dishad she n< t fallen into the arms of
covered after years of
That, say* The Young
Prince <’l::*:!es,
scientific research ty j Woman, v. as the beg iming of their courtDr. Kilmer, the emi'Huy were married soon aftership.
nent kidney and bladward.
der specialist, and is
The Wnj to Item Table t.lnen.
wonderfully successful in promptly curing
lame back, kidney, biadder, uric acid trouTable.hubs cut from the web are much
bles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
cheaper than those woven with a border,
form cf kidney trouble.
and if the linen of a reliable manufacturDr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not recdurable
er is selected one is sure of u
e ommended for everything but If you have kid- cloth.
The side* may be left selraged if one
ney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested prefers, though the ends must be hemin so many ways, in hospital work, in private
med. There are many wrong ways to
practice, among the helpless too poor to pur- hem a tablecloth, and there uiay Ik* more
chase relief and has proved so successful in
than one right way.
Here is one right way. and unless a
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
hemstitch is preferred it is the only right
We he vc never clni tned our p.MHts tube tbe cheapest in quclitv We | who have not already tried it, may have a
way: Turn a narrow hem—a quarter of
sample bottie sent free by mail, also a book nn inch is fight unless the linen is very
have no desire lor such a reputation, for we know that cheapness without
more
about
and
how
to
Swamp-Root
heavy, then a slightly wider one is allowexcellence ignores a vital element. It' We sold so cheap a quality of goods (• telling
find out it you have kidney or bladder trouble.
able. After the hem is turned and bastnot
be
or such big trash as some dealers are selling, it would
cheap in (* When writing mention reading this generous I ed fold the hem back again on to the
only
right side of the cloth and sew the hem
price but it would lie )>oor merchandise which our customers would be G offer in this paper ar.d
to the cloth by hand in a “top seam** or
G send your address io
getting. We do things differently; we give
over and over: then flatten and pres* the
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghem in place.
hamton, N. Y. The
cent
and
m,
Itn«|.
regular fifty
|
A Scheme of PiroralloB.
•
dollar
sizes
are
all
sold
by
good druggists.
Everything we offer we guarantee to be of good quality and of good I
Here is n notion of decorating a gr»*eti
value. The woman who patronizes this store knows what she is buying; <
drawing room: Walls washed mignonette
there is no deception or misrepresentation; she knows she is getting aG
green; cozy corner and chairs uph- l-ten 1
in green satin, brocaded with an i\o.y
of
at
a
fair
value.
We
have
done
business
in
Ellsworth
good quality
goods
!
CMffh .Vftr* *c» .*1
colored design; curtain* of biscuit colored
for thirty years, and during that time we have sold more dry goods than .)
tissue flowered with pink roses and green
all the other dealers combined.
The reason is we always try to give our 11
leaves; carpet green hruasds with (link
FKEKMAX-LAWTON.
customers
indications. The scheme works out well.
G
Monday, Nov. 19, at 10 o’clock In the

dbbKtiscmmtft.

{value"for value]
J

Suggest Ions that Kllnworlh Hold
Watch Meeting.

|

Mayor Greety

LAME BACK

j

ij

ij
|
| Furs, Dress Goods, Silks,Carpets,;!
?

l
P

p
p

P

*

«
p

P

?
?

S
a

G
G

Fancy Goods, Small Wares,
Hosiery and Underwear.

!| j

VALUE FOR VALUE.

**«

J

[

j|

VALUE FOR VALUE,

M.
j|

G

to get it is at

GALLERT’S.

Different

15

j|

Departments

15

j|

j|

Fully Stocked.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawton, both being popular and
well-known young people of this plaje.
The wedding was at the home of the
bride, the rooms being very prettily decorated with laurel, flowers and potted
plants. Only the immediate relatives of
the two families were present, some fifteen
or twenty.
The bride was in white, with
veil, and carried a bunch of white pinks.
Her sister, Miss Grace Lawton, seted as
the second
William

bridesmaid, Hiid Dr. Charles Freeman, of
Harbor, brother of the groom, was

(• DEPT.
•

J

“

2
a

.)

|l
11

“

11

C

J.
i

11
D

“

“
“

(•
<’

'[

**

:,

“

].
I

(

u

“

1—Cloaks, Capes, Ladies’ Suits, Dress skirts.
<1
2—Silk, Wash Wool Waists, Petticoats. Cotton Underwear, <1
•:
Wrappers.
3—Dress Goods, Silks and Velvets.
*.
4—Carpetings, Rugs and Matting.
5—Draperies, Curtains and Portieres.
U—Blankets, Table Linen, Crashes, Towels and Housekeepers’ (i
Goods.
(I
7—Prints, Sheetings and Domestics.
I
8—Dress Linings of all kinds.
*!
1)—Embroidery Linens and Materials for Fancy Work.
lO—Dress Trimmings and Dressmakers'Materials.
11—Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Kid, Street and Driving Gloves; D
Silk, Taffeta and Cashmere Gloves; Wool and SilkMit-(l
tens; Boys', Misses' and Children's Gloves and Mittens. (1
(•
12—Hosiery, Underwear and Yams.
<
13—Corsets of all the leading makes and styles.
14—Laces and Embroideries.
15—Small Wares and Notions.
|

j.
J|

[

J

ceremony and congratulawedding breakfast was served,
after which the young couple went to the
dock

the

a

Patronize the

j)
<J

store

in

Eastern

leading and best dry goods
Maine, thereby getting the

best results—

J[

M.

]»

][
(>

j[

VALUE FOR VALUE.

\

I

GALLERT.

CLARION RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.
Pearl, Agate and

Plumbing

Granite Ware.

Crockery

Heating.

Stoves.

Fishing Tackle.

Ware.

Hot Water and Steam

J.
Main Street,

and

Blue-Flame Oil

and Tin

P.

and

crossed

the gangway

of

the

“Frank Jones” in a tornado of
and old shoes. The team which look

rice

them

the

to

Randall

landing,

driver,

as

with

trimmed

was

white and blue cloth and
shoes till it

presented

a

with

hung with old

sight

for

a

circus

procession.
The young couple
to
of

are on a

Boston, expecting to
this week. They will

Onions

wedding trip

return
go to

housekeep-

It««l

1 wo

Ellsworth, Me.

A health Argument_
Still

no

stantly

<

employ

of

you have tried twenty

remedies, and are
better.
Lots of so-called cures are bom and die every year.
Ours has been in use over 40 years, and is conon the gain.
You see the point, it cures.
The True “L. F.” ATWOOD'S Bilious BITTERS.
—

posters amt your ads. upon the

man.

“M« won’t let

me

swear.”

illness

and

returned

to

Clark

by

was
a

severely hurt by

horse

last week.

her

Hodgkins, who

is

receiving

in bis

he

and

Bangor, is profuse
surgeous, physicians

praise

of

nurses

at

hat institution.

I >ecause he

Harbor.

There will be a social dance at West
End hall Saturday evening, Nov. 24. The
Dirigo orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish music.

lazy

worse

takes up

than

a

Hood's Pills

dead one,

The only pedigree worth having is the
makes for himself.

j

n*'i1

—

II

IT*

WERE YOF AT THE RIMI
MORE PEOFFi:

SATFSFIKDTH AX EVER HI l ii|!K.
MORE HAROAIXS THIS WEEK.
HEAD THE INDEX OF ON Iy
A FEW OF THE MANY

i ndulging in

Liver

AT COST
WHEN YOU ORDER

MAIN

AND

STATE

STREETS.

would

Ik* gone long ago.

for the next 30

1 propost* to sell

1

days.

OWEN BYRN,

Clothier and Furnisher,
Water

SURE

THAT IT BEARS OUR

Street, Ellsworth.

_

An Old Business in New

TRADE-MARK.

Quarters.

& S®" hl*ve completed their building on Water street;
...
nave fitted it up with new
machinery; have equipped it with a 10-horse
I>ower electric motor, and are
ready for business. AVe manufacture
and deal in

“La Belle

Chocolatiere”
\ e

Walter Baker & Co. Limited

Sawing, Planing, Turning, and Jobbing.
keep glass and putty, and do repairing where these articles
White wood Board and

Plank Constantly

on

are

i

neeileu.

j

hnnd.

i

_E.

DORCHESTER, MASS.

j
j

DOORS. SASH, BLINDS, WINDOW FRAMES, MOULDINGS.

j»

no

MEDAL, PARIS,

ELLSWORTH’S ’’BIG STORE."

and some of them below cost.

AGE YOU RECEIVE

COLD

LEWIS FH it CO.

Children’s Heavy Weights,
which 1 want to close out. I will let them
go
At Cost,

EXAMINE THE PACK-

1780

|

I have oceans of

Baker’s Chocolate
or Baker’s Cocoa

Established

Russian Vests.
Half Mackintosh
Coats.
Lot of Boys’ Reefer Suits,
sizes 4 to s, marked to $1.45. Lot of
Boys’ Vest Suits, sizes 3 to \ now
lx)t of Boys’ Two-piece •'Hits,
$1.4.5.
sizes s to HI, $1.45.
Just forty-two
Boys’ Reefers, with storm collar and
muff pockets, selling for $1.45. Boys’
Knee Pants, 21c.

fils, Biliousness, In.
to lake, easy to

what is left

Under the decisions of the U. S. Coarts
other Chocolate or Cocoa is entitled to
be labelled or sold a* “Baker’s Chocolate”
or
Baker’s Cocoa.”

| waterproof Mackintosh, a regular $5
coat, for $2.45.
Sheep Lined ( oats.

Easy

which ordinarily

atmrrtisnncnts.

MAKE

j

HEAVY WINTER CLOTHING

excess.

1

AND

II

The inild weather has naturally made certain classes of clothing
move slow, and I find
myself loaded with

and labor are the two best
of men; labor sharpens the aptemperance prevents him from

Temperance
j tbysicians
( ictite, and

cure

digestion, Headache.
operate 2Sc—Adel.

more room.

, ine a man

C. E. Linda]!, the manager of Music
leaves
next
week
for
New
York. After forming a band which will
be composed of Pleasant Point Indians,
Bennett Francis, leader, he will sail lor
Porto Rico.
Mr. Eindall will give exhibitions with bis moving picture machines, assisted by the band.

Axox.

is

man

hall,

Nov. 20.

Tbe primary school closed Friday.
Tbe literary society, which was-organized a few weeks ago, is to bold Ita meetings in tbe library building. This is just
wrtaat la needed here. It la hoped mucb
good may come from it.
Nov. 19.
H.

in the East Maine general bos*

reatment

gave a reception at her
Tuesday evening, to her nuSoineeville friends.
They were

books.

been at work the

side track will be put in at West’s
brook, a mile from the settlement. The
pine logs will be shipped to Bangor, and
the pulp wood to some point west.
Nov. 19.
Ch’e’eb.

called

last

merous

in Elli-

were

)ital at

A

were

royally entertained.
The library society baa resumed meetings. This summer It baa bad given it
over (50 in money and
a donation
of

M.

Eben B.

(

who

Mlsa Lanaon
home

nacbine shop, bis present shop being too
mall for bis business.

Fools occasionally find opportunities,
I >ut wise men make them.

past six months.
There Is talk of a commercial school at
West
Franklin this winter if a sufficient
number of scholars can be obtained.

a

Sommllik.

He

move

ini-

P.

without help.
Cyrus P. Hardison returned from Ramford Falls Saturday night, where he baa

cannot

I tie occasion

Colon Ginn, of
here by the
serious illuess of their
Mra.
mother,
Andrew Ginn, will return this
week.
Mrs. Ginn is mucb better.
Nov. 19.
O,

►state of

Nov. 19.

More stone is wanted by the W. C. K. It.
This time it is sixty carloads of gront for
the Eastport braucb.
D.

tuaae

Louts Gott and

Mrs.

Trenton.

kicked

matter

SATl'RDAY?

Portland,

Bucksport.

Elijah White and wife
vorth over Sunday.

at work.

Lawyer—You will get your third out of
the estate, madam.
Widow —Oh, Mr.
fence,
But they ain’t the kind o' mediums that appeals B»uebags! How can you aay such a thing, Egyptwith my second hardly cold in the grave?
Mrs. Daniel West is improving after a
to common sense;
“Dr. Dosem and his wife seem to be in dangerous illness.
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
league together, don’t they?” “How so?”
Miss Marcia Hardison has returned to
circulars and such,
“Why, he is trying to boom his new dys- Egypt after a short vacation at home.
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
pepsia cure, while she is running a cookMrs. Betsey Clark and granddaughter,
much;
ing-school.”
And especially in winter, when the enow Is on
Miss Helen Clark, have gone to Orono for
“Come, come, my boy, don’t cry.” urged a visit.
the ground,
the kindly old gentleman.
“Doubtless
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
Rev. David Smith preached an interestcan be found?
your troubles are very real and serious to
ing sermon to an appreciative audience
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor you, but you should be manly in adverof about Beveuty Sunday night in the
stove's aglow,
sity.” “I can’t be,” sobbed the boy.
The newspaper is read aloud to everyone we
‘Why not?” asked the kindly old gentle- Bchoolhouse.
•You talk about

(

Julius Darling has returned from the
Washington, where be has been

Bar

Probably

weeks’

A

ELDRIDGE,

Brockton, Mass.,

of

Mason has purchased of the
G. W. Mason the building formAfter making
irly used ms a flour mill.
8.

commence

state of

John

Wardwell,

at A.

L'uesday.

Walter Butler has gone to Eastbrook,
where he is sawing shingles for Macomber Bros.

being

Orlniui.

cbool at

the

a

backward

a

Drawers,
|
Men’s Fancy lYrrale
Llewellyn AI bee bus left L’spt. Alton 37c. Lot of
Murpby.and Ashbury Lopaus takes bis S.iirt>. >tiii bosoms, cuffs detaelud. *:ne.
plsce.
Lot of Men’s Heavy Working shirts.
Quite s number of pupils attend the ‘25c. A good t'mbrella. tnc. l.ot of
high school at Seal Cove. L. W.Kumill Men’s and Hoys’ Winter
Caps. 25c.
is teaching.
Lot of Men’s Soft Hats, 50c. l.ot of
George W. Lunt went to Bangor th's Men’s >tilT *2 Hats, i*sc.
s„j(S
morning, where be expects to find work in Iron
(iray. Heavy Scotch ..Land
for the winter.
Itlue and Black Cheviots, suits that
The children’s concert that Miss Katie
we sold for $5 and $0,
for thi> -ale,
Murphy gave for Ibe Mtthodist Sunday- $3.00.
Better Suits fof $1/
.u5,
school w as a success.
$7.40, $7.no, $n.noaml $11220 per suit
C«pt. Bliss lticb Ijss stopped ashore this Every suit has been marked down.
trip on account of poor health. His Men’s
Working Pants, one lot .it 75c,
brother Thomas takes tns place.
! and one lot at $1.
At $3.H<> tin new
Nov. 19.
Thelma.
Oxford overcoat, well made. w. M tailOrinnti.
The village school began Monday, Nov- ored: a regular $7..’>o overcoat for *
At $4.no and $5.no
we offer over
ember 19.
twenty styles to select from, i.i KerThere will be a Thanksgiving ball November 29.
seys, Beavers, Oxfords, etc.
Every
The sick onea are now reported as con- i overcoat in this lot is worth from $*
to $lo; our price now at
and
valescent.
Harvey Hopkins Is spending a few daya $5.no. We have others at $7.4o, .*7.nu,
The long l ister with
at tbe Urland bouse. Mr.
Hopkins Is an $n.no. $11.20.
storm collar and muff pockets, .t s5,
Orland boy w ho is working bis
way up,
and Is to be congratulated on his success. $«. $$.
We are selling a warranted
|

Miss Bernice Mason has recovered from

The winter terms of school

largely

but

meeting is held in El’sworlh,
It will be necessary to arrange for some
••ortof entertainment to int era (terse wit ti
j the reading of the
!
greetings. It Is sug
geated that tbe churches might unite for

W. Dunbar’s Tuesday,
Mrs. George Dunbar and Miss Annie
)unnar were calling on friends
here
vas

Franklin.

to-day in this district.
Henry G. Wooster is in
Macomber Bros., clerking.

^ISbcrtiErnunts.

some

vt*.

If such

favorite vegetable with

a

are

Monroe

H.

Herbert Clark trapped two mink Wed-

tiluehilh

of sentiment, 1
glance over
been done in
tbe closing
cent ury, and blind speculation aa to
the;
wonderful achievements which the new
press

people, and the flavor of the fried
variety is said to he improved if the slices
are dipped in milk before frying.

ing at once in the house recently occupied
by Dea. Thomas Holmes.
There were many presents for ’ie bride,
the most valuable being a silver tea set
from Mr. and Mrs. Henry Inman, of At-

West

century

should he observed In

century will see,

many

Saturday

lanta, Ga.
Nov. 20.

a

here

I he same message? in New York.
The
originals of these greeting* are to bo preserved in tbe National library at Washington.
It seems fitting that the; dawning of a

It is
way.
of course,
what
has

j

meoj

of

new

Baked nlacka is an appetizing dainty
noted for newness. It is a luoringe filled
with ice cream and then set in the oven
n
minute to brown.
It is served in
cracked ice. The combination of hot and
cold is unique.

Channie

A. W. Coombs, the miller, not having
room in his corn house to store all the
corn coming into town, la building a
bin
in the mill.

Heating.

.....

Ik- read

j

lor

era

meeting, these
by express, to
simultaneously with the reading
item

nut good

•T have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Choiand Uiarrhrea Itemed), and And
it t0
be a great medicine,” says Mr.
H
Phipps, of Poteau, Ark. "it cured
bloody flux. 1 cannot speak too highly of
It” This remedy always wins the
go,,,)
opinion. If not praise, of Iho-e who u«e it
The quick cures which it effects even
In
the most revere cases make It a
favorite
For
sale
Uko
A
everywhere.
by
Par>hkr
Ellsworth, and W. I.Partridge,

are

holds

greeting* will be

steamer

riesday.

(■

many others.
If Ellsworth

A use for discarded long wristed evening gloves is found in the covering of picture frames.
The kid in delicti'* hues
lends itself admirably to this purpose.
Tf skill with the brush is possessed, a
design of small flowers or a vine spray
may decorate sides or corners.

man.

tions,

Among those who

Queen Victoria,
Kai**er Wllheirn, ( rtr Nicholas, Prealdent
Lou bit, Queen Wilbelmina, Pope Iao,
Count Tolstoi, Sir Edwin Arnold, Lord
Roberts, Anthony Hope, Hall Caine and

Mrs. Alice Northlane of Sioux City,
la., is considered one of the most competent cattle buyers in the northwest and
is employed by a large commission house
in that capacity. It is said she can pick
out a good steer ns quickly and accurately as a French modiste can pick out a
Stylish bonnet.

Bar

After

read.

greetings

send

is

j

The groom is the second son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Albert Freeman, and the bride is

best

ill be

r* w

wnl

mind

peace of mind.”

j

One may keep ones rooms sweet with ; such a meeting.
HAROAIXS. COME TO on:
the fragrance of violets all winter by j
Mayor Ureely would like an expression
setting little bowls of powdered orris root J from tbe people of Ellsworth on this STORE ANI> SEE FOR YOl l:-i:i.F.
about in them. The orris root should be matter, and would be pleased to receive
White Handkerchiefs. 2c. 2.V susrenewed once or twice a month and the suggest ions
by letter or in person re- ;
bowls washed whenever it is changed. .rar.)f..u it
50c Oil
penders, !*c.
Tan, Fleece
Dainty Japanese bowls and quaint dishFined Cloves, 28c. Men's Scotch Wool
—
es and vases make the best receptacles,
Shirts ami Drawers, l 7<\
Men's .’dio
WmI Trrmntil.
and it is wise to cover them during the
O. Kicb left for bis home in Boston this Fleece Lined Shirts and Drawer-, sic.
night to preserve the sweetness of the
week.
Men’s $1 all Wool Shirts anti
powder.

■

(• the only place

letti

HK'NTV NEWS

forenoon, Arthur H. Freeman and Clara
For the fall season, as usual, we scoured the markets for goods best j I Loulae Lawton were married. Rev. G.
I•
f * adapted, the latest in style, best in quality, reasonable in price and large (1 II. lltfflon, recently pastor of the Con< in assortment.
We have no superiors in our line of business, and are • gregational church here, performed the
J
ceremony.
*
with
the
best
of them. If you want
equal

j;

ol mi

t

VALUE FOR VALUE.

letter* from

century greetings from the crowned
h-» d- of the world ami prominent imn of

ij
J

Dig

Wisdom I* one of the things that
York asking Ellsworth to jotn In
don't
come to the man who alia down
and waits
the movement of bolding witch meetere
Blessed
they who don’t r eed s 1Ter.
ings to watch oat the old century and
watch in the new. This movement, in ally to Strengthen them, nor affliction to
w bicb cities and large towns all over tbe I purify.
Towne—So yon went home with
country are expected to participate, ia
H'ltisj.
under the auspices of the American Naman for lunch to-day, eh?
What did yoo
tional R*d Cross society, and the proceeds ; gel? Brown
Art appetite for dinner.
from the meetings held are for t he carry- !
••They say my cousin Is a wonderful docon
of
the
work
of
that society. tor."
great
ing
"You bet he is!
I swallowed
a
In New York city there will he a main- nickel the other
day, and he made me
moth meeting at Madison Square garden.
cough up fj.”
Sousa’s hand will furnish music and a
“I don’t bailee" that like cures ||i,0„
chorus of one thousand Voice* will sing.
•‘Can you disprove lit’’ “I can. \
.,irce
Between the musical selections, new
wife's

Cioaks, Capes, Suits,

!;

has received

a

New

announcing

FALL OPENING

He who makes up bis mind that
he shall
succeed, has already (ailed.
Misfortune Is the Alter that
separates
the true Irlenda from the cnnterfcit.

CKNTLRY.

not

DO YOU GET
WITH
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